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Abstract

We conduct a broad investigation about stellar mass and population diagnostics in order

to formulate novel constraints related to the formation andevolution of galaxies from a

nearby cluster environment. Our work is powered by the use ofstellar population models

which transform galaxy colours and/or absorption line strengths into estimates of its stellar

properties. As input to such models, we assemble an extensive compilation of age and

chemical abundance information for Galactic globular clusters. This compilation allows a

confident expansion of these models into new regions of parameter space that promise to

refine our knowledge of galactic chemical evolution.

We then draw upon a state-of-the-art spectroscopic and photometric survey of the Virgo

galaxy cluster in order to constrain spatial variations of the stellar ages, metallicities, and

masses within its member galaxies, and their dynamical masses. We interpret these data in

the context of the histories of star formation, chemical enrichment, and stellar mass assem-

bly to formulate a broad picture of the build-up of this clusterâĂŹs content over time. In it,

the giant early-type galaxies formed through highly dissipational processes at early times

that built up most of their stellar mass and drew significant amounts of dark matter within

their optical radii. Conversely, dwarf early-types experienced environmental processes that

quenched their star formation during either the early stages of cluster assembly or upon

infall at later times. Somewhat perplexing is our finding that the internal dynamics of these
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galaxies are largely explained by their stellar masses. Lastly, Virgo spirals also suffer from

their dense environment, through ram pressure stripping and/or tidal harrassment. In addi-

tion to quenching, these effects leave an imprint on their internal dynamical evolution too.

Late-type spirals exhibit evidence of having ejected significant amounts of baryons from

their inner regions, likely via energetic feedback events.

Rich as our picture of the history of the Virgo cluster has become, real progress in

our understanding of this system will truly benefit from future high-resolution cosmologi-

cal and hydrodynamic simulations of this environment. Suchsimulations are still in their

infancy, but the data assembled here should soon provide their most direct validation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

To zeroth order, galaxies may be thought of as immense collections of gravitationally-

bound dark matter and baryons (i.e. “normal” matter). When weobserve these objects at

any epoch throughout the history of the Universe, we are onlyprivy (in a direct sense) to the

latter component, which itself only represents a tiny fraction of their mass (Fukugita et al.,

1998; Fukugita & Peebles, 2004). Still, from what little is available to us we can easily tell

that galaxies are remarkably complex physical systems thatoccupy a wide range of global

shapes (elliptical, disky, irregular), sizes, masses, colours, dynamical configurations and

gas/dust contents. Although they evolve over timescales ofbillions of years, countless sys-

tems in the nearby and distant Universe of galaxies have beenobserved to undergo dramatic

transformations such as explosive [active galactic nucleus (AGN) or supernova] feedback

episodes, starbursts, outflows, merging and dynamical stripping. By coupling observations

of galactic flora and fauna with many different flavours of theoretical models/simulations,

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

the principal goal of modern-day extragalactic astrophysics is to understand the key pro-

cesses through which the many varieties of galaxies acquired (and subsequently retained)

their respective budgets of dark and baryonic material.

Since the birth of the modern cosmological framework (dark energy plus cold dark

matter,ΛCDM; Komatsu et al. 2011), great strides have been made with respect to our

understanding of the “dark side” of galaxies, including (but not limited to) the assembly,

demographics and (sub-)structure of dark matter haloes. Inbrief, we now know that galax-

ies acquire their dark matter in a bottom-up or “hierarchical” fashion in which haloes grow

through accretion of smaller haloes or mergers with similar-sized ones. The hierarchical

growth of dark structures in the Universe ultimately produces a distribution of haloes within

a cosmologically-representative volume (e.g. 250 Mpc) that transitions from a steep power

law to an exponential truncation in going for low to high masses/velocities (Springel et

al., 2005; Klypin et al., 2011). Regarding individual haloes, high-resolution simulations of

their formation suggest that the dark matter within them is distributed over most of their

volume following either an inverse-cube (Navarro et al., 1997) or exponentially-declining

(Graham et al., 2006) relation with radius. When re-cast intothe cosmological context,

such simulations show that significant fractions of the darkmatter in any individual halo

are not smoothly distributed, but instead found in sub-haloes that have remained bound

for extended periods of time following their accretion (Moore et al., 1999b; Diemand et

al., 2007). Naturally, some aspects related to the assemblyof galaxies’ dark matter bud-

gets remain puzzling withinΛCDM framework (e.g. Blumenthal et al., 1986; Moore et al.,

1999b; Gnedin et al., 2004; Duffy et al., 2010; Governato et al., 2010), but there is reason

to suspect that their resolutions lie in accounting for the role of baryons during galaxy for-

mation. Apart from these aspects, a great deal is now known about the dark matter haloes
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that act as the wombs for the gathering of baryonic material and subsequent manufacturing

of galaxies.

In contrast to the case of dark matter, our knowledge of how galaxies acquire and man-

age their budgets of baryonic material is still clouded by much uncertainty. This statement

should not be taken to mean that little has been learned over the years but rather that work

remains in order to clarify matters. Since stars represent an end-state of sorts for the baryon

duty cycle, it is not unreasonable to think that it is our knowledge of galaxian stellar mass

assembly that rests on more fragile foundations. The current paradigm for this assembly

process may be broadly summarized as follows: primordial gas (∼2/3 hydrogen,∼1/3

helium) is accreted onto dark matter haloes whereupon it is shock-heated to the virial tem-

perature and then eventually cools to form disk out of which stars are formed (Birnboim

& Dekel, 2003). This cool gas is rapidly enriched with the byproducts of nuclear fusion

through stellar winds or stars turning into supernovae and white dwarfs. The first genera-

tions of stars in galaxies help establish the long-lived baryon duty cycle in a major way by

subjecting the gas to energetic feedback that prevents it from all turning into stars immedi-

ately after joining the disk. In the absence of other (perhaps stochastic) effects, this cycle

of cooling, star formation, and heating plus enrichment would build galaxies secularly over

cosmic time.

However, this simplistic picture of stellar mass assembly overlooks many details that

we now know, or at least suspect, to have an impact on this process, including (but not

limited to): reionization of the Universe, cold flows, mergers/accretion, disk instabilities,

starbursts and AGN feedback. The discovery of these growth-altering mechanisms has

spawned a flurry of research into the galaxy types and mass scales for which they are of

consequence. For instance, large statistical studies of galaxian colours (e.g. Strateva et
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al., 2001) have shown that the overall population can be roughly divided into two groups:

star-forming and quiescent. Galaxies are thought to evolveprimarily in the direction of the

former group to the latter over time under the action of some process that quenches their

star formation, and thus halts further growth of their stellar components. Owing to the fact

that quiescent galaxies are spread over a large range of masses, no single mechanism is

argued to be responsible for the inferred quenching. Leading candidates include feedback

from AGN or supernovae, and gas-rich major mergers (Faber etal., 2007).

A fundamental approach for progress on our understanding ofthe physics which gov-

erns the build-up of galaxies’ stellar components is to empirically constrain the ages, metal-

licities and masses of their constituent populations1. These measurements effectively pro-

vide us with fossil records of the star formation and chemical enrichment histories within

galaxies, with age and mass constraining the shape and normalization of the former and

metallicity the time-averaged efficiency of the latter. Since a viable theory of galaxy for-

mation must be able to reproduce these observed fossil records, we expect that clever com-

parisons of empirical and predicted trends in stellar population data should help further re-

duce the pool of candidate processes. Theoretical predictions are derived from either semi-

analytic models or cosmological N-body plus hydrodynamic simulations, where the prin-

cipal advantage of the former is its computational efficiency (e.g. Benson & Bower, 2010)

while the latter offer the closest approximation to a first-principles solution of the galaxy

formation problem. Somewhat ironically though, hydrodynamic simulations themselves

have clearly demonstrated that galaxy evolution is quite sensitive to sub-grid physics, which

are routinely treated therein through assumed prescriptions (Scannapieco et al., 2012). At

the same time, predictions of semi-analytic models are beholden to the values of tunable

1Metallicity refers to the fraction of a population’s stellar mass that is comprised of atoms heavier than
helium.
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parameters with unclear physical meanings. Until resolved, these shortcomings of galaxy

formation theory must be borne in mind when assessing the reality of the physical processes

which they describe.

1.2 Motivation & objective

1.2.1 Virgo cluster of galaxies

Throughout our quest to better understand how galaxies form, observers and theorists must

work together to devise novel ways to test current models. Comprehensive analyses of

broad and unbiased galaxy samples drawn from the nearby Universe offer a particularly

valuable approach in this regard and which complements similar work on large surveys of

high-redshift galaxies. A prime target from the nearby Universe to derive such samples is

the Virgo cluster of galaxies. Located 16.5 Mpc from the Milky Way (1 pc = 3.262 light-

years = 3.086× 1016 m; Mei et al., 2007), this cluster represents the single largest grouping

of galaxies within more than twice this distance. Although still actively forming (Trentham

& Tully, 2002), the two major portions of the areal region ascribed to Virgo, subclusters

A and B, both appear dynamically relaxed, with virial radii that stretch 1.55 and 0.96 Mpc

from their centers located at the positions of M87 and M49, respectively (McLaughlin,

1999; Ferrarese et al., 2012). The nominal sizes of these subclusters imply that they cover

small areas on the sky (5.38 and 3.33◦) relative to those characterizing modern extragalactic

surveys (e.g.>14,000 deg2; Ahn et al., 2013) and large-format CCDs. In other words,

observing large fractions of the galaxian content of the Virgo cluster is finally feasible

thanks to new large format and field-of-view cameras that operate over a broad range of

the electromagnetic spectrum (for instance, see Ferrareseet al. 2012 for a summary of
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the “Next GenerationVirgo ClusterSurvey (NGVS)” at optical wavelengths and other

previous/recent work in other spectral windows). Early estimates of the total number of

galaxies in Virgo revealed just over 2000 members (Binggeli et al., 1985) spanning nearly

the full range of physical properties (i.e. luminosities, sizes, etc.). NGVS has however

revealed an even richer population with many more members, being largely ascribable to a

previously undetected fraction of faint dwarf galaxies.

Despite the panchromatic view that has steadily emerged on the Virgo cluster since the

pioneering work of Binggeli et al. (1985), studies of the stellar populations therewithin

were limited in scope either to small samples of certain galaxy types or by spatial sam-

pling/resolution (e.g. Gavazzi et al., 2003; Sánchez-Blázquez et al., 2006a; Crowl & Ken-

ney, 2008), until recently. Due to its proximity and richness however, Virgo offers us (in

principle) the opportunity to simultaneously analyse the stellar populations in nearlyall

galaxies on both resolved and integrated scales. The fact that earlier work suffered from

the above shortcomings could arguably be tied to the lack of deep near-infrared (NIR)

imaging for the galaxies of this cluster which enables the so-called age-metallicity degen-

eracy, encountered at optical wavelengths (§2; Worthey 1994), to be broken. This situation

has now been ameliorated with the publication of the SHIVir survey (Spectroscopy and

H−bandImaging ofVir go cluster galaxies; McDonald et al. 2011).

The photometric component of SHIVir constitutes a volume-limited survey at optical

and NIR wavelengths of all galaxies in subcluster A of Virgo brighter than a total appar-

ent B−band magnitude of 16. The survey spans the full range of morphologies amongst

the galaxies lying within a projected distance of∼1.7 Mpc from the cluster core, at M87,

and thus may be considered representative of the low-redshift galaxy population. Galax-

ies were imaged in four optical filters (griz) and the NIRH−band, whereby the former
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were downloaded from the seventh data release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS;

Abazajian et al., 2009). Conversely, the NIR imaging is a heterogeneous collection derived

from either the GOLDMine database (Gavazzi et al., 2003), Two Micron All Sky Survey

(2MASS; Skrutskie et al., 2006) or an extensive observational campaign conducted with

Mauna Kea telescopes (UH/ULBCam, CFHT/WIRCAM, UKIRT/WFCAM). SHIVir data

products include surface brightness profiles and non-parametric structural quantities for all

286 galaxies in the survey and in all five filters. Further details about SHIVir photometry

may be found in McDonald et al. (2009, 2011)2, while a full presentation of the spec-

troscopic component of this survey awaits a forthcoming publication (Ouellette et al.,in

prep).

1.2.2 Open questions in galaxy formation

The advent of the SHIVir survey provides us with the minimum data necessary to consis-

tently model the ages and metallicities of the stellar populations of a representative sample

of Virgo cluster galaxies, on both resolved and integrated scales. The results of this mod-

elling inform us on the integrated histories of the star formation and chemical evolution

that has occurred over the lifetimes of these systems, as well as a function of position

within them. This information may then be used to evaluate the reality of various theoret-

ical scenarios/models of galaxy formation by way of their predictions for how the above

processes operate, especially on local scales. The derivation and interpretation of the ages

and metallicities, and gradients thereof for Virgo galaxies comprised the core motivation

of the author’s M.Sc. thesis. However, several notable improvements to the analysis (§4)

post-dated the author’s completion of Queen’s M.Sc. degreeprogram in 2009, such that

2See alsohttp://www.astro.queensu.ca/virgo
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the eventual publications (Roediger et al., 2011a,b) are considered genuine byproducts of

the present thesis.

In Roediger et al. (2011b), we assessed viable formation scenarios for Virgo cluster

galaxies based, in part, onmediantrends in their stellar populations as a function of radius

and morphological type. On the other hand, studies of the stellar age and metallicity gradi-

ents withinindividual galaxies are appealing for their potential to identify departures from

the above trends. In this regard, disk galaxies offer an interesting case study. Apart from

the traditional inside-out framework for their formation (Ferguson & Clarke, 2001; Robert-

son et al., 2004; Mollá & Díaz, 2005; Naab & Ostriker, 2006; Dutton, 2009), these galaxies

are also thought to evolve secularly under the action of non-axisymmetric density perturba-

tions. The hierarchical nature of structure growth in theΛCDM Universe also suggests that

disk galaxies are subjected to minor mergers/accretions throughout their lifetimes. Recent

hydrodynamical simulations have predicted the effects that either of these two scenarios

would have on the age gradients in these galaxies (Younger etal., 2007; Roškar et al.,

2008; Sánchez-Blázquez et al., 2009; Martínez-Serrano et al., 2009). Our knowledge of

such gradients in Virgo spirals then stands as a valuable metric for assessing the viability

of these particular scenarios, at least in the context of evolution in dense environments.

In addition to ages and metallicities, and to within a certain degree of systematic error,

the optical photometry from the SHIVir survey alone may be used to constrain the stellar

masses and stellar surface mass densities of Virgo galaxies. Such an endeavour is made all

the more appealing by the existence of dynamical information for many galaxies belonging

to this cluster (covering most morphologies) because it allows us to empirically calibrate

the relation between their stellar and dynamical masses. Although such a relation has been

suspected for many decades now (Faber & Jackson, 1976; Tully& Fisher, 1977), recent
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advances in extragalactic surveys and dark matter simulations have enabled its study with

great statistical confidence over wide ranges in mass and redshift, z (∼1010−15 M⊙ and∆z

= 8, respectively; e.g. Behroozi et al., 2013). The semi-empirical nature of these studies,

however, make the need for an independent andfully empirical validation of their results

very clear. For one, the issue of scatter in stellar mass at fixed dynamical/halo mass can

only be treated parametrically through various ansätze in the semi-empirical approach (e.g.

Leauthaud et al., 2011), as opposed to its empirical cousin,where the scatter comes at no

extra cost, in principle. Empirically establishing the form of and scatter in the relation

between stellar and halo mass is challenged in practice by the inherent difficulty in mea-

suring the total masses of galaxies’ haloes. Due to this, thestatistics underpinning current

empirical studies are poor for halo masses< 1012 M⊙ (Leauthaud et al., 2012). This dif-

ficulty may be circumvented by restricting mass measurements to the luminous regions of

galaxies, with the caveat that halo mass is replaced with dynamical mass in the derived

relation.

Furthermore, conclusions for most of the studies proposed above depend intimately on

the accuracy of the stellar population synthesis model(s) used to constrain the quantities of

interest. There is a recurring need for validation of these models whenever the scope of

their predictions is expanded, but in practice, the increase in model sophistication is rarely

commensurate with the level of internal and external checks. For instance, the latest syn-

thesis models now yield predictions for the age, detailed chemical abundance pattern and

fraction of low-mass stars for populations of solar metallicity (e.g. Conroy & van Dokkum,

2012a). Part of the reason for the apparent lag in rigorous model validations is the absence

of suitable compilations of well-established measurements of such properties for template

populations. Until such a compilation comes forth, our confidence in the latest predictions
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of stellar population synthesis models must necessarily rest on, at best, validations of an

indirect nature.

1.3 Organization of thesis

In this thesis we undertake a thorough examination of the stellar populations for a repre-

sentative sample of galaxies drawn from the Virgo cluster, focussing namely on their ages,

metallicities and masses. Our modelling of these quantities will be used to address the var-

ious issues highlighted in §1.2.2, as well as establish, forthe first time, the distribution of

stellar mass both within and between the galaxies of this cluster. At the same time, and in

an effort to help improve the very stellar population synthesis models that make research

such as ours possible, we also present here a detailed compilation, from the literature, of

independently-determined ages, metallicities and chemical abundance patterns of Galactic

globular clusters. These data should henceforth enable direct validations of models whose

purpose is to predict these same properties for extragalactic stellar systems.

The organization of this thesis is as follows. We begin with abrief review of the tech-

nique of stellar population synthesis in §2, and its abilityto yield ages, metallicities and

masses of stars in galaxies. We then present in §3 our literature compilation based on

Galactic globular clusters. §4-7 showcase the results of our modelling of both the inte-

grated and spatially-resolved stellar populations of Virgo galaxies as well as our interpre-

tations thereof. Given the broad scope of §3-7, we provide atthe start of each section a

preamble, some comprehensive background and further motivation for the material under

study. In §8 we re-cast the conclusions of the preceding chapters into a more global con-

text with regards to galaxy formation and declare some fruitful avenues for future work.

Lastly, Appendix A defines acronyms and symbols commonly used throughout this thesis
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while Appendices B-E contain additional information of relevance to the work of our com-

pilation, and on the luminosity and stellar surface mass density profiles of Virgo galaxies,

respectively.



Chapter 2

Stellar population synthesis

2.1 Preamble

A unifying theme of this thesis is the use of synthetic stellar populations to gain insight

into the physics of galaxy formation. The following two realisations make this possible:

(1) the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of stellar populations, from ultraviolet (UV) to

infrared (IR) wavelengths, encode information on their physical properties, including age,

chemistry, mass function, star formation rate and dust contents, and (2) star formation and

galaxy formation are causally related to each other. The technique which enables us to con-

strain the above properties of galaxian stellar populations is commonly referred to as stellar

population synthesis (SPS). Loosely speaking, SPS yields SEDs of synthetic populations

for its users, which may then be compared against observations (in any number of manners)

to ultimately infer something useful about galaxies’ evolutionary histories as told by their

stars. Since its inception through the work of, for example,Tinsley (1968), Searle et al.

(1973), Tinsley & Gunn (1976) and Bruzual A. (1983), SPS and its application to galaxies

12
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has become quite a mature and embraced field, as evidenced by the large number of com-

putational engines which drive it (e.g. Leitherer et al., 1999; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange,

1997; Bruzual & Charlot, 2003; Maraston, 2005; Conroy et al., 2009; Percival et al., 2009).

In this chapter, we outline the essential elements of SPS andhow it may be used to es-

timate the ages, metallicities and masses of stars in galaxies. This outline is intended to

complement and serve as introduction for the chapters that follow. Further details on SPS,

including other applications of it, are discussed in the seminal reviews of Walcher et al.

(2011), Conroy (2013) and Courteau et al. (submitted).

2.2 Background

Our ability to decompose the light received from galaxies into estimates of their stellar

populations’ physical properties stems from having a coherent framework for the evolution

of stars. This framework is most easily described and visualised through the Hertzsprung-

Russell (HR) diagram, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.1. This diagram plots

the luminosities (L) of stars versus their effective temperatures (Te f f), and each major stage

of stellar evolution more or less occupies its own unique region of it. The transition of a

star from one stage to another is fundamentally driven by a change in either the content or

location of its primary (nuclear) fuel source. In chronological order, intermediate- and low-

mass (<8 M⊙) stars will evolve off (“turn-off”) from the main sequence (core hydrogen)

to the sub-giant/red giant branch (hydrogen shell), horizontal branch (hydrogen shell plus

core helium) and, lastly, asymptotic giant branch (hydrogen and helium shells). Stars of

higher mass access more exotic evolutionary stages (e.g. supergiants; Fig. 2.1) and fuel

sources once they leave the main sequence, a topic that lies beyond the scope of the present

discussion.
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Figure 2.1: Representative Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagramshowcasing the regions of
luminosity-effective temperature (L-Te f f) space populated by various stages of stellar evo-
lution. Sub-giant, red giant and asymptotic giant branch stars nominally occupy the re-
gion labelled “Giants”, while horizontal branch stars (notshown) are found along a hor-
izontal strip that runs between the main sequence and red giant branch. “Supergiants”
and “White dwarfs” correspond to the final evolutionary stages of high- and low-mass
stars, respectively. Note that luminosities in this diagram are expressed relative to that
of the Sun, L⊙. Figure adopted fromhttp://www.universetoday.com/39974/
hertzsprung-russell-diagram/.
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A population of stars born out of a uniform interstellar medium (ISM), at the same

time and with a spectrum of masses will fully populate the main sequence at first. As

the population ages, stars will turn-off this sequence as they deplete their supply of core

hydrogen, with the most massive ones completing this stage first. The net result is that,

for ages beyond∼1 Myr (= 106 yr), stars in a given population born at the same time will

inhabit several different areas of the HR diagram. The locusthat represents the positions

of all of these stars in the HR diagram is termed an isochrone.In Figure 2.2 we show two

sets of isochrones corresponding to either a (i) uniform metallicity (Z) but several different

ages or (ii) uniform age (A) but several different metallicities. Comparing the isochrones

from each set against one another, it is seen that the effect of increasingA or Z is to shift the

distribution of stars to lower temperatures1, that is, redder colours. In the case of the former,

this shift is attributed to higher-mass (i.e. bluer) stars evolving off the main sequence, while

a greater proportion of heavier elements in the latter case results in stronger line blanketing.

The reddening effect that an increase inA or Z has on a stellar population is more clearly

demonstrated by repeating the above comparison after integrating the isochrones over their

respective distributions of stellar mass (also known as “luminosity functions”). This com-

parison is shown in Figure 2.3, where it is seen that both the aging and chemical enrichment

of a population are denoted by transitions from blue to red colours. In addition to colours,

A andZ also determine the stellar mass-to-light ratio (M∗/L) of a population. TheA−M∗/L

connection is primarily driven by the monotonic variation in the mass-luminosity relation-

ship along the main sequence:L/L⊙ ∝ (M/M⊙)α, whereα goes from∼2 at high masses

to ∼5 at low masses (Bressan et al., 1993). Conversely, an increasein Z would yield a

higherM∗/L since a greater proportion of heavier elements implies a higher opacity in the

1The identical effect that increasing theA or Z of a stellar population has on its colours is the source of
the age-metallicity degeneracy mentioned in §1.2.1 and discussed more fully further on.
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Figure 2.2: Effects that changes in age (A; left) and metallicity (Z; right) have on the
distribution of stars within the HR diagram. Increasing either parameter for a stellar pop-
ulation is marked by a transition of the overall distribution to coolerTe f f, and thus, red-
der colours. The isochrones shown in both panels were drawn from the BaSTI database
(http://albione.oa-teramo.inaf.it/) and correspond to the calculations of
Pietrinferni et al. (2006). The left- and right-hand panelsplot isochrones for the case of
solar metallicity (Z ∼ 0.02) and an age of 5 Gyr (1 Gyr = 109 yr), respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Variations in the integrated colours of a stellar population owing to changes in
either itsA (left) or Z (right). The variations are shown for both optical (B−V; top pan-
els) and optical-near-infrared (optical-NIR;V − K; bottom panels) colours. The variations
owing to age effects are shown for two different metallicities of the (hypothetical) stellar
population, while those associated with metallicity effects are shown for three different
ages. These curves were created using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03) SPS
model, although the trends are generic.

atmospheres of stars (Fig. 2.2). The variations inM∗/L induced by changes inA andZ are

summarized in Figure 2.4.

The continuum emission from a stellar population is not the only part of its SED

that is sensitive to changes in age and metallicity. The strengths of absorption features

that appear in its integrated spectra are primarily influenced by the temperatures, gravi-

ties (g ∼ L1/α/R2) and iron abundances ([Fe/H]) of the stars present in the population at

any given time. These features therefore respond to the above changes as well since the

distribution of a population’s stars generally moves to lower Te f f’s and higherg’s in the

HR diagram as either itsA or Z increases (Fig. 2.2). Moreover, an increase inZ naturally

implies a corresponding increase in [Fe/H]. The exact dependence of the strength of any
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Figure 2.4: As in Fig. 2.3 but for the case of stellar mass-to-light ratios (M∗/L) rather
than broadband colours. The variations are shown forM∗/L computed at both optical
(V−band; top panels) and NIR (K−band; bottom panels) wavelengths. Although these
plots are created using the BC03 model, the trends are, once again, generic.

absorption feature onTe f f, g and [Fe/H] is non-trivial to formulate though and varies from

one feature to the next (e.g. Schiavon, 2007). Absorption features bear an additional de-

pendence on the relative abundance(s) of the atomic speciesthat create them. Although

this makes the interpretation of absorption strengths morecomplicated, it also means that

a suitable suite of features can be used to simultaneously diagnose the age, metallicity and

chemical abundance pattern of a stellar population. As opposed to colours, the modelling

of absorption features then has the appeal of yielding powerful additional constraints on

the chemical evolution of the system under study.
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2.2.1 Ingredients of stellar population synthesis

Based on the preceding discussion, it is clear that the use of SPS as a means to study the stel-

lar contents of galaxies hinges first and foremost on the availability of a suite of isochrones

that spans a range of ages, metallicities and stages of stellar evolution. Isochrones tell us

how the fundamental parameters of stars (L, Te f f) of a given metallicity vary with increas-

ing age. The calculation of these evolutionary tracks has been a mature field for some time

now and performed by many expert groups (e.g. Demarque et al., 2004; Pietrinferni et al.,

2004; Dotter et al., 2007; Marigo et al., 2008). Despite its maturity though, some important

uncertainties persist (Cassisi, 2010). For instance, the field lacks a proper theoretical un-

derstanding for the origins of blue stragglers and blue horizontal branch stars. Without this

knowledge, these hot phases of stellar evolution can only beincluded artificially in SPS

modelling (Maraston, 2005; Xin et al., 2007), which naturally makes interpreting the blue

light of galaxies more challenging. Specifically, should excesses of light measured at these

wavelengths be attributed to hot, evolved stars or recent bursts of star formation?

Arguably the most daunting uncertainty currently facing isochrone calculations is the

luminosity of thermally-pulsating asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) stars at NIR wave-

lengths. This uncertainty has an acute impact on SPS becauseNIR observations are vital

for separating the effects of age and metallicity on a galaxy’s colours (§2.3) and are often

championed as the key for robust measurements of stellar mass. This phase represents the

evolutionary end-point of intermediate-mass stars (∼5-7 M⊙) and dominates the NIR emis-

sion of a population from 0.3-3 Gyr (1 Gyr = 109 yr) after a star formation event. Current

estimates of the NIR luminosity during this phase vary by up to ∼50% (Bruzual, 2007).

Worse yet (perhaps) is that recent observations have calledinto question whether TP-AGB

stars actually leave any imprint on the NIR SEDs of star-forming galaxies at all (Kriek
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et al., 2010; Zibetti et al., 2013). These brief musings thusencourage users of SPS to be

mindful of the sensitivity of their conclusions to the treatment of this perplexing stage of

stellar evolution.

The second key ingredient of SPS is a library of spectra for individual stars, which

is used to transform the isochrone parameters (L, Te f f) into observables. Observables in-

corporated into so-called stellar libraries include filterfluxes, colours, absorption feature

strengths and/or full spectra. A library may be either theoretical or empirical in nature, and

each suffers from its own set of (inherent) uncertainties. For empirical libraries, the volume

of the (L, Te f f, [Fe/H]) parameter space and wavelength range covered willnecessarily be

limited, and the measured parameters may be biased. Theoretical libraries overcome these

problems, but their users have to contend with the fact that their spectra surely become a

poor representation of reality at some level (e.g. incomplete atomic line lists); conversely,

empirical spectra are as real as it gets. Both types of librarymay also be compromised

by inaccurate flux calibration (Maraston & Strömbäck, 2011). Despite the dual nature of

stellar libraries, SPS models need not be strictly beholdento one or the other. Unions

of theoretical and empirical libraries allow one to probe wide wavelength ranges and are

commonly invoked by modellers (e.g. Maraston, 2005).

The implementation of a stellar library in a SPS model proceeds by assigning to each

point along an isochrone the observable of interest for the star with the closest set of fun-

damental parameters (L, Te f f, [Fe/H]). Then, the observables for all points on the isochrone

are integrated numerically to yield the predicted value forthe entire population. In the

integration, each point is weighed by the fraction of stars in the population born with that

corresponding mass. In other words, SPS requires a third ingredient: an assumed initial

mass function (IMF). The IMF prescribes the initial distribution of stars, by mass, within
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a newly-formed population. Numerous parameterizations ofthe IMF, and variants thereof,

have been formulated since its conception, largely motivated by star counts within the

Milky Way (Salpeter, 1955; Scalo, 1986; Kroupa, 2001; Chabrier, 2003). It remains un-

clear whether the IMF changes with cosmic time and/or enviroment, but evidence in favour

of variations amongst galaxy types seems to be gaining grounds (e.g. Dutton et al., 2011;

Gunawardhana et al., 2011; Cappellari et al., 2012; Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012b). There-

fore, it behooves the user of SPS to consider whether their conclusions depend sensitively

on the assumed IMF.

The fourth and final ingredient for SPS concerns the particular application of this tech-

nique for constraining the chemical abundance patterns of stellar systems. Recall that the

strengths of absorption features depend to some extent on the relative abundance(s) of the

atom(s) that created them (§2.2). A so-called response function literally describes this de-

pendence for a given feature. Therefore, a SPS model that enables its users to measure

abundances of certain elements requires a suite of responsefunctions for the set of features

upon which those measurements will be based. Such functionshave already been defined

for many absorption features at optical wavelengths (Gorgas et al., 1993; Tripicco & Bell,

1995; Korn et al., 2005). A subtle but important aspect that developers of this capability for

SPS models must account for is the native abundance pattern of the stars from the spectral

library being used. If left unchecked, it would almost certainly bias one’s results.

The above four ingredients (isochrones, stellar libraries, IMF and response functions)

provide the basis for SPS models. Once in place, modellers are able to compute a variety

of integrated observables for relatively simple stellar populations as a function of their age,

metallicity and abundance pattern. These observables may then be compared against real

data to constrain the physical properties of galaxian stellar populations. In the following
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two sections, we specifically concentrate on methods used inthis thesis to estimate the ages,

metallicities and masses of stars in external galaxies, based on their measured colours.

2.3 Constraining ages and metallicities

In Fig. 2.3 we showed that changes in the age or metallicity ofa simple stellar popula-

tion (SSP) produce significant changes in their observed colours; recall that an SSP is an

ensemble of stars born at the same time, from an ISM of uniformmetallicity. This connec-

tion therefore implies that we can use the measured colours of galaxies to constrain these

properties of their stellar contents. Practically speaking though, the stars in any one galaxy

most likely do not adhere to the conditions within the SSP definition and so would not be

faithfully modelled as such. In all likelihood, a galaxy’s star formation history (SFH) is

extended in time, as suggested by, but not limited to, observations of the Milky Way and

its satellites, star-forming regions/complexes in galaxies over cosmic time, extragalactic

globular cluster systems, etc. A more sophisticated approach to SPS is needed then for the

case of galaxies.

The SSP is the most basic denomination of stellar populationtreated by SPS models.

Its usefulness is realized by recognizing that any SFH, no matter how complex, may be

interpreted as a weighted linear combination of SSPs of various ages. The definition of

an SSP thus makes the treatment of an extended SFH in SPS relatively straightforward.

Formally, the SEDFλ of the composite stellar population (CSP) created in this way, at any

time t after the onset of star formationt0, is calculated through the following relation,

Fλ(t) =
∫ t

t0

ψ(t ′) fλ(t ′ − t0)dt′, (2.1)

whereψ represents the SFH andfλ the SED of an SSP of aget − t0. Note that this relation
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assumes that the metallicity of the CSP is fixed for all time at some value chosen by the

user. This admittedly naive assumption may be relaxed by allowing the metallicity offλ to

vary as a function of SSP age. However, the chemical evolution of galaxies being an area

of great uncertainty, this option is rarely pursued (but seeKotulla et al. 2009). It is by far

more common to use a fixed metallicity as a proxy for the mean value of the true underlying

stellar metallicity distribution. The validity of this interpretation is unclear though.

The inhibition of most SPS users to invoke an evolving ISM chemistry in their mod-

elling might also be motivated by the comparable uncertainity that currently afflicts our

understanding of galaxies’ SFHs. In fact, reducing this uncertainty (non-parametrically,

if possible) is a major goal of SPS-related science. If only ages and metallicities are to

be constrained though, it is common practice to first parameterize the SFH according to

one’s assumption(s) about the system(s) under study. Amongst the most popular param-

eterizations are the constant, exponential and delayed-exponential forms, represented by

star formation rates that are proportional to unity,e−t/τ andte(−t/τ )2
in time, whereτ is the

timescale over which the latter two rates (often referred toasτ -models) drop by factors of

e ande2, respectively. Note that one can simulate SFHs that increase towards the present

era by choosing negative values ofτ in the exponential parameterization.

Perhaps a more pressing modification to Eqn. 2.1 than the inclusion of chemical evolu-

tion is accounting for the effects of dust attenuation. The modification is simple in princi-

ple, requiring only that a factor of e−τλ be included in the integral, whereτλ represents the

optical depth at wavelengthλ (not to be confused with the timescaleτ above). In practice

however, accounting for dust is complicated becauseτλ depends on both an assumed at-

tenuation law (τλ versusλ) and a relative star-dust geometry, and several options exist for

each. Attenuation laws have been derived for multiple environments (Cardelli et al., 1989;
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Gordon et al., 1997; Calzetti et al., 2000), while radiative transfer calculations have been

carried out for many (hypothetical) dust distributions (Disney et al., 1989; Evans, 1994;

Charlot & Fall, 2000). Deciding on the combination of optionsbest suited for the study of

any one problem is understandably challenging and uncertain. Fortunately, the predicted

reddening behaviour is more or less robust to this decision and, provided ISM properties

are not of interest, so too should be the results (MacArthur et al., 2004; Roediger et al.,

2011b).

Another obstacle to the measurement of the age and metallicity of a stellar population is

that optical colours are perfectly degenerate with respectto these parameters (e.g. Worthey,

1994). This was first hinted at by the trends observed in Fig. 2.3, where an increase in

either one of these parameters evoked a qualitatively similar response in the colours at

these wavelengths. To reinforce this point, we show in Figure 2.5 the predicted optical

colours from the BC03 SPS model for SSPs (left panel) and CSPs (right panel) spanning

wide ranges in age and at several different metallicities. In both cases it is clear that, even

with a baseline that stretches∼4250 Å, any given pair ofg− r andi −zcolours is consistent

with a wide number of age-metallicity combinations, for reasonable assumptions on the

statistical errors (e.g. 0.05 mag).

NIR fluxes are the key to breaking the age-metallicity degeneracy. This point is made

in Figure 2.6, which is similar to Fig. 2.5 but with the abscissa and ordinate replaced by

g− i andi −H, respectively. In this situation we see that, although these replacements leave

theshapeof the model grids largely intact, the range of colours that they span is now much

larger [∆(i − H) ∼ 1.6 mag, compared to∆(i − z) ∼ 0.4 mag]. Thus, assuming reasonable

errors in the observations, the effects of age and metallicity are now much better separated

with this combination of colours. This separation is tied tooptical-NIR colours being
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Figure 2.5: Lines of constant age (blue dashed) and metallicity (red solid) in theoptical
colour-colour plane ofi − z versusg− r for the cases of a simple stellar population (SSP;
left) and a composite stellar population (CSP;right). Note that the latter corresponds to
an exponential star formation history that began 13 Gyr ago,and each blue dashed line
shown in that panel actually refers to a constantmeanage, <A>. The lines in both panels
are labelled by either their associatedA/<A> (on Gyr scale; blue) orZ (red).
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Figure 2.6: As in Fig. 2.5 but for the case of an optical-NIR colour (i −H) versus an optical
one (g− i).

primarily sensitive to metallicity, as opposed to optical colours, which more strongly trace

age effects. The former relationship derives from NIR colours of red giant branch stars

being a strong indicator of metallicity and robust to changes in age. At a minimum then,

optical-to-NIR SEDs are required in order to place meaningful constraints on the relative

ages and metallicities of stellar systems based on photometry alone.

2.4 Constraining stellar masses

In addition to ages and metallicities, the SEDs of galaxies may also be modelled with SPS

to constrain the masses of their stellar components. Based onFig. 2.4, it would seem that

attempts to achieve the same result using anything less thanSED fitting are doomed since

theM∗/L for a population is determined (primarily) by its age and metallicity. However,

several independent groups over the past decade have advocated the use of one or two
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colours maximum in determiningM∗/L (Bell & de Jong, 2001; Bell et al., 2003; Zibetti et

al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2011; Into & Portinari, 2013). For simplicity, we refer to this method

asM∗/L-colour calibrations (MLCCs). The reasons for advocating their use are that (a) it

is far a simpler and quicker method to estimate stellar masses (M∗), and (b) uncertainties

in age, metallicity and reddening act to scatter populations along the calibrations rather

than perpendicular to them. The purported robustness of MLCCsis understood by the

simultaneousincrease that an older age, higher metallicity and greater reddening have on

its parameters (and vice versa). Given our intention to compute stellar surface mass density

profiles and maps for many galaxies (§6), we prefer to use MLCCs on account of their

efficacy. In light of this choice, we shall spend the remainder of this sub-section reviewing

several noteworthy MLCCs from the literature. The comparisons of these calibrations will

be presented in §6.

2.4.1 Bell & de Jong (2001)

The first claims of a reasonable correlation betweenM∗/L and colour were already present

in early SPS work (Sargent & Tinsley, 1974; Larson & Tinsley,1978; Jablonka & Arimoto,

1992). More recent interest in this relation can be attributed to Bell & de Jong (2001).

These authors combined the evolutionary models of Bell & Bower(2000) with an early

release of the BC03 SPS code to generatetheoreticalMLCCs for the Johnson-Cousins

bands. A perhaps subtle but nonetheless important caveat about this work is that it specif-

ically targetsspiral galaxies, whose stellar masses can be also measured dynamically. In

fact, the authors performed maximal-disk fits (van Albada & Sancisi, 1986) on a sample of

spirals with measured light profiles and rotation curves to constrain the maximum amount

of stellar mass that is consistent with their dynamics. These results in turn allowed them
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to constrain the zeropoint for their MLCCs by showing that SED fits based on an assumed

Salpeter IMF yield stellar masses in excess of those from maximal-disk fitting. The Bell &

Bower models for the evolution of exponential gas disks were then run within the context

of a mass-dependent formation epoch, a density-dependent star formation law (coupled

to bursts on 0.5 Gyr timescales), closed box plus instantaneous recycling chemical evo-

lution and a diet-Salpeter IMF (which reproduces the maximal-disk results). The various

model parameters were constrained by matching empirical trends in the spatially-resolved

colours, ages and metallicities of disk galaxies with theirstructural parameters as well as

the gas fraction-surface brightness correlation (Bell & de Jong, 2000). Despite the many

assumptions involved, Bell & de Jong argued that their MLCCs were robust at the 0.1-0.2

dex level to uncertainties in their adopted treatments of SPS, galaxy evolution and dust at-

tenuation plus reddening. However, they rightly point out that the choice of IMF controls

the zeropoints of their calibrations (by up to 0.3 dex) and that stronger bursts of star for-

mation (e.g. 10% by mass) can lead to scatter on the order of 0.3-0.5 dex, depending on

wavelength.

2.4.2 Bell et al. (2003)

An even more popular set of MLCCs, now based on SDSS (ugriz) and 2MASS (JHK)

bandpasses, can be attributed to Bell et al. (2003). In this work, the authors fitted SPS

models (based on PÉGASE; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997) to theoptical-NIR SEDs of

∼12,000 galaxies, obtained from the above databases, in order to measure their mass-to-

light ratios in multiple filters throughout this wavelengthrange. Models were constructed

at several (fixed) metallicities, assuming the diet-Salpeter IMF of Bell & de Jong (2001)
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and that star formation began 12 Gyr ago (z∼ 4) following an exponential parameteri-

zation that encompassed both positive and negativeτ values. Since the sample spanned

a modest range in redshifts, the modelledM∗/L values were corrected toz = 0 assuming

a smooth continuation of each galaxy’s best-fit parameters.The authors then used these

values to produceempirically-constrainedcalibrations ofM∗/L versus optical colour, with

the former expressed in terms of any one of the filtersgrizJHK. Despite their popularity,

the Bell calibrations are now recognized as too simplistic inthat they ignore both bursts of

star formation and dust. Neglecting these ingredients effectively biases their predictions to

higherM∗/L at bluer colours. Another complication of these calibrations is that the range

of galaxy colours to which they are meant to be applied is unclear.

2.4.3 Zibetti et al. (2009)

Zibetti et al. (2009) offered improvements on the key deficiencies of Bell et al. (2003) by

creating calibrations (involving the same filters and colours) that sampled a variety of op-

tical depths and bursty SFHs. Specifically, the authors invoked a two-component prescrip-

tion for reddening (Charlot & Fall, 2000) that covered dust-free to heavily-extinguished

systems and all manner of ambient-to-birth cloud attenuation ratios. Their treatment of

star formation bursts centered on three parameters: the ageand strength of the burst, and

the time over which it occurred, whereby any one burst could yield a stellar mass ranging

from a few percent to tens of times that made by the continuouscomponent of the SFH.

Like Bell, the continuous SFH underlying this set of calibrations is assumed to be of an

exponential nature, except that negative timescales (i.e.star formation rate increasing to-

wards the present day) are omitted. Other salient aspects ofthis work include that their

M∗/L predictions are based on an updated version of the BC03 SPS model, a Chabrier
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(2003) IMF, variable start times for star formation and a broad selection of metallicities.

The authors determined their calibrations through a Monte Carlo library of 50,000 SEDs

marginalized over the above unknowns. It is also worth noting that bursts of star formation

occur randomly throughout the library, so that the number ofbursts ascribed to any SED

is unknowna priori, and that the calibrations are in no way constrained by data on real

galaxies (i.e. they are entirelytheoretical).

2.4.4 Taylor et al. (2011)

Theempirically-constrainedcompliment to Zibetti et al. (2009) was pursued by Taylor et

al. (2011), albeit only in the plane ofM∗/Li versusg− i. They fit mass-to-light ratios to the

SDSS optical (ugriz) SEDs of galaxies from the Galaxy and Mass Assembly survey (Driver

et al., 2011) using SPS models derived from combinations of an exponential SFH, uniform

metallicity, Chabrier IMF and dust screen that follows a Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation

law. The parameters of their randomly-selected models include the time at which star

formation began, star formation timescale (limited to the rangeτ > 0), metallicity and

optical depth. Somewhat surprisingly, Taylor found that their fitted M∗/Li values, when

plotted against the measuredg− i colours, exhibit a trend with much smaller scatter (0.1

dex) than what would be expected from the models alone (<0.3 dex). They argued that this

much tighter MLCC must be the result of additional leverage onM∗/Li provided by theurz

fluxes. A shortcoming of this study is the neglect of bursts ofstar formation, although the

authors contend that such effects would only compromise their results under exceptional

circumstances.
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2.4.5 Into & Portinari (2013)

A most recent set of MLCCs is due to Into & Portinari (2013). Theyexplored three distinct

cases, all under the assumption of a Kroupa IMF: (i) exponential SFHs covering a range of

single metallicities, (ii) the disk galaxy models of Portinari et al. (2004), and (iii) simple

(two-component) models of spiral galaxies subjected to dust attenuation and reddening.

Cases (i) and (ii) were found to carry intrinsic accuracies of±0.13 dex (maximum) and

±0.1 dex in their respective calibrations. It should also be appreciated that the calibrations

from cases (i) and (iii) apply to theintegratedproperties of disk galaxies, whereas those

from case (ii) apply tospatially-resolvedobservations only.

Two key issues examined by Into & Portinari are the effects that the particular treat-

ments of TP-AGB stars and dust attenuation have onM∗/L-colour calibrations. With re-

spect to the former, they find that more recent treatments of the TP-AGB phase (e.g. Marigo

et al., 2008) lowerM∗/L by ≤0.15 and 0.30 dex at optical and NIR wavelengths, respec-

tively. As for the latter, accounting for dust effects via detailed radiative transfer models

(Tuffs et al., 2004) leads to a small systematic offset (+0.1dex) but a large scatter (0.5

dex) for calibrations cast in the optical regime, relative to the dust-free case. Optical-NIR

colours fare better in terms of preserving calibrations with small scatter (±0.15 dex) in the

presence of dust, but at the expense of a much-reduced slope.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have briefly summarized the principles ofthe SPS technique and how it

can be used to constrain the ages, metallicities and masses of stars within galaxies. Since

an increase in either the age or metallicity of a stellar population acts to cool the surface
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temperatures of its constituent stars (albeit by varying degrees), optical colours are a de-

generate diagnostic of these two parameters. This degeneracy may be broken though if

these colours are coupled with fluxes in at least one NIR band.On the other hand, the mass

of a stellar population is arguably well-constrained by itsoptical colours alone, due to the

fact they and the mass-to-light ratio are affected in similar fashions by uncertainties in ei-

ther age, metallicity or reddening. Of course, the constraints we are able to place on the

ages, metallicities and masses of stars in galaxies fall at the mercy of the current systematic

uncertainties affecting SPS models, the biggest of which remain the treatment of stellar

evolution and the assumed IMF.

The constraining power of SPS is by no means limited to predictions of just the above

three parameters based on photometric data. We have deliberately focussed the discussion

of this chapter in this way given our reliance on the SHIVir survey in later chapters of

this thesis (§4-7) to measure the ages, metallicities and masses of the stellar populations of

Virgo galaxies. However, and as mentioned in §2.2, the strengths of certain spectroscopic

absorption features are also sensitive to these parametersplus the abundances of individual

atomic elements. The latter sensitivity opens up new and exciting avenues of exploration

into the properties of galaxian stellar populations and thephysical processes which govern

them. To promote this exploration, we present in the following chapter the means to ensure

the reliability of SPS models designed to measure the ages, metallicities and chemical

abundance patterns for unresolved stellar systems based ontheir integrated spectra.



Chapter 3

Literature compilation for Galactic

Globular Clusters

3.1 Preamble

In the preceding chapter, we described how the principles ofthe SPS technique allow for the

ages, metallicities and masses of stellar populations in external galaxies to be constrained.

These principles will be reiterated in §4-7 to gain broad insight to the formation histories

of a representative sample of galaxies belonging to the Virgo cluster. The diagnostic power

of SPS models extends to more parameters than the ones listedabove, however. One bur-

geoning area of development for SPS concerns the modelling of medium-resolution optical

spectroscopy in order to constrain the (mean) abundances ofindividual chemical elements

within galaxian stellar populations (e.g. Schiavon, 2007;Thomas et al., 2011; Conroy et

al., 2013a). The basis for this development is the fact that we now know how the strengths

of absorption features in the spectrum of a star respond to changes in the proportions,

33
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by number, of the atomic species that create them (§2.2; e.g.Korn et al. 2005). Knowl-

edge of the detailed abundance patterns both within and amongst galaxies would pave the

way for an improved understanding of their SFHs and chemicalevolution by virtue of the

unique timescales over which stars of various masses enrichthe ISM with their character-

istic yields.

Before the newfound capability of SPS models is used to measure the chemical abun-

dance patterns of galaxies, it is crucial to first verify thatit can reproduce the known prop-

erties of local template star clusters. The best template clusters for this purpose are those

which can be resolved into their constituent stars (ideally, below their respective main se-

quence turn-offs) since this enables the most accurate independent determinations of their

global properties. Despite the fact that the chemistries ofMilky Way star clusters have

been extensively studied to date, rigorous tests of SPS model predictions based on this in-

formation have been stalled partly because of its spread over a vast literature and existing

compilations suffer from various degrees of incompleteness.

To overcome the above predicament, we present in this chapter a comprehensive lit-

erature compilation of age, metallicity and chemical abundance pattern measurements for

the 41 Galactic globular clusters (hereafter GGCs) studied by Schiavon et al. (2005, here-

after S05). Age and metallicity information is included in our work since the integrated

absorption features of stellar populations are typically sensitive to these parameters as well

(Graves & Schiavon, 2008). Our compilation constitutes a significant improvement over

previous similar work and should henceforth promote the detailed evaluations of (and pos-

sible refinements to) the latest SPS model predictions that are so sorely needed. Moreover,

because the S05 sample spans a wide range of the known GGC parameter space (e.g. metal-

licity, horizontal branch morphology, etc.), our compilation may also benefit investigations
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of a variety of astrophysical endeavours, such as the early formation and chemical evolu-

tion of the Milky Way, stellar evolution, and stellar nucleosynthesis. Demonstrations to

these effects are provided here as well. This work has been re-submitted to theAstrophysi-

cal Journal Supplement Seriesfollowing a most supportive and constructive initial referee

report. We anticipate its acceptance for publication by thetime this thesis is defended.

3.2 Introduction

The stellar content of galaxies represents the time integral of both their star formation

and chemical enrichment histories. This implies that an empirical understanding of stellar

populations is central to the pursuit of galaxy formation studies. The nature of galaxies’

stellar populations may be pursued through multi-band photometric and/or spectroscopic

datasets, although the latter tend to be more highly valued for their greater number of pop-

ulation tracers (narrow absorption line/band indices or full spectra rather than broad filter

bandpasses), reduced sensitivity to dust (MacArthur, 2005) and multiplexed ability to si-

multaneously constrain ages, metallicities, detailed chemical abundance patterns, dynamics

and (present-day) stellar mass functions (e.g. Conroy & van Dokkum, 2012a). The present

work concerns spectroscopic-based stellar population studies. Stellar population synthesis

(SPS) models are the tools which connect observations of stellar systems to their physical

parameters. In order to apply them with confidence, the accuracies of their predictions must

be subjected to in-depth evaluations first. As the rich body of related literature attests, the

standard approach to SPS model evaluations is to verify thatthe predictions uniquely repro-

duce, to within some specified tolerance, the benchmark values of various parameters for

well-characterized stellar systems obtained by way of independent, trustworthy techniques

(see below; Schiavon & Barbuy 1999; Schiavon et al. 2002a,b; Thomas et al. 2003; Proctor
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et al. 2004; Schiavon et al. 2004; Lee & Worthey 2005; Mendel et al. 2007; Schiavon 2007;

Graves & Schiavon 2008; Koleva et al. 2008; Percival et al. 2009; Vazdekis et al. 2010).

The stellar systems best suited for evaluations of SPS models are the many star clusters

found in the Milky Way and its nearby satellites. The reasonsfor this are two-fold. First,

those clusters are defined by (comparitively) simple star formation and chemical enrich-

ment histories, making them the closest tangible approximation to the most basic stellar

system treated by SPS models. They embody the so-called simple stellar population: a

collection of stars born from an instantaneous burst of starformation and having a uni-

form chemical composition. Second, the relative proximityof these clusters allows their

stellar content to be resolved well below their respective main sequence turn-offs, making

it possible to accurately constrain their ages and abundance patterns via isochrone fitting

to colour-magnitude diagrams and synthesis of high-resolution spectra of individual mem-

bers, respectively.

Amongst all of the star cluster systems in the nearby Universe, the Galactic globu-

lar clusters (GGCs) are most valuable since their stellar contents have been the most ex-

tensively studied in this way to date. Somewhat ironically,it is exactly because of the

attention paid to GGCs that we know about systematic deviations from the textbook defini-

tion of a simple stellar population for these systems, largely through their inhomogeneous

chemistry of light elements (see Gratton et al. 2012a for a detailed review). Despite the

emergent complexity of GGCs, these systems remain the premier sample available for SPS

model evaluations, albeit only in the regime of old ages and sub-solar metallicities, akin to

quiescent galaxies and extragalactic globular cluster systems. However, modellers should

nonetheless aim to reproduce themeanproperties of GGCs hosting multiple populations,

but progress along these lines is only in its infancy (Coelho et al., 2011).
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Amongst the many public SPS models, that of Schiavon (2007, hereafter S07) is one

of three whose goal is to determine the mean abundances of several light elements (Mg,

Ca, C and N in the case of S07) for an observed stellar population, in addition to the usual

diagnostics of age and metallicity (see also Thomas et al. 2011 and Conroy & van Dokkum

2012a). Of these three models though, that of S07 stands out as the one whose abundance

predictions have been the most rigorously tested so far overa considerable metallicity range

(∆[Fe/H] ∼ 1.2 dex; Graves & Schiavon 2008). While Graves & Schiavon found that the

S07 model typically reproduces the known ages, metallicities and abundance ratios of the

GGCs 47 Tuc, NGC 6441 and NGC 6528, as well as the Galactic open cluster M67, to

within ±0.1 dex, more extensive validations covering a wider range in cluster properties

(e.g. metallicity, horizontal branch morphology, etc.) are still needed to establish the ulti-

mate robustness of this model. For instance, Graves & Schiavon noted that the measured

calcium abundance for the metal-poor GGC NGC 6121, [Fe/H]∼ -1.2 dex (Harris 1996,

2010 edition1; hereafter Ha10), was∼0.3 dex lower than that measured by Ivans et al.

(1999). This discrepancy prompted the authors to caution about the use of the S07 model

in the regime [Fe/H]< -1.0, precisely where the reliability of this model has beenpoorly

validated so far.

In their analysis, Graves & Schiavon (2008) used the libraryof high-quality integrated

blue spectra measured by Schiavon et al. (2005, hereafter S05) to predict the ages, metal-

licities and abundance patterns for the five GGCs in their sample. Indeed, the original

motivation behind S05 was a recognition for an in-depth evaluation of the reliability of

spectroscopic-based SPS model predictions and, as such, the authors selected their targets

(41 in total) to be representative of the entire GGC system, spanning a wide range of metal-

licities, horizontal branch morphologies, concentrations, Galactocentric coordinates and

1http://www.physics.mcmaster.ca/∼Harris/mwgc.dat
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Galactocentric distances. To this date, the S05 library remains the only one of its kind. In

addition to the S05 spectral library, SPS model validation requires a corresponding database

of independent age, metallicity and abundance pattern estimates for the 41 GGCs contained

therein against which the model predictions may be compared. Existing compilations of

GGC parameters, however, do not satisfy these needs becausethey either provide metallic-

ity information alone (Ha10) or overlook the abundances of certain light elements (C, N)

and only cover a fraction of the full S05 sample (Pritzl et al., 2005). These shortcomings

have arguably been at the heart of the statistically weak tests of the S07 and Thomas et al.

(2011) models to date2 (see Thomas et al. 2011 concerning the latter). Stringent validations

of such SPS models are thus stymied until a more complete database of stellar population

information for this sample is assembled.

In this paper, we wish to rectify this situation by presenting the most extensive com-

bined compilation of GGC ages, metallicities and abundancepatterns to date. To do so,

we draw on existing compilations of GGC parameters Marín-Franch et al. (2009, hereafter

MF09; Ha10) as well as the vast literature on the chemical compositions of the S05 clus-

ters. The application of our data set to a statistically robust evaluation of the S07 model

will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Roediger et al. in prep.; hereafter Paper II).

The layout of the present paper is as follows. In §3.3, we present the methodology be-

hind our compilation as well as our results (§3.3.3). Comparisons with other compilations

of GGC stellar population data are presented in §3.3.4. We conclude and contemplate other

possible uses of this database in §3.4.

2The Conroy & van Dokkum (2012a) model, on the other hand, is limited in its metallicity coverage to
values near solar and so can only be tested on metal-rich Galactic star clusters at this time (e.g. M67, NGC
6528; Conroy et al., 2013b).
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3.3 Data & results

Spectroscopic-based SPS models are built to predict the full spectra and/or absorption

strengths of a suite of Lick indices over a wide range of ages and metallicities for sim-

ple stellar populations of any specified abundance pattern.In the case of the S07 model,

its ability to fit for chemical abundances (Mg, C, N, Ca, O, Na, Si, Cr and Ti) is realized

by inverting its functionality, that is, by perturbing the specified abundance pattern until it

obtains the same age and metallicity for an observed stellarsystem amongst all possible

index-index pairs, given all data under consideration. In this way, the model can simulta-

neously predict the best-fit age, metallicity and light-element abundance pattern ([Mg/Fe],

[C/Fe], [N/Fe] and [Ca/Fe]) for that system; the ratios [O/Fe], [Na/Fe], [Si/Fe], [Cr/Fe]

and [Ti/Fe] are omitted from the fitting routine at this time since they are not reliably

traced by current Lick indices. Graves & Schiavon (2008) presented an efficient algorithm

(EZ_Ages) to carry out the required inversion of the S07 model so that it can be applied

to the measured indices of any stellar system. Further details on either the S07 model or

EZ_Ages are provided in those introductory papers, as well as in Paper II.

For a robust evaluation of the S07 model (Paper II), we will draw upon the S05 library

of intermediate-dispersion, high-S/N integrated blue spectra for 41 GGCs, as do most other

SPS modellers. An important aspect of this library is the sample’s wide coverage of the

known GGC parameter space (Figure 3.1; Table 3.1), which makes it fairly representative

of the entire GGC system and typical galaxies’ stellar populations. Either a full suite of

spectroscopic indices measured from these spectra for eachof the S05 GGCs or the spectra

themselves may be fitted using one of several different SPS models to derive their ages,

metallicities and abundance patterns. The performance of any given model is then judged

by comparing these fitted quantities against the most complete database compiled yet of
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independent age, metallicity and abundance pattern estimates for the S05 GGCs, the latter

of which is the primary focus of this work. Although the preceding discussion has largely

focussed on the S07 model, it is worth appreciating that our database is perfectly general

and can be applied to the validation ofany spectroscopic-based SPS model. It may also

be useful to any other field concerned with GGCs, such as the formation of the Milky

Way, or stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis. In the following section, we describe the

methodology by which our compilation was assembled given the wealth of literature data

pertaining to our needs.

3.3.1 Compilation methodology

The over-arching principle for our compilation of the available literature for the S05 GGCs

is that it be as complete as possible. For each of these clusters, we have strived to obtain as

many estimates as we could for the age, metallicity and light-element abundances as pre-

dicted by current SPS models (Mg, C, N, Ca, O, Na, Si, Cr and Ti)3. While extensive and

homogeneous compilations of GGC ages (MF09) and metallicities (Ha10) include these

parameters for a large fraction of the S05 clusters (see §3.3.2), similar information on their

individual chemistries is more limited and heterogeneous.The closest equivalent to Ha10

and MF09 in terms of GGC chemical compositions was presentedby Pritzl et al. (2005),

who (in part) compiledα-element abundances (Mg, Ca, Si and Ti) from high-resolution

spectroscopic analyses in the literature for a sample of 45 GGCs. Their results prove less

than ideal for the purposes of SPS model evaluations since the elements C, N, O, Na and

3We explicitly include the latter five elements to enable as complete evaluations as possible of the Thomas
et al. (2011) and Conroy & van Dokkum (2012a) models. In future revisions to the present compilation, we
envisage adding information on heavier elements (e.g. Sr, Ba), which provide valuable insight in galaxian
stellar population analyses (e.g. Conroy et al., 2013a).
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Figure 3.1: Percent distributions of Galactocentric radii[RGC; upper-left], concentrations
[upper-right], horizontal branch ratios [HBR;lower-left] and reddenings [E(B−V); lower-
right] for the Galactic globular cluster (GGC) samples from the full 2010 edition of the
Harris (1996, Ha10) catalogue (grey) and the Schiavon et al.(2005, S05) spectral library
(red). Note that the rightmost bins in the upper-left and lower-right panels actually span the
(unbounded) ranges of≥22 kpc and≥0.5 mag, respectively. All distributions were created
using data from the Ha10 catalogue.
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Cr, which SPS models now cover, were omitted and their sample has a rather small over-

lap with that of S05 (15 clusters only). To improve upon the shortcomings of Pritzl et al.,

we extracted from the literature the relevant abundance ratios for each S05 cluster from as

many references as possible. In so doing, we have often foundthat specifying a complete

abundance pattern for a given GGC required data from at leasttwo references; most of-

ten, the abundances of carbon and nitrogen are studied together but separately from those

of other species. Our desire for completeness therefore naturally required that multiple

sources be combined when assembling our recommended abundance patterns. In doing so,

we have combined the results fromall chemical composition studies on a given cluster4.

The abundance pattern we adopt as the benchmark for each cluster was built by cal-

culating the mean value and (rms) dispersion of the available (independent) abundance

measurements for each of the elements listed above. This aspect of our compilation em-

bodies some noteworthy advantages. First, merging resultsas we do should reduce the

statistical error in the value that we recommend for any given abundance ratio, albeit at

the price of increasing its systematic error. We do not consider this a drawback though,

but rather another strength of our approach, since systematic errors (e.g. sample selection

bias) might be a significant source of discrepancy between abundance patterns predicted

by SPS models and star-by-star spectral syntheses. Having some metric for the degree of

systematic error involved in the latter (via the dispersions) will undoubtedly be very helpful

for judging the reality of the former. Our approach should also naturally reflect the exis-

tence of putative multiple stellar populations when present within a given cluster (again,

via the dispersions). A hallmark of the multiple populationphenomenon is that, amongst

4We have created an electronic data table which lists these results for each cluster in our sample.
These data tables may be retrieved fromhttp://www.astro.queensu.ca/people/Stephane\
_Courteau/roediger2013/index.html
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Table 3.1. Bulk properties of our sample of Galactic globularclusters (GGCs)1

NGC Other l b RGC

ID ID (deg) (deg) (kpc) E(B−V) c (B− R)/(B+V + R)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

0104 47 Tuc 305.89 -44.89 7.4 0.04 2.07 -0.99
1851 244.51 -35.03 16.6 0.02 1.86 -0.36
1904 M79 227.23 -29.35 18.8 0.01 1.70 0.89
2298 245.63 -16.00 15.8 0.14 1.38 0.93
2808 282.19 -11.25 11.1 0.22 1.56 -0.49
3201 277.23 8.64 8.8 0.24 1.29 0.08
5286 311.61 10.57 8.9 0.24 1.41 0.80
5904 M5 3.86 46.80 6.2 0.03 1.73 0.31
5927 326.60 4.86 4.6 0.45 1.60 -1.00
5946 327.58 4.19 5.8 0.54 2.50 -
5986 337.02 13.27 4.8 0.28 1.23 0.97
6121 M4 350.97 15.97 5.9 0.35 1.65 -0.06
6171 M107 3.37 23.01 3.3 0.33 1.53 -0.73
6218 M12 15.72 26.31 4.5 0.19 1.34 0.97
6235 358.92 13.52 4.2 0.31 1.53 0.89
6254 M10 15.14 23.08 4.6 0.28 1.38 0.98
6266 M62 353.57 7.32 1.7 0.47 1.71 0.32
6284 358.35 9.94 7.5 0.28 2.50 -
6304 355.83 5.38 2.3 0.54 1.80 -1.00
6316 357.18 5.76 2.6 0.54 1.65 -1.00
6333 M9 5.54 10.71 1.7 0.38 1.25 0.87
6342 4.90 9.72 1.7 0.46 2.50 -1.00
6352 341.42 -7.17 3.3 0.22 1.10 -1.00
6356 6.72 10.22 7.5 0.28 1.59 -1.00
6362 325.55 -17.57 5.1 0.09 1.09 -0.58
6388 345.56 -6.74 3.1 0.37 1.75 -
6441 353.53 -5.01 3.9 0.47 1.74 -
6522 1.02 -3.93 0.6 0.48 2.50 0.71
6528 1.14 -4.17 0.6 0.54 1.50 -1.00
6544 5.84 -2.20 5.1 0.76 1.63 1.00
6553 5.26 -3.03 2.2 0.63 1.16 -1.00
6569 0.48 -6.68 3.1 0.53 1.31 -
6624 2.79 -7.91 1.2 0.28 2.50 -1.00
6626 M28 7.80 -5.58 2.7 0.40 1.67 0.90
6637 M69 1.72 -10.27 1.7 0.18 1.38 -1.00
6638 7.90 -7.15 2.2 0.41 1.33 -0.30
6652 1.53 -11.38 2.7 0.09 1.80 -1.00
6723 0.07 -17.30 2.6 0.05 1.11 -0.08
6752 336.49 -25.63 5.2 0.04 2.50 1.00
7078 M15 65.01 -27.31 10.4 0.10 2.29 0.67
7089 M2 53.37 -35.77 10.4 0.06 1.59 0.96

1All data adopted from Harris (1996, 2010 edition).
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the members of an affected cluster, the abundances of several elements either correlate (Al-

Si) or anti-correlate (C-N, Na-O, Mg-Al) with one another (Carretta et al., 2009a,b). In

such cases, it we expect to find large spreads in the abundanceratios for these elements be-

tween the stars from either a single study or multiple ones. Moreover, by combining such

scattered measurements into a single estimate for a cluster’s abundance pattern, we can be

assured that the corresponding dispersions reflect the presence of multiple populations (by

being comparitively large to those of species which are excluded from the above trends,

like Ca).

Another major principle for our compilation involves drawing, where possible, on stud-

ies whose results pertain to stages of stellar evolution from the main sequence through the

asymptotic giant branch, but not beyond. We impose such a restriction because the onset

of effects like thermal flashes, third dredge-ups, dust-gasseparation (winnowing) and mass

loss during the final stage in the evolution of low-mass stars(post-asymptotic giant branch)

can give rise to surface abundances which poorly reflect the chemical composition of the

gas from which they formed (e.g. Şahin & Lambert, 2009). Third dredge-up episodes, in

particular, would pollute the surfaces of such highly-evolved stars with CNO-processed

material from the hydrogen-burning shell (if present), effectively lowering and raising the

abundances of carbon and nitrogen there, respectively, relative to those of main sequence

stars (e.g. Mooney et al., 2004). Stars ascending the red giant branch can also have their

surface chemistries affected by mixing episodes (e.g. Martell et al. 2008; §3.3.3), but given

that most spectroscopic analyses of individual GGC membersdo not penetrate to fainter

magnitudes than this phase precludes our rejection of such data. In other words, limiting

our mean carbon and nitrogen abundances only to measurements obtained from main se-

quence stars would significantly thin out our compilation. Instead, we embrace such data
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and simply caution SPS modellers about their predicted [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] ratios. In §3.3.3

we highlight the possibility that carbon depletion and nitrogen enhancement as a function

of position along the red giant branch may be crudely quantified.

In addition to highly-evolved stars, we also exclude from our compilation (where pos-

sible) data corresponding to exotic stages of stellar evolution, such as very hot (Teff > 11

500 K) horizontal branch stars. In this case, the surface abundances of elements are often

perturbed by effects like radiative levitation and gravitational sedimentation (e.g. Pace et

al., 2006). Unlike the case of the first dredge-up though, it is unclear that empirical correc-

tions for these processes are forthcoming. Thus, unless data from the main sequence and

sub-giant, red giant, cool (Teff < 11 500 K) horizontal and asymptotic giant branches for

a cluster are all not available, we then deem abundance ratios based on the most advanced

and exotic stages of stellar evolution unsuitable for our purposes and omit them from our

compilation.

In light of these caveats, we wish to provide the exact rationale behind our compiled

abundance pattern for each S05 cluster. This rationale is therefore provided (in brief), on

a per cluster basis, in the Appendix, with attention being paid to the following themes:

choice of references, rejected data and the existence of multiple populations (where appli-

cable). Tables 3.2-3.4 also provide the relevant references from which our recommended

abundance patterns, as well as ages and metallicities, for the S05 GGCs were drawn. The

next section addresses our sources for the ages and metallicities of the S05 clusters. Much

of that information will therefore not be repeated in the Appendix B.
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Table 3.2. List of age references used for our literature compilation

Number Reference Number Reference
(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 Marín-Franch et al. (2009) 47 Fullton (1996)
2 De Angeli et al. (2005) 48 Jimenez et al. (1996)
3 Meissner & Weiss (2006) 49 Renzini et al. (1996)
4 Dotter et al. (2010) 50 Richer et al. (1996)
5 Salaris & Weiss (2002) 51 Samus et al. (1996a)
6 Rosenberg et al. (1999) 52 Samus et al. (1996b)
7 Alcaino & Liller (1981) 53 Sandquist et al. (1996)
8 Harris et al. (1983) 54 Bruzual et al. (1997)
9 Buonanno et al. (1984) 55 Kravtsov et al. (1997)
10 Cacciari (1984) 56 Buonanno et al. (1998)
11 Da Costa et al. (1984) 57 Guarnieri et al. (1998)
12 Sandage & Roques (1984) 58 Jimenez & Padoan (1998)
13 Caputo et al. (1985) 59 Richtler et al. (1998)
14 Alcaino & Liller (1986) 60 Salaris & Weiss (1998)
15 Burstein et al. (1986) 61 Alcaíno et al. (1999)
16 Gratton & Ortolani (1986) 62 Brocato et al. (1999)
17 Heasley et al. (1986) 63 Heitsch & Richtler (1999)
18 Hesser et al. (1987) 64 Piotto et al. (1999)
19 Richer & Fahlman (1987) 65 Chaboyer et al. (2000)
20 Janes & Heasley (1988) 66 Davidge (2000)
21 Sagar et al. (1988) 67 Feltzing & Gilmore (2000)
22 Alcaino et al. (1989) 68 Heasley et al. (2000)
23 Buonanno et al. (1989) 69 VandenBerg (2000)
24 Dorman et al. (1989) 70 Beaulieu et al. (2001)
25 Hurley et al. (1989) 71 Ortolani et al. (2001)
26 Sato et al. (1989) 72 Testa et al. (2001)
27 Alcaino et al. (1990a) 73 von Braun & Mateo (2001)
28 Alcaino et al. (1990b) 74 Zoccali et al. (2001)
29 Alcaino et al. (1990c) 75 Grundahl et al. (2002)
30 Ferraro et al. (1991) 76 Feltzing & Johnson (2002)
31 Straniero & Chieffi (1991) 77 von Braun et al. (2002)
32 Chaboyer et al. (1992) 78 Gratton et al. (2003)
33 Demarque & Lee (1992) 79 Layden & Sarajedini (2003)
34 Ferraro & Piotto (1992) 80 Momany et al. (2003)
35 McWilliam et al. (1992) 81 Pulone et al. (2003)
36 Ortolani et al. (1992) 82 Hargis et al. (2004)
37 Walker (1992) 83 Brown et al. (2005)
38 Alcaino et al. (1994) 84 Hughes et al. (2007)
39 Richtler et al. (1994) 85 Salaris et al. (2007)
40 Chaboyer & Kim (1995) 86 McWilliam & Bernstein (2008)
41 Ferraro et al. (1995) 87 Barbuy et al. (2009)
42 Fullton et al. (1995) 88 Bergbusch & Stetson (2009)
43 Mazzitelli et al. (1995) 89 D’Antona et al. (2009)
44 Ortolani et al. (1995) 90 Moretti et al. (2009)
45 Samus et al. (1995) 91 Zorotovic et al. (2009)
46 Davidge et al. (1996) 92 Bono et al. (2010)
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Table 3.3. List of metallicity and chemical abundance references used for our literature
compilation

Number Reference Number Reference Number Reference
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 Carretta et al. (2009c) 47 Barbuy et al. (1999) 92 Carretta et al. (2007c)
2 Armandroff & Zinn (1988) 48 Cohen et al. (1999) 93 Gratton et al. (2007)
3 Carretta et al. (2009a) 49 Ivans et al. (1999) 94 Lee (2007)
4 Carretta et al. (2009b) 50 Sneden et al. (2000a) 95 Valenti etal. (2007)
5 Searle & Zinn (1978) 51 Sneden et al. (2000b) 96 Wallersteinet al. (2007)
6 Cohen (1979) 52 Carretta et al. (2001) 97 Haynes et al. (2008)
7 Bell & Dickens (1980) 53 Coelho et al. (2001) 98 Kirby et al. (2008)
8 Da Costa & Cottrell (1980) 54 Gratton et al. (2001) 99 Koch & McWilliam (2008)
9 Pilachowski et al. (1980) 55 Ivans et al. (2001) 100 Marino et al. (2008)
10 Gratton (1982) 56 Klochkova & Samus (2001) 101 Martell et al. (2008)
11 Pilachowski et al. (1983) 57 Cohen et al. (2002) 102 McWilliam & Bernstein (2008)
12 Smith & Manduca (1983) 58 Behr (2003) 103 Origlia et al. (2008)
13 Geisler (1984) 59 Carretta et al. (2003) 104 Pasquini et al.(2008)
14 Langer et al. (1985) 60 Howland et al. (2003) 105 Yong & Grundahl (2008)
15 Gratton et al. (1986) 61 Meléndez et al. (2003) 106 Yong et al. (2008a)
16 Smith & Stryker (1986) 62 Mishenina et al. (2003) 107 Yong et al. (2008b)
17 Gratton (1987b) 63 Ramírez & Cohen (2003) 108 Yong et al. (2008c)
18 Costar & Smith (1988) 64 Yong et al. (2003) 109 Barbuy et al. (2009)
19 Gratton & Ortolani (1989) 65 Briley et al. (2004) 110 Feltzing et al. (2009)
20 Beers et al. (1990) 66 Carretta et al. (2004a) 111 Takeda et al. (2009)
21 Brown et al. (1990) 67 Carretta et al. (2004b) 112 Villanova et al. (2009)
22 François (1991) 68 Cavallo et al. (2004) 113 Worley et al. (2009)
23 Sneden et al. (1991) 69 Jasniewicz et al. (2004) 114 Yong etal. (2009)
24 Suntzeff & Smith (1991) 70 Zoccali et al. (2004) 115 Bragaglia et al. (2010b)
25 Brown & Wallerstein (1992) 71 Alves-Brito et al. (2005) 116 D’Orazi & Marino (2010)
26 Barbuy et al. (1992) 72 Carretta et al. (2005) 117 D’Orazi et al. (2010)
27 Briley et al. (1992) 73 Clementini et al. (2005) 118 Koch & McWilliam (2010)
28 Drake et al. (1992) 74 Cohen et al. (2005) 119 Valenti et al. (2010)
29 McWilliam et al. (1992) 75 Gratton et al. (2005) 120 Villanova et al. (2010)
30 Sneden et al. (1992) 76 Origlia et al. (2005) 121 Worley & Cottrell (2010)
31 Minniti et al. (1993) 77 Smith et al. (2005) 122 Carretta et al. (2011a)
32 Armosky et al. (1994) 78 Smith et al. (2005) 123 Gratton et al. (2011)
33 Drake et al. (1994) 79 Valenti et al. (2005) 124 Lai et al. (2011)
34 Da Costa & Armandroff (1995) 80 Yong et al. (2005) 125 Marinoet al. (2011)
35 Kraft et al. (1995) 81 Alves-Brito et al. (2006) 126 O”Connell et al. (2011)
36 Minniti (1995a) 82 Carretta (2006) 127 Sobeck et al. (2011)
37 Minniti (1995b) 83 Carretta et al. (2006) 128 Valenti et al.(2011)
38 Norris & Da Costa (1995) 84 Gratton et al. (2006) 129 Villanova & Geisler (2011)
39 Fullton (1996) 85 Johnson & Pilachowski (2006) 130 Carretta et al. (2012a)
40 Minniti et al. (1996) 86 Preston et al. (2006) 131 Gratton et al. (2012b)
41 Shetrone (1996) 87 Sobeck et al. (2006) 132 Gratton et al. (2012c)
42 Geisler et al. (1997) 88 Yong et al. (2006) 133 Lardo et al. (2012)
43 Gonzalez & Lambert (1997) 89 Wylie et al. (2006) 134 Monacoet al. (2012)
44 Smith et al. (1997) 90 Carretta et al. (2007a) 135 Villanovaet al. (2012)
45 Sneden et al. (1997) 91 Carretta et al. (2007b) 136 Worley & Cottrell (2012)
46 Gonzalez & Wallerstein (1998)
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Table 3.4. List of literature references used for our compilation, sorted on basis of
individual GGCs

NGC Age Metallicity Abundance
ID Reference(s) Reference(s) Reference(s)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

0104 1-2, 4, 14, 20, 39, 49, 61-62, 66, 72-73, 75 1-2, 18, 25, 71, 89, 99, 102 3-4, 11, 15, 21, 25, 38, 65-66, 71-72, 89, 99, 113,117, 136
1851 1-2, 17, 23, 33 1-2, 42, 105, 114, 120, 122 105, 114, 120, 122, 131-133
1904 2, 12-13, 34, 45 1, 22, 42 3-4, 22
2298 1, 10, 12, 16, 25, 28, 31, 36 1, 29 29
2808 1-2, 5, 12, 24, 44 1, 42 4, 10, 59, 67, 82-83, 115, 123
3201 1-3, 6, 18, 44, 60, 67, 79 1, 20, 42 3-4, 10-11, 19, 46
5286 1, 41, 78 1 -
5904 1-2, 15, 44, 47 1, 30, 41, 55, 63, 108 3-4, 9, 11, 14-15, 27,30, 32, 41, 44, 55, 57, 63, 101, 106, 108, 118, 124
5927 1-2, 44 1-2, 22 22
5946 - 1-2 -
5986 1-2 1, 42 69
6121 1-2, 9, 36, 76 1, 20, 25, 33, 37, 49, 100, 108, 111 3-4, 15, 21, 24-25, 28, 49, 78, 96, 100, 106, 108, 116, 125, 129, 134-135
6171 1-2, 7-8, 19, 26, 30, 36-37, 43 1, 5 3-4, 12, 126
6218 1-2, 22, 36, 65, 70 1, 34, 85 4, 56, 62, 69, 85, 91
6235 - 1, 60 -
6254 1-2, 21, 27, 36, 65 1, 35, 97 3-4, 11, 19, 35, 62, 77, 97, 101
6266 - 1 -
6284 - 1 -
6304 1 1, 79 -
6316 - 1-2, 95 -
6333 - 1 -
6342 52 1-2, 76 76
6352 1, 38, 49, 56, 69 1, 22, 110 17, 22, 110
6356 - 1-2, 37 -
6362 1-2, 10, 51, 53 1, 42 17
6388 1, 71, 77 1-2, 96, 121 3, 92, 96
6441 1 1-2, 73, 103 84, 93, 103
6522 74 1, 109 109
6528 32, 48, 58, 63, 68 1-2, 70, 76, 87 52-53, 70, 76
6544 - 1, 119 -
6553 29, 40, 46, 57, 61 1, 26, 61, 81 26, 47-48, 53, 61, 81
6569 - 1, 79 128
6624 1, 35, 56 1-2 128
6626 42, 59 34, 36 43
6637 1-2, 35, 56 1, 36 94
6638 - 1, 16 -
6652 1-2, 36, 54 1-2 -
6723 1-2, 50 1 13, 39
6752 1-2, 11, 66 1, 20, 31, 42, 68, 107 4, 7-8, 11, 15, 24, 38, 40,54, 64, 68, 72, 75, 80, 88, 90, 104, 107, 112, 130
7078 1-2 1-2, 23, 31-32, 45, 86, 98, 111 3-4, 6, 23, 32, 40, 45, 50-51, 58, 74, 86, 101, 127
7089 1-2, 55 1-2 101
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3.3.2 Age and metallicity sources

Our selection of sources for the ages and metallicities of the S05 clusters embraces sim-

ilar principles as above. In terms of the S05 GGC ages, a cursory review of the relevant

literature reminds us of genuine discrepancies on a per cluster basis. While isochrone fit-

ting of colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) has long been the standard by which cluster

ages are obtained, its results appear to be plagued by ratherlarge uncertainties, the origins

of which are most likely tied to the values of various parameters assumed by the scientist

(i.e. distance, reddening, metallicity, etc.) and/or eachisochrone set (i.e. mixing length,

helium abundance, etc.). Since little is to be learned by merging together the available

absolute age determinations for any given cluster, we prefer our compiled values of this

parameter to come from a single reliable source. In this sense, the majority of the ages in

our compilation are taken from MF09. These authors have performed the most extensive

and homogeneous age analysis of GGC CMDs to date (64 clusters in all), using HST/ACS

photometry and many flavours of isochrones (Bertelli et al., 1994; Girardi et al., 2000;

Pietrinferni et al., 2004; Dotter et al., 2007), where the Dotter et al. ages referred to both

the Zinn & West (1984) and Carretta & Gratton (1997) metallicity scales. By normalizing

their results to the respective mean absolute age of the 13 lowest-metallicity GGCs in their

sample, MF09 found that their measuredrelativeages were robust to the particular choice

of isochrone (see their Table 4). For the 25 S05 GGCs which overlap with the MF09 sam-

ple, we thus adopt their relative ages based on the Dotter et al. isochrones and Carretta &

Gratton scale, where the normalization factor (from their §6.1) is 12.80± 0.17 Gyr.

To bolster the reliability of theirrelativeages, MF09 also compared their results against

those of De Angeli et al. (2005), the previously largest homogeneous GGC age compilation

(totalling 55 clusters in all). In so doing, they found mutual consistency between the two
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datasets to within their own published error bars (mean residual = -0.04± 0.07 and -0.02

± 0.08 against De Angeli et al.’s HST and ground-based sub-samples, respectively) and

no residual trends as a function of cluster metallicity. We conduct a similar comparison

in Figure 3.2, but in terms ofabsoluteages (where the relative values from MF09 have

been converted using the above normalization factor) and with respect to multiple prior age

compilations (Rosenberg et al., 1999; Salaris & Weiss, 2002;Dotter et al., 2010). Although

several other compilations of this nature may be found in theliterature (Chaboyer & Kim,

1995; Chaboyer et al., 1996; Richer et al., 1996; Buonanno et al., 1998; Salaris & Weiss,

1998; VandenBerg, 2000; Meissner & Weiss, 2006), the mutual overlap between their re-

spective samples and that of MF09 are poorer. To this point, we note that the comparison

in Fig. 3.2 is limited to the twelve S05 clusters common to allfour compilations examined

therein5. Also, the ages from Rosenberg et al. have been converted intoabsolute terms

assuming a zeropoint of 13.2 Gyr (see their §4).

The most striking feature from Fig. 3.2 is the presence of several clusters in each panel

whose ages from the other compilations disagree egregiously with those of MF09. These

disagreements are found in different age (MF09 values) and metallicity regimes, depending

on the source. Outliers are found largely at young ages and low metallicities for Rosenberg

et al., old ages and high metallicities for Salaris & Weiss, and at both age and metallicity ex-

trema for Dotter et al. Of course, the identification of theseinconsistencies hinges on how

representative the published uncertainties are of the total budget. The error bars shown in

Fig. 3.2 are largely statistical in nature and do not consider the systematic effects of uncer-

tainties in, amongst many others, distance modulus, reddening and stellar evolution model.

5On the other hand, we compare in the Appendix (wherever possible) our adopted ages against all other
estimates in the literature known to us, on a per cluster basis, which gives a better impression of the discrep-
ancies involved betweenindividualage determinations.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of our adopted ages (x-axis) against similar independent estimates
from other homogeneous age compilations (y-axis) for a sub-sample of 12 GGCs from S05
common to Rosenberg et al. (1999), Salaris & Weiss (2002), Dotter et al. (2010) and Marín-
Franch et al. (2009, MF09). The dashed line in each panel represents equality between our
adopted and other age estimates and the shaded regions demarcate ages in excess of that of
the Universe (Komatsu et al., 2011).
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With exception to Dotter et al., this criticism may be unwarranted or overstated though be-

cause the authors employed distance- and reddening-independent methods (Rosenberg et

al., Salaris & Weiss) and/or providedrelativeages only (Rosenberg et al., MF09). Overall

then, Fig. 3.2 leaves us with the impression that systematicuncertainties in absolute age

dating of GGCs may reside (at worst) at the 2-3 Gyr level. This suggests that, at present, it

may be best to validate age predictions from SPS models in a relative sense alone.

Of the 16 S05 GGCs not included in the MF09 sample, age estimates could be obtained

from other CMD studies in the literature in only six cases. Furthermore, these estimates

cannot be expressed on the same relative scale as those we adopt from MF09 since we do

not know how the ages from these studies transform between one another. Despite this and

the issue of systematics raised above, we still include these six estimates in our compilation

for the sake of completeness while cautioning the reader about their possible shortcomings.

Our extensive list of references which provide independentage measurements for the S05

GGCs is summarized globally in Table 3.2 and for individual clusters in Table 3.4.

Our knowledge of the metallicities of the S05 GGCs has greatlyimproved with the

work of Carretta et al. (2009c). Based on high-resolution optical spectra for about 2000

red giants belonging to 19 GGCs (13 of which are in the S05 sample), these authors have

created the premier database of homogeneous, spectroscopic metallicities for the entire

GGC system and used it to define a new metallicity scale for GGCsover almost the full

range of values exhibited in this parameter (from [Fe/H]∼ -2.4 to -0.3 dex). Since Carretta

et al.’s sample overlaps with those from previous metallicity scales (Zinn & West, 1984;

Carretta & Gratton, 1997; Rutledge et al., 1997; Kraft & Ivans,2003) by ten clusters or

more, they were able to derive transformations between these scales and their own. This

enabled them to express the metallicities of all 133 GGCs fromthe 2003 version of the
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Harris (1996) catalogue (which encompasses all 41 S05 GGCs) in terms of their own scale.

Ha10 improves upon the work of Carretta et al. by merging the latter’s results with those

of Armandroff & Zinn (1988), transformed to the Carretta et al. scale, and metallicities for

individual clusters from other studies. Given their complete coverage of the S05 sample

and the unsurpassed quality of their metallicities, we would ideally adopt Ha10’s values

for our compilation. However, since Ha10 do not provide uncertainties on their values,

we instead calculate the mean metallicities of our clustersusing the same references and

weighting scheme as Ha10.

The bottom panel of Figure 3.3 shows the differences betweenthe Ha10 metallicities

and our own. Considering the entire S05 sample, the agreementbetween the two datasets

is superb, with 68% of the data points exhibiting differences of±0.01 dex or less. We also

find that our adopted metallicities compare favorably with those from Carretta et al. (Fig.

3.3, top), albeit with 68% of the data points showing differences up to ±0.05 dex%. This

agreement is not surprising as the Ha10 metallicities (and thus ours as well) are weighted

to the data of Carretta et al. by a factor of three more than those from any other source.

3.3.3 The stellar populations of Galactic globular clusters

Our literature compilation on the stellar population properties of the S05 GGCs is presented

in Tables 3.5-3.6, and Figures 3.4-3.7. In Table 3.5, we listthe recommended age (column

2), mean metallicity (column 3), and mean Mg, C, N, and Ca abundances (columns 4-

7) for each cluster, while Table 3.6 gives their mean O, Na, Si, Cr, and Ti abundances

(columns 2-6). Suspect entries, given our compilation principles elucidated above, appear

highlighted; the reader is referred to the Appendix for the rationale behind each of these

flags. It should also be noted that although MF09 explicitly postponed the determination
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Figure 3.3: Differences between our adopted metallicitiesfor the S05 GGCs against other
independent estimates thereof in the literature, either from the Ha10 catalogue (lower
panel) or Carretta et al. (2009c) (upper panel). The differences are plotted against our
adopted values in both panels, while the dashed lines in the upper panel outline the 68th-
percentile of the distribution about the locus of equality (solid line). The same lines would
essentially overlap with equality in the lower panel and arethus omitted therefrom. The
median error per point is 0.12 and 0.14 dex in the lower and upper panels, respectively.
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Table 3.5. Adopted age, [Fe/H], [Mg/Fe], [C/Fe], [N/Fe], and[Ca/Fe] values for our
GGCs1

NGC Age [Fe/H] [Mg/Fe] [C/Fe] [N/Fe] [Ca/Fe]
ID (Gyr) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0104 13.1± 0.9 -0.72± 0.08 +0.41± 0.14 -0.13± 0.20 +0.87± 0.55 +0.17± 0.15
1851 10.0± 0.5 -1.17± 0.08 +0.40± 0.10 -0.36± 0.51 +0.84± 0.46 +0.36± 0.09
1904 9.6± 1.0 -1.58± 0.12 +0.26± 0.07 - - +0.22± 0.04
2298 12.7± 0.7 -1.95± 0.04 +0.59± 0.20 - - +0.39± 0.05
2808 10.9± 0.4 -1.14± 0.13 +0.25± 0.18 -0.50± 0.28 +1.25± 1.06 +0.39± 0.14
3201 10.2± 0.4 -1.59± 0.20 +0.36± 0.11 -0.55± 0.23 +0.56± 0.27 +0.20± 0.11
5286 12.5± 0.5 -1.70± 0.07 - - - -
5904 10.6± 0.4 -1.29± 0.08 +0.33± 0.10 -0.48± 0.26 +0.68± 0.59 +0.28± 0.11
5927 12.7± 0.9 -0.49± 0.44 -0.12 - - +0.34
5946 - -1.29± 0.14 - - - -
5986 12.2± 0.6 -1.59± 0.12 +0.25 - - -
6121 12.5± 0.7 -1.16± 0.09 +0.50± 0.08 -0.46± 0.28 +0.65± 0.41 +0.30± 0.09
6171 14.0± 0.8 -1.02± 0.02 +0.51± 0.04 - - +0.06± 0.32
6218 12.7± 0.4 -1.37± 0.12 +0.46± 0.14 +1.18± 0.44 - +0.31± 0.14
6235 - -1.28± 0.31 - - - -
6254 11.4± 0.5 -1.53± 0.06 +0.44± 0.13 -0.77± 0.37 +1.01± 0.45 +0.33± 0.11
6266 - -1.18± 0.07 - - - -
6284 - -1.26 - - - -
6304 13.6± 1.1 -0.45± 0.26 - - - -
6316 - -0.46± 0.16 - - - -
6333 - -1.77 - - - -
6342 14.5± 0.4 -0.55± 0.10 +0.38± 0.01 -0.34± 0.03 - +0.38± 0.01
6352 12.7± 0.9 -0.64± 0.13 +0.38± 0.17 - - +0.18± 0.11
6356 - -0.40± 0.12 - - - -
6362 13.6± 0.6 -0.99± 0.26 +0.37± 0.16 - - +0.15± 0.03
6388 12.0± 1.0 -0.55± 0.15 +0.24± 0.12 -0.66± 0.15 - +0.00± 0.13
6441 11.3± 0.9 -0.46± 0.06 +0.35± 0.14 -0.45± 0.17 - +0.20± 0.17
6522 14.7± 0.4 -1.34± 0.36 +0.27± 0.10 - - +0.17± 0.06
6528 11.0± 2.0 -0.12± 0.24 +0.25± 0.11 -0.35± 0.12 - +0.30± 0.09
6544 - -1.40± 0.22 - - - -
6553 13.2 -0.18± 0.03 +0.32± 0.08 -0.62± 0.10 +1.15± 0.38 +0.20± 0.15
6569 - -0.76± 0.13 +0.50± 0.06 -0.27± 0.11 - +0.31± 0.04
6624 12.5± 0.9 -0.44± 0.07 +0.42± 0.05 -0.29± 0.20 - +0.40± 0.04
6626 14.0± 1.1 -1.32± 0.05 - - - +0.11± 0.02
6637 13.1± 0.9 -0.64± 0.17 +0.28± 0.17 - - +0.20± 0.17
6638 - -0.95± 0.13 - - - -
6652 12.9± 0.8 -0.81± 0.17 - - - -
6723 13.1± 0.7 -1.10± 0.07 +0.44 - - +0.33± 0.13
6752 11.8± 0.6 -1.53± 0.16 +0.38± 0.15 -0.45± 0.37 +0.93± 0.63 +0.31± 0.09
7078 12.9± 0.5 -2.39± 0.14 +0.36± 0.23 -0.30± 0.36 +0.84± 0.63 +0.31± 0.14
7089 11.8± 0.6 -1.64± 0.08 - -0.62± 0.14 - -

1Boldface numbers denote less certain entries (see Appendix Bfor details).
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Table 3.6. Adopted [O/Fe], [Na/Fe], [Si/Fe], [Cr/Fe] and [Ti/Fe] values for our GGCs1

NGC [O/Fe] [Na/Fe] [Si/Fe] [Cr/Fe] [Ti/Fe]
ID (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

0104 +0.24± 0.20 +0.35± 0.22 +0.31± 0.12 +0.10± 0.08 +0.28± 0.12
1851 +0.09± 0.26 +0.18± 0.31 +0.32± 0.11 -0.00± 0.16 +0.17± 0.06
1904 +0.10± 0.19 +0.32± 0.25 +0.28± 0.03 -0.28± 0.14 +0.22± 0.10
2298 - - +0.51± 0.05 -0.03± 0.10 -0.03± 0.03
2808 +0.12± 0.38 +0.28± 0.27 +0.35± 0.13 +0.02± 0.08 +0.30± 0.09
3201 +0.15± 0.27 +0.12± 0.25 +0.34± 0.11 -0.06± 0.24 +0.20± 0.12
5286 - - - - -
5904 +0.15± 0.27 +0.19± 0.26 +0.31± 0.10 -0.08± 0.19 +0.22± 0.10
5927 +0.33 +1.23 +0.74 -0.11 +0.37
5946 - - - - -
5986 +0.65 +0.70 +0.30 +0.15 +0.22
6121 +0.31± 0.14 +0.29± 0.19 +0.50± 0.07 -0.03± 0.07 +0.31± 0.07
6171 +0.17± 0.18 +0.37± 0.20 +0.54± 0.08 - +0.40± 0.10
6218 +0.31± 0.34 +0.32± 0.27 +0.36± 0.07 -0.04± 0.19 +0.27± 0.13
6235 - - - - -
6254 +0.23± 0.24 +0.17± 0.27 +0.28± 0.07 +0.01± 0.15 +0.26± 0.12
6266 - - - - -
6284 - - - - -
6304 - - - - -
6316 - - - - -
6333 - - - - -
6342 +0.31± 0.02 - +0.37± 0.04 - +0.25± 0.03
6352 +0.04 +0.19± 0.16 +0.27± 0.21 -0.05± 0.07 +0.23± 0.13
6356 - - - - -
6362 - +0.25± 0.62 +0.43± 0.04 -0.14± 0.28 +0.38± 0.06
6388 -0.06± 0.25 +0.42± 0.23 +0.30± 0.12 -0.06± 0.14 +0.20± 0.19
6441 +0.09± 0.18 +0.41± 0.28 +0.36± 0.18 -0.06± 0.20 +0.32± 0.17
6522 +0.49± 0.17 +0.04± 0.21 +0.25± 0.08 - +0.16± 0.04
6528 +0.20± 0.14 +0.41± 0.13 +0.26± 0.13 +0.00± 0.06 +0.10± 0.22
6544 - - - - -
6553 +0.36± 0.18 +0.30± 0.30 +0.23± 0.15 +0.04± 0.09 +0.18± 0.21
6569 +0.48± 0.09 - +0.49± 0.08 - +0.40± 0.04
6624 +0.41± 0.14 - +0.38± 0.09 - +0.37± 0.04
6626 - - +0.60± 0.07 - +0.02± 0.21
6637 +0.20± 0.31 +0.35± 0.29 +0.45± 0.12 - +0.24± 0.13
6638 - - - - -
6652 - - - - -
6723 - - +0.68± 0.13 - +0.24± 0.15
6752 +0.26± 0.25 +0.32± 0.26 +0.47± 0.19 -0.13± 0.12 +0.20± 0.11
7078 +0.27± 0.23 +0.36± 0.34 +0.48± 0.20 -0.23± 0.08 +0.48± 0.20
7089 - - - - -

1Boldface numbers denote less certain entries (see Appendix Bfor details).

of theabsoluteages for their clusters, we still re-cast their relative ages into such terms to

enable our planned evaluations of the age predictions from SPS models. Our evaluations

cannot be performed in terms of relative ages since the S05 sample does not contain the

same clusters upon which MF09 base their normalization.

While the present compilation was originally intended for SPS model validation, we

foresee its broad applicability to a variety of astrophysical endeavours since the S05 sample

spans a wide range of the GGC parameter space (and is thus representative of the entire
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GGC system; see Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1). To illustrate this point, we use our results in

the following sub-sections to garner some (very) brief insight into the early formation and

chemical evolution of the Milky Way, atmospheric mixing during stellar evolution and the

sites of explosive stellar nucleosynthesis.

Ages & metallicities

In Figs. 3.4-3.7 we show the distributions of all the stellarpopulation diagnostics presented

in Table 3.5 for the entire S05 sample. Referring to Fig. 3.4 and the MF09 results shown

therewithin (black histogram), it is seen that the S05 sample has an age distribution which

is both strongly-peaked (between 12.5 and 13 Gyr) and skewedto very old ages. Those

clusters whose ages do not come from MF09, but from other sources in the literature,

are shown by the gray histogram. These additional age determinations tend to broaden the

total age distribution of the S05 sample to both younger and older ages, thus raising caution

about treating them on the same basis as the MF09 ages. These dubious age estimates are

bold-faced in Table 3.5.

From Fig. 3.4, it is tempting to conclude that the star formation history of the S05 GGCs

has a two-component form: either a sharp burst (12.5-13.0 Gyr ago) superimposed upon a

relatively quiescent background (lasting&4 Gyr) or a vigourous early history (culminating

in a peak 12.5-13.0 Gyr ago) that was abruptly regulated downto a more sustainable and

steady level. The metallicity distribution for the S05 GGCs (Fig. 3.5) also appears to

support the idea that these clusters arose from (at least) two distinct channels given its clear

bimodal shape (in agreement with Zinn 1985), with a peak-to-peak separation of about

∼1.0 dex.

When we examine the available ages (from MF09) of the clusterscomprising each
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Figure 3.4: Adopted age distribution for the S05 GGC sample based on either the MF09
compilation alone (black), or MF09 plus additional sourcesof ages from the literature (for
those clusters not studied by MF09; dark gray). The shaded region corresponds to ages in
excess of that of the Universe (Komatsu et al., 2011).
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Figure 3.5: As in Fig. 3.4, but for our adopted [Fe/H] values.
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Figure 3.6: Metallicity versus age for S05 GGCs included in the MF09 sample. The mean
ages and metallicities (and corresponding rms uncertainties) of the metal-poor (circles) and
metal-rich (squares) GGCs in our sample are denoted by the stars and error bars, while the
dashed line at [Fe/H] = -1.0 dex roughly marks the transitionbetween these two groups, as
seen in Fig. 3.5. The shaded region corresponds to ages in excess of that of the Universe
(Komatsu et al., 2011).
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metallicity sub-group (Fig. 3.6) however, there does not appear to be a strong distinction

between those two; the metal-poor and metal-rich GGCs (separated at [Fe/H] = -1.0 dex)

have a mean age and rms dispersion of 12.0± 1.1 Gyr and 12.8± 0.7 Gyr, respectively.

This situation can be attributed to the presence of several old (>12 Gyr) metal-poor GGCs

in our sample whereas only one of our metal-rich GGCs is found with an age<12 Gyr.

Still, our metal-rich sub-sample does harbour a high incidence of very old clusters (three,

possibly four, of our six oldest clusters are contained therewithin), which might have over-

all implications about the formation of the Milky Way. For instance, the parameter spread

in Fig. 3.6 would be hard to explain within a scenario wherebyall of the S05 GGCs formed

in situ since one would (naively) expect the metal-poor GGCs to beolder than the metal-

rich ones, not younger. Instead, this spread is consistent with a picture in which the GGC

system arose from its members either forming in situ or accreted from satellite galaxies.

Although the possible correlation of these two channels with metallicity remains unclear,

we interpret the older, metal-rich and younger, metal-poorclusters as being descendants of

the former and latter, respectively. Similar conclusions have been reached by other anal-

yses of the GGC age-metallicity relation using much larger samples (e.g. MF09, Forbes

& Bridges, 2010; Dotter et al., 2011). Further insight into this topic might be achieved

by searching for correlations between the above parametersand those from the Ha10 cat-

alogue, particularly velocity information, but such a taskis beyond the scope of this work.

Salaris & Weiss (2002) and MF09 already investigated the relationship between age and

galactocentric radius for GGCs, and found none.
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Figure 3.7: As in Fig. 3.4, but for our adopted abundance patterns. The specific abundance
ratio plotted in each panel is indicated in the top-left or top-right corner while the median
value of each distribution is marked with a red line. Note that less certain entries from
Tables 3.5-3.6 have been omitted from these distributions.
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Chemical abundances & atmospheric mixing

Further critical insight into the stellar populations of GGCs and, by extrapolation, the for-

mation and the evolution of the Milky Way can be gleaned from the distributions of their

mean chemical abundance ratios, shown in Fig. 3.7. We first note that the distributions

of α-elements (Mg, Ca, Si, Ti) amongst these systems all show sharp peaks at nearly the

same (super-solar) value; the [Mg/Fe], [Ca/Fe], [Si/Fe] and[Ti/Fe] distributions have me-

dian values of +0.38, +0.30, +0.36 and +0.24 dex, respectively. Conversely, the abundance

ratios for other species occupy a broader range of values (except for chromium), particu-

larly in the cases of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen (∼0.6 dex, compared to∼0.3 dex for the

α-elements). Apart from possible undersampling effects, these wide distributions likely re-

flect the phenomena of atmospheric mixing and multiple stellar populations acting within

these clusters.

To bolster the above argument, we show with coloured points in Figure 3.8 the mean

abundances and luminosities of stars from each individual study of the carbon and nitrogen

abundances in the S05 GGCs. Unfortunately, not all studies wecite in this regard could

be represented in these plots since luminosities have not been tabulated in many cases.

This may be responsible for the apparent gap in the data in therange -0.5 < MV < +0.5

mag. The point types in Fig. 3.8 reflect whether the assorted samples consist of CN-

weak (triangles) or CN-strong (diamonds) stars (circles areused where CN strengths are

unknown). Moreover, looking from bright to low luminosities, the evolutionary status of

the sample changes from predominantly red giants (leftmost-to-middle) to sub-giants and

main sequence stars (rightmost). Concentrating only on the mean values for CN-weak and

CN-strong stars, an evolutionary trend is apparent whereby the atmospheric abundance of

carbon tends to monotonically decrease while that of nitrogen decreases to a minimum (at
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Figure 3.8: Carbon (left) and nitrogen (right) abundance versus absolute visual magnitude
for individual stars belonging to the S05 GGCs (coloured letters). The mean values of the
data from the individual studies are represented with the coloured points. The point types
(and colours) for both the individual stars and whole samples have been chosen to indi-
cate the corresponding CN-strength: s/diamond (pink/red) if strong, w/triangle (light/dark
blue) if weak and u/circle (light/dark grey) if unknown. Thehorizontal axis has been de-
lineated into zones which roughly correspond to the red giant branch (RGB) and sub-giant
branch/main sequence (SGB/MS) phases of stellar evolution present within GGCs.
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MV ∼ +1 mag) and rises thereafter (see also Figure 3.9), as a givenstar leaves the main

sequence and ascends the red giant branch. The significant scatter observed amongst both

individual stars and mean values for unclassified samples (circles) may be due to mundane

issues like systematics (e.g. the solar-like [C/Fe] ratio ofred giants in NGC 6121 at MV ∼

-2 mag from Smith et al. 2005) or more nuanced ones like mixtures of CN-weak and CN-

strong stars within any one study (e.g. the [N/Fe] ratio of NGC 7078 at MV ∼ +2 mag from

Cohen et al. 2005). The latter interpretation is supported byanalyses ofsingleclusters that

have found large spreads in [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] of stars at any common evolutionary phase

from the main sequence through the tip of the red giant branch(e.g. NGC 0104, 6205,

6254, 6397, 6752, 7006; Carretta et al. 2005, Smith et al. 2005, and references therein).

The evolutionary trends seen in Figs. 3.8-3.9 are commonly associated with a com-

bination of the first dredge-up (e.g. Iben, 1964) followed bydeep atmospheric mixing

(e.g. Sweigart & Mengel, 1979) that occur in a star’s atmosphere after it completes core-

hydrogen burning. The first dredge-up is defined by the mixingof partially-processed ma-

terial from the stellar interior into the outer atmosphere as the convective envelope grows

in size during the star’s sub-giant phase. It is responsiblefor the gentle decline observed

in both [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] from the main sequence to about the midpoint of the red giant

branch (MV ∼ +1 mag). Once the star reaches the red giant branch bump, deepmixing

is thought to set in and create the rapid rate of depletion and(now) enhancement of at-

mospheric carbon and nitrogen, respectively. Deep mixing accomplishes this by bringing

CN(O)-processed material from the hydrogen-burning shell into the outer atmosphere once

the shell expands into the outer convective envelope. Both the luminosity of the bump (i.e.

onset of mixing) and the depletion rate of carbon are known todecrease as a function of

metallicity (Fusi Pecci et al., 1990; Martell et al., 2008).These two dependencies may then
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Figure 3.9: As in Fig. 3.8 but in terms of nitrogen abundance versus carbon abundance.
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help explain some of the scatter seen in Fig. 3.8 at high luminosities (MV > 0 mag). Since

spectroscopic studies of resolved GGC members have historically measured [C/Fe] and

[N/Fe] ratios for clusters from a variety of evolutionary stages, it is understandable then

that the resultant distributions of these ratios in our compilation would appear somewhat

broader than those for other species, like theα-elements (Fig. 3.7). Were measurements

of these ratios from main sequence stars to become availablefor our entire sample, we

would anticipate a tightening of these distributions. For the time being though, the reality

of mixing episodes in evolved stars should compel SPS modellers to consider the lumi-

nosity biases of existing spectroscopic studies when usingGGCs to validate their model

predictions for carbon and nitrogen abundances6.

Multiple populations

Fig. 3.8 also shows that some intrinsic degree of broadeningin the carbon and (especially)

nitrogen abundance distributions for the S05 GGCs is to be expected on account of the

multiple populations found within them. From these plots, it is seen that the dichotomy

in GGC stars’ CN band strengths extends down to the main sequence, that the CN band is

much more sensitive to nitrogen abundance than carbon abundance, and that CN-weak stars

are characterized by systematically lower [C/Fe] and higher[N/Fe] ratios than those whose

CN bands are strong. This creates the potential for the mean values of these ratios from

any given study to be biased either low or high depending on how accurately the sample

embodies the true CN distribution of the associated cluster.In fact, we might be able to

infer the (unknown) CN strengths of certain samples based on the proximity of their circles

to either triangles or diamonds in Fig. 3.8.

Another hallmark of the multiple population phenomenon is the anti-correlation of

6The depth of the data being modelled must also be considered.
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[O/Fe] and [Na/Fe] ratios exhibited by stars from all major evolutionary stages within af-

fected clusters (Gratton et al., 2012a). The existence of this anti-correlation would thus fos-

ter biased estimates of a given cluster’s mean abundances ofthese species if not accounted

for during sample selection. We suspect that this effect maybe at least a contributing factor

to the relatively broadened [O/Fe] distribution for the S05GGCs shown in Fig. 3.7. This

suspicion could be tested by investigating whether the breadth of the [O/Fe] and [Na/Fe]

distributions issimultaneouslyconsistent with the ranges observed in these abundance ra-

tios from the large, homogeneous Na-O anti-correlation study of Carretta et al. (2009a,b).

This is however beyond the scope of the present work.

It is worth mentioning at this juncture that the exact origins of the multiple populations

observed in GGCs remains unknown. The perpetuation of chemical abundance variations

down to unevolved, main sequence stars makes strongly certain that the existence of a sec-

ond (and sometimes third; Carretta et al. 2009a) generation of stars is tied to an external

agent. However, at least three candidates could conceivably lie behind the enhanced nitro-

gen, sodium, aluminum and (possibly) helium and depleted carbon, oxygen and magnesium

abundance pattern that typifies the latter generations: (i)massive asymptotic giant branch

stars (e.g. Ventura et al., 2001), (ii) massive rotating main sequence stars (e.g. Decressin et

al., 2007) and (iii) as in (i) but for intermediate masses (e.g. Ventura & D’Antona, 2008).

One way to (partly) distinguish between these candidates isto study whether the sum of the

CNO elements varies between the populations in each affectedcluster. Simply put, massive

stars are expected to alter the individual abundances of these elements but leave their sum

unchanged, while intermediate-mass asymptotic giants, byway of the third dredge up, will

not. Evidence thus far of variations in the CNO sum within individual clusters has been

contentious (Ivans et al., 1999; Carretta et al., 2005; Cohen &Meléndez, 2005; Cassisi et
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al., 2008; Milone et al., 2008; Ventura et al., 2009; Yong et al., 2009; Villanova et al., 2010).

With some work, our extensive compilation of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen abundances for

individual GGC stars may be helpful in shedding further light on this issue, but will not be

investigated further here.

Source(s) ofα-elements

Although Figs. 3.8-3.9 summarize existing evidence of deepatmospheric mixing within

the evolved stars of S05 GGCs, Fig. 3.7 shows that the abundances ofα-elements amongst

these clusters remain more or less homogeneous, regardlessof sample selection particulars.

Within the deep mixing scenario, this homogeneity is explained by the fact thatα-elements

are exempt from the CN(O) cycle, such that the observed abundances thereof likely reflect

the original chemistry of the gas from which these GGCs were born. Moreover, that the

α-element abundance ratios for the S05 GGCs are all greater than the solar value (by a

factor of>1.6) implies that these systems must have formed quite rapidly, on timescales

less than that of Type Ia supernovae (∼1 Gyr).

An interesting corollary on the chemical enrichment of GGCs,based on their measured

α-element abundances, is presented in Figure 3.10. The left-hand panel shows the [Ca/Fe]

and [Mg/Fe] ratios of individual stars from our compilationbelonging to the 13 S05 clusters

with the most measurements in this regard. These data are clearly uncorrelated; rather, they

scatter about the centroid ([Mg/Fe],[Ca/Fe])∼ (+0.4,+0.3), which lends support to the idea

that the production sites of these two chemical species differ.

In the right-hand panel, we show (with open squares) the meanmagnesium and calcium

abundances for the nine clusters from the left-hand panel that are included in the sample of

Pritzl et al. (2005). Excluding the single outlier at ([Mg/Fe],[Ca/Fe])∼ (+0.10,+0.24), we
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Figure 3.10: Calcium versus magnesium abundance for individual stars (left) or whole
clusters (right) belonging to the S05 sample. In the left-hand panel, data for individual
clusters are represented by a unique combination of grayscale shading and point size, with
the shading key expressed in the bottom-left corner (numbers refer to NGC IDs of the
clusters). The mean abundances of these species are plottedin the right-hand panel for the
nine S05 clusters shown at left that overlap with the sample of Pritzl et al. (2005). There,
we show the values obtained by these authors (open squares),in the present work (filled
circles) and from the same data and method used by Pritzl et al., except without making
corrections for choice of loggf values nor solar abundance scale (open circles). To help
demonstrate the effects that different approaches taken tocompilation work such as ours,
the different point types are connected by a line for each cluster.
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find the rather surprising result that these abundances areanti-correlated for this sub-sample

of GGCs. Not surprisingly, the corresponding values from ourcompilation (filled circles)

exhibit no such correlation. This discrepant behaviour between our work and that of Pritzl

et al. could arise from the different approaches taken with respect to the following issues:

(i) scope of input data, (ii) averaging method, and (iii) systematics. The latter refers to Pritzl

et al.’s attempt to homogenize all of their input data to the same loggf and solar abundance

scale, something we neglect to do. To appreciate the potential role of systematics, we

also show in this panel, with open circles, the mean abundances we derive based on the

same references and averaging method used by Pritzl et al., but without loggf and solar

abundance corrections. For each cluster, we connect with a line the abundances from the

three distinct methods. Comparing the positions of open squares and circles, it is clear that

the choice of atomic constants and solar abundance pattern often plays a significant role in

setting the values of [X/Fe] for any element X, by as much as±0.2 dex. On the other hand,

the offsets between open and filled circles may be viewed as the effect of our using more

references per cluster and straight averages, as well as neglecting systematic corrections.

Our methodology clearly affects our adopted abundance patterns as well, but this should

not reflect any fundamental flaws in our results.

The prospect of anti-correlated magnesium and calcium abundances amongst the GGC

population supports the inference that the production sites of these two species are not one

and the same, or even more intriguing, that the yields of TypeII supernovae fluctuate on

an element-by-element level. Note that such a trend is also found amongst the points in the

right-hand panel of Fig. 3.10 which represent our attempt tomimic the approach of Pritzl

et al. in their work (open circles), again modulo a single outlier. However, when the full

sample of either compilation is considered this anti-correlation changes to a weak positive
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correlation. The fact that neither sample is complete though implies that further investiga-

tion of [Mg/Fe] and [Ca/Fe] amongst individual GGC stars on a larger, more homogeneous

basis may be warranted.

The suggestion that the abundances of magnesium and carbon do not track one another

within any given stellar population is not new. For instance, several studies of the central

stellar populations of early-type galaxies have concludedthat [Mg/Fe] increases modestly

with velocity dispersion amongst these systems, but that [Ca/Fe] is uniform, at about the

solar value (Vazdekis et al., 1997; Worthey, 1998; Trager etal., 1998; Henry & Worthey,

1999; Saglia et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2003; Cenarro et al.,2003, 2004; Smith et al.,

2009; Worthey et al., 2011). Prochaska et al. (2005) have casted doubt on the authenticity

of these results, based on the contamination of the blue sideband of the Ca4227 index (a

popular tracer of calcium abundance) by a CN band, but Graves et al. (2007) and Conroy

et al. (2013b) have shown that the [Ca/Fe] ratio remains uniform amongst red sequence

galaxies even when the abundances of carbon and nitrogen areconstraineda priori.

In the Milky Way, Fulbright et al. (2007) found that [Ca/Fe] decreases with increasing

[Fe/H] for a sample of 27 red giants in the bulge, yet their [Mg/Fe] ratios are more or

less uniform, at∼ +0.3 dex, supporting similar earlier claims (McWilliam & Rich, 1994;

Zoccali et al., 2004; Alves-Brito et al., 2006). This particular discrepancy may only apply

to the Galactic bulge, however, given that the behaviour of the calcium abundances of

both metal-poor field and thick disk stars is consistent withthat exhibited by the otherα

elements (Wheeler et al., 1989; Edvardsson et al., 1993; Reddyet al., 2003). Still, the fact

remains that good evidence exists to suggest that an additional source of either magnesium

or calcium plays a significant role in the chemical evolutionof a variety of stellar systems.
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3.3.4 Comparison with previous work

Having presented our compilation and advertised some of theimmediate science that can be

gleaned from it, it would also be prudent to assess the robustness of our results by compar-

ing them to similar published studies. Comparisons of our adopted ages and metallicities

against other sources of such information was performed earlier (§3.3.2) so that we only

focus on our clusters’ chemical abundance patterns here.

Prior to our compilation, the most extensive survey of the abundance patterns in GGCs

was that of Pritzl et al. (2005). In Figure 3.11 we compare ourand their (independent)

metallicity andα-element abundance estimates for the 15 clusters common to both sam-

ples. Despite several outliers, there clearly exists a goodcorrespondence between the Pritzl

et al. metallicities and ours. On the other hand, the large scatter and low Pearson coef-

ficients exhibited by the other sets of points in Fig. 3.11 thwart a similar conclusion for

theα-element abundances from these two compilations. By inspection of the methodology

Pritzl et al. used to obtain their [Ca/Fe] ratios (the space where our results compare least

favorably to theirs), we find that the most egregious discrepancies can be explained by (i)

our inclusion of references that post-dated the publication of Pritzl et al. and/or (ii) correc-

tions (often significant,∼0.2 dex) that those authors implemented to standardize datasets

from the literature to a common loggf system (the Lick-Texas values). Since we prefer our

adopted abundance patterns to reflect the full contributionof systematics to the associated

uncertainties and that, by Pritzl et al.’s own admission, abundance studies frequently do not

provide loggf values (nor their assumed solar abundances), we abstain from implementing

such corrections ourselves.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of our adopted metallicities andα-element abundance patterns
for GGCs from the S05 sample which overlap with that of Pritzl et al. (2005). The Pearson
(linear) correlation coefficient and the 1-σ dispersion (in logarithmic dex units) of a linear
least-squares fit between each pair of datasets are indicated at top-left. The dashed and
dotted lines correspond to±0.1 and±0.2 dex offsets from the locus of equality (solid
line), respectively.
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3.4 Summary

Drawing on a wealth of literature data, we have assembled a new compilation of the known

ages, metallicities and chemical abundance patterns for the 41 southern-hemisphere Galac-

tic globular clusters studied by Schiavon et al. (2005). This extensive compilation repre-

sents a singular expansion upon similar, but more limited, published work on these clus-

ters’ stellar populations (Harris, 1996; Pritzl et al., 2005; Marín-Franch et al., 2009) and

will prove to be a key ingredient for stringent validations of the absolute reality and ro-

bustness of predictions from the latest suite of stellar population synthesis models (Roedi-

ger et al., in prep.). Given the wide range of parameter spacespanned by the Schiavon

sample, our compilation should also benefit a number of otherastrophysical interests.

The distributions of these clusters’ stellar population parameters, for instance, helps re-

inforce the notion that the formation of the Milky Way was (atleast) a two-step process

(e.g. in-situ star formation plus satellite accretions) inwhich its globular clusters formed

over rapid timescales. Furthermore, our compiled abundance data confirm previous claims

that (i) many GGCs host two or more distinct stellar populations, (ii) dredge-up episodes

along the red giant branch alter the surface chemical composition with which those stars

were born and (iii) the enrichment of theα-elements Mg and Ca in these systems likely

occurred through different channels. To enable the community to further pursue ancil-

lary science goals like those above, the measured chemical abundances of individual stars

comprising each one of our clusters are made available electronically via the webpage

http://www.astro.queensu.ca/people/Stephane_Courteau/

roediger2013/index.html.



Chapter 4

The stellar populations of Virgo cluster

galaxies

4.1 Preamble

As argued in §1.1 (and further below), spatially-resolved measurements of the ages and

metallicities of stars offer fundamental and valuable insights to the primary physical pro-

cesses that govern the formation of galaxies on both local and global scales. With this in

mind we undertake in this chapter a detailed investigation of the stellar populations within

a representative sample of galaxies belonging to the Virgo cluster. This work would not be

possible without the advent of the SHIVir survey (§1.2.1), which provides us with galaxian

light profiles at opticalandNIR wavelengths. The latter is absolutely necessary in order for

us to break the age-metallicity degeneracy that would otherwise hamstring such analyses

based solely on the former. The unique strengths of our investigation are that we simul-

taneously and homogeneously analyse the ages and metallicities of the principal galaxy

types from the local Universe (covering wide ranges in structure and local density) and that

76
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we resolve trends in these parameters out to significant galactocentric distances. Our ap-

proach thus enables fair comparisons of the stellar populations between all of the galaxies

in our sample. The trends we uncover are subsequently used toevaluate the validity of var-

ious popular scenarios for galaxy formation (e.g. hierarchical merging, inside-out growth,

environmental transformation).

Although the origins of the work presented herein trace backto the author’s M.Sc.

thesis, several key improvements to it were independently indentified and developed during

the first two years of his doctoral studies. These include changes to the preparations of

the input data, the use of updated SPS models, new approachesto the analysis modelling

results, and deeper comparisons and interpretations with respect to the literature. Due to

these improvements, this work is considered to be an original product of the current thesis.

The modelling, analysis and discussion which ensue were published in 2011 in theMonthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society(volume 416, pages 1996-2019).

4.2 Introduction

While successes of theΛCDM cosmological model (Springel et al., 2005) suggest that

galaxies formed through the merging of smaller units, this model still cannot explain many

basic galaxy observables (e.g. Klypin et al., 1999; Noeske et al., 2007; Dutton, 2009), all of

which underscore the importance of the thermal and dynamical interplay between baryons,

feedback, and dark matter during galaxy formation (Baugh, 2006). Since this interplay in-

volves the processes of star formation (SF) and ISM enrichment, study of galaxies’ stellar

populations yields fundamental constraints for galaxy formation models. With this in mind,

we present a homogeneous analysis of the stellar populations of Virgo cluster galaxies,

based on an extensive multi-band photometric database (Roediger et al. 2011a, hereafter
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Paper I; McDonald et al. 2011). The use of a cluster sample is advantageous as it encom-

passes all galaxy types within a relatively small angular area and at a common distance. To

further motivate our work, we highlight below the specific unknowns regarding the forma-

tion and evolution of basic galaxy types (gas-poor giants and dwarfs, and spirals), and how

stellar population data may help. The initiated reader may skip to §4.2.4.

4.2.1 Giant gas-poor galaxies

Since the first simulations of binary disk mergers showed that such events produce remnants

with spheroidal morphologies (Toomre & Toomre, 1972), giant gas-poor galaxies (E/S0’s)

have come to be regarded as the prototypical byproduct of hierarchical merging inΛCDM

cosmology. Supporting evidence for the hierarchical origin of E/S0’s now includes the

time evolution of the galaxy merger rate (e.g. Conselice et al., 2003b), the existence of

(ultra-)luminous infrared and sub-millimeter galaxies (Sanders & Mirabel, 1996; Smail et

al., 1997), and the photometric, structural, and kinematical properties of local gas-poor

giants on both local and global scales (e.g. Faber et al., 1997; van Dokkum, 2005; Côté

et al., 2006; Emsellem et al., 2007). Whether the mergers which may have created E/S0’s

were gas-rich, gas-poor, or some combination thereof remains unknown, but high-redshift

observations of galaxy mergers and sizes, as well as input from simulations, suggest that

some amount of gas-poor merging is vital to the growth, shapes, and kinematics of massive

E/S0’s (Bell et al., 2006; Naab et al., 2006; van der Wel et al.,2008).

Despite much support for a hierarchical origin of giant gas-poor galaxies, the discovery

that stellar ages andα−enhancements in local E/S0’s decrease to low masses (i.e. “down-

sizing”; Caldwell et al., 2003; Nelan et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2005; Clemens et al., 2006;

Smith et al., 2007) has been difficult to reconcile within this scenario (but see Bower et al.
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2006, De Lucia et al. 2006 and Neistein et al. 2006). This stems from the fact that downsiz-

ing implies that more massive E/S0’s formed their stars earlier and faster than less massive

ones, trends which more readily agree with a monolithic collapse scenario (Eggen et al.,

1962; Larson, 1974). The downsizing phenomenon has thus created an impetus to measure

other stellar population diagnostics for gas-poor giants,such as metallicity gradients1 (Fos-

ter et al., 2009, and references therein), to compare with merger (Hopkins et al., 2009b)

and collapse (Pipino et al., 2008) simulations.

In monolithic collapse, a giant gas cloud undergoes a galaxy-wide starburst as it rapidly

collapses to its center, leaving remnants with shallow, positive age gradients, while their

metallicity gradients would be steep and negative due to thecumulative enrichment of their

central regions by SNe (Kobayashi, 2004; Pipino et al., 2008). On the other hand, the stellar

population gradients of merger remnants should span a largerange, determined primarily

by the progenitors’ gas fractions. That is, the central starburst in a gas-rich merger (Hern-

quist & Mihos, 1995) will create a positive age and negative metallicity gradient within the

remnant’s innermost kiloparsec (Hopkins et al., 2009b), while violent relaxation will tend

to flatten the stellar population gradients within a gas-poor merger remnant (White, 1980;

Hopkins et al., 2009c), unless the progenitors’ gradients are steep (Di Matteo et al., 2009).

Comparisons of the above predictions with stellar population gradients measured in E/S0’s

has however led to conflicting results (Tamura & Ohta, 2003; Michard, 2005; Wu et al.,

2005; Foster et al., 2009; Koleva et al., 2009; Spolaor et al., 2009; Tortora et al., 2010).

Given the difficulty of obtaining deep, high signal-to-noise spectra for such galaxies, sta-

tistical studies of this sort, based on a photometric approach, are highly desirable (e.g. La

Barbera et al., 2010).

1By "gradient," we refer to the radial behaviour of a given quantity in a galaxy.
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4.2.2 Dwarf gas-poor galaxies

The formation scenarios for giant gas-poor galaxies would also be relevant to their dwarf

counterparts (dE/dS0) if the latter simply represented theextension of the former to low

luminosities. Although the near-orthogonal structural scaling relations of gas-poor dwarfs

and giants have been used as evidence against their common origin (e.g. Kormendy et al.

2009; but see Ferrarese et al. 2006a and references therein), Graham & Guzmán (2003)

have shown that all gas-poor galaxies populate a continuousmanifold when these relations

are expanded to include the Sérsicn index. This manifold also explains why light pro-

files vary between gas-poor dwarfs (n ∼ 1) and giants (n ∼ 4). Moreover, all gas-poor

galaxies follow a single scaling relation between the mass of their central compact objects

(supermassive black holes or nuclear star clusters) and thevelocity dispersion of the galaxy

spheroids (Ferrarese et al., 2006b). From the cosmologicalperspective, a hierarchical for-

mation of dwarf gas-poor galaxies appears plausible asΛCDM merger trees may truncate at

low masses (Valcke et al., 2008). A summary of additional evidences that favour a common

origin for all gas-poor galaxies is presented in Graham & Guzmán (2003).

Alternatively, gas-poor dwarfs may represent the evolutionary remnants of gas-rich

dwarfs which had their gas supply removed. This scenario is supported by several evi-

dences: (i) both dwarf galaxy types exhibit exponential light profiles (Lin & Faber, 1983),

(ii) unsharp masking of cluster gas-poor dwarf galaxy images reveals a high frequency of

weak stellar disks, spiral arms and bars (Jerjen et al., 2000; Barazza et al., 2002; Graham

et al., 2003; Lisker et al., 2006a), (iii) the size-luminosity trends exhibited by dwarf and gi-

ant gas-poor Virgo cluster galaxies disagree (Janz & Lisker, 2008), (iv) many cluster dE’s

possess significant rotational support (Pedraz et al. 2002,De Rijcke et al. 2003, van Zee et

al. 2004a; but see Geha et al. 2002), (v) unlike Virgo E/S0’s,dE’s (van Zee et al., 2004b)
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had extended star formation histories as gauged by their lowstellarα−enhancements, (vi)

some Virgo dE’s possess gas disks (Conselice et al., 2003a; DeRijcke et al., 2003; Lisker

et al., 2006b), and (vii) gas-poor dwarfs are mainly found inhigh-density environments, as

opposed to gas-poor giants (e.g. Haines et al., 2006).

An evolutionary origin of gas-poor dwarfs would likely be the result of an external

(environmental) trigger. Supporting evidence of such a trigger includes the segregation of

gas-poor dwarfs to the centers of galaxy groups and clusters(Binggeli et al., 1990) and the

susceptibility of both the structure and gas content of dwarf galaxies to external influences

(Mayer et al., 2001, 2006). Internal triggers of such an evolution, like gas exhaustion

and/or expulsion, may only play secondary roles as suggested by simulations (Mac Low

& Ferrara, 1999), simple physical arguments (Grebel et al.,2003) and the extended star

formation histories of Local Group dwarf galaxies (Tolstoyet al., 2009). Environmental

triggers come in one of two broad flavours, tidal (Moore et al., 1996) and hydrodynamic

(Gunn & Gott, 1972), but the observed stripping of (more massive) cluster spirals (Chung

et al., 2009) and the correlation of cluster gas-rich dwarfs’ Hα emission with their gas

deficiency but not their cluster-centric location (Gavazziet al., 2006), both suggest that

gas-rich dwarfs would more likely be victims of the latter. Indeed, Boselli et al. (2008,b)

have demonstrated that ram-pressure stripping and subsequent fading of gas-rich dwarfs

explain the integrated, multi-wavelength SEDs and structural scaling relations of Virgo

dE/dS0’s. A study of some of these galaxies’ stellar populations (van Zee et al., 2004b)

yielded a similar conclusion.

Despite the compelling similarities between gas-rich and gas-poor dwarfs, Lisker et al.

(2006a,b, 2007, 2009), Toloba et al. (2009), Kim et al. (2010), and Paudel et al. (2010)

have shown that morphological subgroups (i.e. “normal”, disky, blue center, etc.) exist
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amongst Virgo dE’s and that this diversity correlates with their colours, ages, locations,

and orbits. These studies all suggest that the young, disk-like dwarfs which reside in the

cluster outskirts and move on radial orbits evolved from gas-rich progenitors while the old,

nucleated ones which are more centrally-concentrated and follow circular orbits may have

formed similarly to the gas-poor giants. As exampled by Lisker et al. (2008), Toloba et

al. (2009) and Paudel et al. (2010), a stellar population analysis of Virgo gas-poor dwarfs

would help elucidate the possible bimodal origins of these galaxies.

4.2.3 Spiral galaxies

Since spiral galaxies generally have two principal components, understanding their forma-

tion necessarily involves the consideration of both bulgesand disks. Large spiral bulges

resemble giant gas-poor galaxies in many ways (Kormendy & Illingworth, 1983; Dressler,

1987; Andredakis et al., 1995; Jablonka et al., 1996; Xilouris et al., 1999; Falcón-Barroso

et al., 2002; Gültekin et al., 2009; MacArthur et al., 2009, hereafter M09), even out to in-

termediate redshift (Marigo et al., 2008), so that the formation of such “classical” bulges

has long been discussed in terms of monolithic collapse or hierarchical merging (Bender

et al., 1992). Alternatively, “pseudo-bulges” may be formed through a radial redistribution

of disk material due to torques from a bar and/or spiral arms,a process known as secular

evolution (Kormendy & Kennicutt, 2004).

Early studies of spiral bulges failed to provide a consistent picture of their formation

(e.g. Courteau, 1996; Peletier et al., 1999). These discrepant results may reflect a morpho-

logical trend in bulge formation mechanism (Balcells et al.,2003; Kormendy & Kennicutt,

2004), but this clashes with the existence of exponential bulges across the Hubble sequence

(MacArthur et al., 2003). Based on a spectroscopic analysis of late-type bulges, M09 have
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suggested that no conflict exists between the above studies because the formation signature

inferred depends on the means by which bulges are observed. For instance, since secu-

lar evolution induces SF (see below), optical images of bulges would likely be biased to

younger stellar populations (when present), while spectracan more fully sample the entire

stellar content, thereby revealing any underlying classical nature. Unfortunately, M09’s

study was limited to only eight galaxies.

The origin(s) of spiral bulges should be testable, in principle, through these galaxies’

stellar populations. In the classical bulge formation scenario, a gas disk would accrete

around the assembled bulge, thereby making the bulge older and more enriched than the

disk; that is, one expects to find negative age and metallicity gradients within such galaxies.

On the other hand, the redistribution and scattering of diskstars into a pseudo-bulge would

make it appear roughly coeval and isometallic with respect to its (parent) disk; that is,

one would expect flat stellar population gradients within these galaxies. Although secular

evolution also redistributes the gas of the disk and likely turns it into stars, it is unclear what

effect (if any) this will have on a galaxy’s stellar population gradients as the gas should end

up spatially confined to a nucleus and rings (Kormendy & Kennicutt, 2004). In spite of

this, it is clear that important constraints on spiral galaxies’ formation may be obtained by

identifying the relative ages and metallicities of their bulges and disks.

Spiral galaxies’ stellar population gradients also reflecton their disk formation. In the

traditional scenario (Fall & Efstathiou, 1980), disks forminside-out through the collapse of

a rotating gas cloud, such that their resulting age and metallicity gradients should both be

negative. Simulations and observations both suggest that an outside-in formation scenario,

while physically plausible, ought to be rare (Sommer-Larsen et al., 2003; Muñoz-Mateos

et al., 2007). A spiral disk stripped of its gas, however, mayappear like it formed from
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outside-in since it should exhibit a positive age gradient (its metallicity gradient would still

be negative though) (Boselli et al., 2006). The possible evolution of disks due to environ-

ment is thus an important element in the analysis of clustersspirals’s stellar populations.

This is supported by the relative paucity of star-forming systems in regions of high density

(Dressler, 1980), the existence of red disks atz∼ 1 (Koo et al., 2005), and the dependence

of the star formation histories of Virgo spirals on their neutral gas deficiencies (Gavazzi et

al., 2002).

Although the possible impact of environment on the evolution of cluster spirals isa

priori unknown, most evidence to date seems to favour hydrodynamicover tidal effects

(Boselli & Gavazzi, 2006). For instance, observations of neutral gas displaced from the

disks of many Virgo cluster spirals suggest that their gas deficiencies result from ram pres-

sure stripping (Chung et al., 2009). Distinguishing betweenhydrodynamic and tidal effects

via the radially-resolved stellar populations of gas-richcluster galaxies is however not triv-

ial as both are expected to leave a galaxy with a young centralstellar population (Moore et

al., 1996; Vollmer et al., 2001). Further complicating thisissue is the fact that the popular

scenario of SF being quenched within gas-rich galaxies upontheir entry into dense envi-

ronments due to gas removal is not strictly true for cluster galaxies (Gavazzi et al., 1991).

Such deviant behaviour may arise if the gas removal mechanism(s) can actually trigger SF

via ISM compression. Diagnosing the formation and/or evolution of spiral galaxies based

on stellar population data alone may thus be challenging.

4.2.4 Outline

The study of stellar populations is central to understanding galaxy formation and evolution.

Broadband colours remain the most efficient means for studying the stellar populations of
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large galaxy samples. For this, a wide and well-sampled wavelength baseline is optimal

for the modeling of galaxy colours (e.g. Gavazzi et al., 2002); the use of optical and NIR

imaging alone already overcomes the age-metallicity degeneracy at optical wavelengths

(Cardiel et al., 2003). In this chapter we use a large, morphologically complete database

of optical and NIR photometry for cluster galaxies (Paper I), down toMB & -15 mag, to

study the stellar populations of Virgo cluster galaxies. This database combines imaging

from the SDSS (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2007, 2008), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al., 2006),

GOLDMine database (Gavazzi et al., 2003) and our own H-band observations (Paper I).

The layout of this chapter is as follows: In §4.3 we discuss our approach to interpreting

the colour gradients of Virgo galaxies (Paper I) with stellar population models. In §4.4 we

extract stellar population profiles and diagnostics for these galaxies to understand their star

formation histories (SFHs), chemical evolution, and the parameters that govern them. We

interpret these results in §4.5 as constraints for the formation and evolution scenarios of

basic galaxy types (gas-poor giants and dwarfs, and spirals). We conclude in §4.6 with a

summary of major results. Throughout this chapter, we expressZ on a logarithmic scale

relative to the solar value (recall,Z⊙ = 0.02) and assume a distance of 16.5 Mpc to all Virgo

cluster galaxies (Mei et al., 2007). We also refer to both S0 and S0/a galaxy types simply

as “S0”.

4.3 Stellar population modeling

This study uses the technique of stellar population synthesis to infer the stellar population

properties of Virgo galaxies based upon their colour profiles (Paper I). In so doing, we

adopt the approach of (MacArthur et al., 2004, hereafter M04), providing references where

appropriate for the sake of brevity.
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4.3.1 Choice of model and fitting procedure

The simplest use of stellar population synthesis involves the comparison of galaxy colours

to predictions for the passive evolution of a coeval, isometallic population of stars to de-

termine light-weighted SSP-equivalent ages and metallicities for the observed stellar pop-

ulations. Of the several public SSP models we prefer the recent update of the BC03 suite

(hereafter CB07) which features a revision to their treatmentof TP-AGB stars2. Although

efforts to improve the TP-AGB treatment in stellar population models, like those of CB07,

may be inadequate (Conroy & Gunn, 2010), our results are essentially invariant under ei-

ther the BC03 or CB07 models, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.1. Other than the TP-AGB issue,

competing SSP models differ primarily in details which do not result in significant discrep-

ancies in predicted galaxy colours (M04), though careful examination of the systematic

uncertainties in SSP models have only recently begun in earnest (e.g. Conroy et al., 2009).

Rather than assume that the stars in Virgo galaxies came from single bursts of SF (as

implicit in the SSP description), we model their colours with synthetic populations from an

extended SFH. A single-burst SFH not only conflicts with the idea of hierarchical galaxy

growth but there is also much evidence that an SSP is a poor representation of the stellar

content of any galaxy, even the reddest spheroids (Serra & Trager 2007; Smith et al. 2009;

Rogers et al. 2010; but see Allanson et al. 2009). We opt to model SFHs with simple

functional forms, thereby neglecting any possible stochasticity in the SF process (Lee et

al., 2007). While the combination of simple SFHs, observational errors and systematic

model uncertainties guarantees that our estimated ages andmetallicities are not absolutely

accurate, our homogeneous approach to modeling Virgo galaxy colours ensures that these

estimates are meaningful in a relative sense (Bell & de Jong, 2000).

2When present, TP-AGB stars dominate a galaxy’s infrared emission (Maraston, 2005) and thus signifi-
cantly affect its optical-NIR colours (Bruzual, 2007; MacArthur et al., 2010).
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Figure 4.1: (left) Comparison of the mean ages measured at the effective radii,re, of all
Virgo galaxies based on either the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) or an updated version thereof
(CB07). The data points have been coloured according to basic galaxy type (gas-poor,
spiral, irregular). The dashed line shows the locus of equality. (right) Same as left but for
metallicities.
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We compute the colours of a composite, isometallic stellar population model via the

convolution of SSP spectra of many different ages with a chosen SFH (see Eqn. 5 of M04),

assuming that SF began 13 Gyr ago. We do not invoke any chemical evolution in our

models as this process involves complicated poorly understood astrophysics (Somerville &

Primack, 1999). Instead, we interpolate between the colours from the metallicity basis set

of the CB07 models to create a fine metallicity grid. Our models also do not include any

treatment of dust attenuation, for reasons discussed in M04, Paper I and Appendix C.

In the spirit of M04, we have explored several stellar population models correspond-

ing to the following SFHs: constant, delayed, exponential,linear, and single-burst. The

essential information for all models is summarized in Table4.1 and Fig. 4.2; the formulae

representing the star formation rate and mean age in each model are quoted in columns 2-3

of the table, while the range in model parameters (star formation timescale/mean age) are

given in columns 4-5. The mean age of a given stellar population model is computed from

Eqn. 10 of M04. Despite assuming an extended SFH for Virgo galaxies, our modeling is

still light-biased, such that the fits we obtain may not be representative of a galaxy’s true

stellar population if a recent SF burst (<1 Gyr old) has occurred (de Jong & Davies 1997;

Serra & Trager 2007; M09). However, M04 demonstrated that such a scenario shrinks

the colour coverage of the stellar population models so muchas to be inconsistent with

observations, unless the burst is small by mass (≤10%) and/or heavily obscured by dust.

Since we can only hope to quantify relative differences in the stellar populations of

Virgo galaxies, we opt for a single SFH in our modeling. The best choice of SFH is then

the one for which the colour coverage is wide enough to match that of as many galaxies in

our sample as possible. The SFH colour coverages shown in Fig. 4.2 are compared against

each other in Fig. 4.3. While the star formation rates in most models decline with time, the
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Figure 4.2: Representative star formation histories (SFHs)explored in our stellar popula-
tion modeling. Each curve is normalized to produce a stellarmass of unity at 13 Gyr.
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Table 4.1. Star formation histories explored for our stellar population modeling of Virgo
cluster galaxies

SFH Ψ(t) 〈A〉 (τ , A) τ range 〈A〉 range
(M⊙ Gyr−1) (Gyr) (Gyr) (Gyr)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant constant =
1

τ
A -

τ

2
[0.2, 13] 6.5 - 12.9

Delayed
t

τ2
e(−t/τ ) A - 2

τ − e−A/τ

(

τ + A+
A2

2τ

)

1+
A

τ
(1− e−A/τ )

[-∞, ∞] 0.9 - 12.9

Exponential
1

τ
e−t/τ A - τ

1− e−A/τ

(

1+
A

τ

)

1− e−A/τ
[-∞, ∞] 0.9 - 12.9

Linear
2

τ

[

1−
( t

τ

)]

, for t < τ A -
τ

3
[0.3, 36.3] 0.9 - 12.9

0, for t ≥ τ

Sandage
t

τ2
e(−t2/2τ2) A -

(1/2)τ
√

2π erf(A/
√

2τ ) − Ae−A2/2τ2

1− e−A2/2τ2 [0.08,∞] 4.4 - 12.9

Single-burst δ(t) A - t [0.0, 12.1] 0.9 - 13.0

time of peak SF in the delayed and exponential models is variable, such that only they can

reproduce the very blue optical colours found in many Virgo gas-rich galaxies (Paper I).

For consistency with M04, we adopt the exponential SFH modelbut, as shown in Fig. 4.4,

this choice has little effect on our inferred mean ages and metallicities.

We determine the age and metallicity for the stars of a given radial bin through an

explicit grid search for the combination which minimizes the model−data colour residuals.

Theχ2
r estimate for the fit includes error contributions from calibration, sky, and shot noise

uncertainties. For each fit, the model-data normalization is determined from a weighted

mean of their differences in thegriH bands (Eqn. 16 of M04), while the age and metallicity

errors are estimated from the envelope about the 68 most reliable solutions from fits to 100

Monte Carlo realisations of the measured errors (assuming a normal distribution for each).

Our error estimates also flag outlier bins, as their fits will correspond to the edge(s) of
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Figure 4.3: Predictions of ther − H versusg− r colour grids from the CB07 stellar popula-
tion models for a (upper left) constant, (upper right) delayed, (lower left) linear, and (lower
right) single-burst SFH. The dashed and solid lines represent loci of constant mean age and
metallicity, respectively. The predictions of an exponential SFH model are shown in each
panel for comparison.
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Figure 4.4: (left) Comparison of the mean ages measured atre for all Virgo galaxies based
on either a delayed or exponential SFH. The data points have been coloured according to
basic galaxy type (gas-poor, spiral, irregular). The dashed line shows the locus of equality.
(right) Same as left but for metallicities.

the model grid, with zero associated error. We also compute the∆χ2
r ≤ 1 age-metallicity

envelopes about theχ2
r minima for all fits and use their sizes as weights when determining

the age and metallicity gradients of Virgo galaxies via linear fits to their stellar population

profiles.

4.4 Results

We now consider the age and metallicity profiles of Virgo galaxies, and scaling relations

between diagnostics of their stellar populations (age, metallicity, and their gradients) and

their structural and environmental parameters. These dataare not only sensitive to the

relative formation epochs of different regions in galaxies(e.g. bulge versus disk) but also

to the physical mechanisms that control their SFHs and chemical evolution. We interpret
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Table 4.2. Median age gradients of Virgo cluster galaxies

Morphology
d〈A〉

dr
〈A〉0 N

r/re (Gyr r−1
e ) r (Gyr kpc−1) log r (Gyr dex−1) (Gyr)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

dS0 0.05± 1.13 0.03± 0.89 0.12± 1.90 9.65± 0.99 19
dE 0.22± 1.45 0.30± 1.26 0.34± 2.50 9.68± 1.14 49
E 0.30± 0.91 0.27± 1.96 0.84± 3.05 10.15± 0.82 31
S0 0.00± 0.62 0.00± 0.58 -0.07± 1.50 10.20± 0.70 53

Sa−Sb 0.02± 0.73 0.01± 0.55 0.02± 1.59 10.00± 1.27 24
Sbc+Sc 0.26± 1.49 0.13± 0.60 0.41± 2.25 9.20± 1.44 15
Scd+Sd -0.13± 1.19 -0.10± 0.84 -0.53± 2.40 8.95± 1.70 17

Sdm+Sm 0.58± 1.98 0.28± 0.93 0.71± 2.38 7.20± 2.37 9
Im 1.31± 3.08 1.03± 2.86 2.05± 4.55 5.15± 2.98 13

BCD 2.07± 2.68 1.92± 4.85 4.25± 5.64 5.60± 2.08 8
S? 1.16± 1.55 1.01± 1.03 2.80± 2.60 6.50± 3.19 9
? 0.58± 0.99 0.18± 2.15 1.26± 2.44 9.15± 1.68 8

these data in terms of the formation and evolution of basic galaxy types in §4.5.

4.4.1 Age and metallicity profiles

We show in Fig. 4.5 the typical radial age variations for Virgo galaxies, binned by morpho-

logical type, where the solid and dashed lines represent themedian stack and rms disper-

sion, respectively, of the individual age profiles in each morphological bin. Having radially

binned our galaxies’ light profiles (Paper I) before applying stellar population models to

them, we note that the median age profile for each galaxy type extends to at least 2.0re

(wherere represents theH−band effective radius) at a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of

ten. Table 4.2 lists the median age gradient (columns 2-4) and central age (column 5) for

each morphological bin (with column 6 providing the number of galaxies in each bin), both

of which largely reflect our impressions from Fig. 4.5.

We find from Fig. 4.5 that the most galaxy types (E−Sd, dE/dS0, ?) have old central
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dS0 dE E S0

Sa-Sb Sbc+Sc Scd+Sd Sdm+Sm

Im BCD S? ?

Figure 4.5: Mean age profiles as a function of scaled radius for Virgo galaxies, binned by
morphology. The median profiles and their rms dispersions are indicated by the thick solid
and dashed lines, respectively.
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mean ages (9-10 Gyr), while gas-rich dwarfs (Sdm+Sm, Im+BCD) and peculiars (S?) are

considerably younger (5-7 Gyr). A bimodality seems apparent in the age gradient distri-

bution for Virgo galaxies, whereby the different galaxy types have either flat (dS0, S0,

Sa-Sb) or positive (dE, E, Sbc+Sc, Sdm+Sm, Im+BCD, S?+?) median age gradients (a

negative median age gradient is only found in Scd-Sd spirals); note that the age gradient

distributions for the dS0, S0, and Sa-Sb galaxy types actually encompass both positive

and negative values (Table 4.2). The gas-rich dwarfs and peculiars have the steepest me-

dian age gradients of all galaxy types, which we attribute totheir ongoing SF, particularly

within their central regions. We speculate that the age upturns in the outskirts of the median

age profiles for the Sbc-Sd galaxy types may represent inner disk stars that were scattered

outward by spiral arms (Debattista et al., 2006; Foyle et al., 2008; Roškar et al., 2008) or

gas stripped disks. Finally, despite having similar medianage gradients (when measured in

terms ofr−1
e ), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests reveal that the age gradient distributions of

the gas-poor dwarfs and giants have a∼20% probability of being derived from a common

parent distribution.

The median metallicity profiles of Virgo galaxies are shown in Fig. 4.6, while the me-

dian metallicity gradients and central metallicities for all morphological bins are listed in

Table 4.3 (the structure of which is identical to Table 4.2).The median metallicity pro-

files of Virgo galaxies are more uniform than their age profiles in the sense that all galaxy

types, in the median, exhibit a negative metallicity gradient, albeit spread over a consid-

erable range from∼–0.06 dexr−1
e for S0’s to∼–0.68 dexr−1

e for Im’s. Interestingly, the

median dlog(Z/Z⊙)/dr amongst S0-Sd galaxies seems to correlate with morphology,such

that later types have more negative gradients, although the1σ error envelope on the fitted
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Figure 4.6: As in Fig. 4.5 but for metallicity profiles.
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Table 4.3. Median metallicity gradients of Virgo cluster galaxies

Morphology
dlog(Z/Z⊙)

dr
log(Z0/Z⊙) N

r/re (dexr−1
e ) r (dex kpc−1) log r (dex)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

dS0 -0.10± 0.30 -0.05± 0.27 -0.16± 0.54 -0.21± 0.29 19
dE -0.23± 0.43 -0.18± 0.43 -0.46± 0.84 -0.49± 0.22 49
E -0.17± 0.25 -0.14± 0.60 -0.60± 0.89 +0.05± 0.36 31
S0 -0.06± 0.24 -0.04± 0.21 -0.27± 0.47 +0.01± 0.25 53

Sa−Sb -0.13± 0.26 -0.05± 0.10 -0.34± 0.53 -0.07± 0.27 24
Sbc+Sc -0.25± 0.43 -0.09± 0.18 -0.48± 0.62 -0.08± 0.32 15
Scd+Sd -0.25± 0.70 -0.11± 0.57 -0.38± 2.03 -0.09± 0.65 17

Sdm+Sm -0.15± 0.93 -0.08± 0.69 -0.28± 1.44 -0.25± 0.34 9
Im -0.68± 1.02 -0.30± 1.06 -0.86± 1.78 -0.40± 0.41 13

BCD -0.32± 0.36 -0.36± 0.56 -0.63± 0.67 -0.40± 0.19 8
S? -0.31± 0.55 -0.26± 0.34 -0.42± 0.74 -0.47± 0.38 9
? -0.20± 0.45 -0.08± 0.97 -0.54± 1.13 +0.01± 0.57 8

slope overlaps with zero. On the other hand, the central metallicities of Virgo galaxies ap-

pear to segregate the different galaxy types into either metal-rich [log(Z0/Z⊙) > –0.1 dex;

E−Scd] or metal-poor [log(Z0/Z⊙) < –0.2 dex; dS0/dE, Sm, Im+BCD, S?+?] groups, con-

sistent with brighter (more massive) galaxies tending to bemore enriched than the dimmer

(less massive) ones (Zaritsky et al., 1994; Tremonti et al.,2004). The latter point is also

supported by KS tests which yield a probability less than∼5% that the gas-poor dwarfs and

giants have similar metallicity gradient distributions, in spite of the consistency (within the

quoted errors) between their median values (Table 4.3). However, the low central metallic-

ities of the gas-rich dwarfs, coupled with their steepest ofall metallicity gradients, suggests

that these galaxies are less enriched than the gas-poor dwarfs, as expected from studies of

the Local Group (Grebel et al., 2003).

Knowledge of the typical stellar population gradients within galaxies of all types en-

ables an interpretation of the source(s) of their colour gradients. Comparing the median
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age, metallicity, and colour (Paper I) profiles of Virgo galaxies, we find that the colour

gradients of most galaxy types primarily reflect the outwarddecrease in their metallicities,

save for a few notable exceptions. For one, the negative colour (bluing outward) gradients

in Scd+Sd spirals are created by both their negative age and metallicity gradients, while

the outward reddening seen in gas-rich peculiar (S?) galaxies is undoubtedly due to their

positive age gradients. On the other hand, the positive age and negative metallicity gra-

dients found in E, Sdm+Sm, and BCD galaxies couple so as to generate their quasi-flat

colour profiles. Therefore, the null colour gradients within galaxies should not be taken as

a reflection of a stellar population with constant age and metallicity profiles.

Comparison with literature

As in Paper I, we compare our results with similar published studies. The most studied

galaxy types in the context of stellar populations is by far the gas-poor giants. Qualitatively

speaking, several studies have reported both positive (La Barbera et al., 2010; Tortora et al.,

2010) and flat (Franx et al., 1989; Kim & Ann, 1990; Saglia et al., 2000; Tamura & Ohta,

2003; De Propris et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2005) age gradients within giant gas-poor galaxies,

similar to what we have found in the median for Virgo E’s and S0’s, respectively. In addi-

tion, these studies unanimously show that these galaxy types possess negative metallicity

gradients, spread over a range from∼–0.2 to∼–0.4 dex per decade radius. Our measured

median metallicity gradient for Virgo giant gas-poor galaxies, –0.33 dex per decade radius,

falls nicely within this range.

For the remaining galaxy types (dwarfs and spirals), the literature appears short of

quantitative estimates of their stellar population gradients. Any comparison of with our

results must be kept strictly qualitative. Despite this limitation, there exists studies of spiral
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galaxies that report age and metallicity gradients which span a range of positive to negative

values (de Jong 1996, M04, Moorthy & Holtzman 2006, Jablonkaet al. 2007, M09), as is

the case with our Virgo spirals. Age and metallicity gradients have been inferred in dwarf

galaxies as well (Chilingarian et al., 2007; Chilingarian, 2009; Koleva et al., 2009; Paudel

et al., 2011), in qualitative agreement with our results.

4.4.2 Stellar population scaling relations

We can also use stellar population gradients of Virgo galaxies to investigate the possi-

ble role of galaxy structure and environment in setting radial variations in their SFHs and

chemical evolution. As probes of structure, we have used theNIR parameters of con-

centration (C28), apparent magnitude (mH), effective surface brightness (µe) and effective

radius (re). For correlations with environment, we have used (projected) cluster-centric

distance (DM87), local galaxy density (Σ), and HI gas deficiency (De fHI ). The definitions

and sources of these parameters are provided in Paper I. The age and metallicity gradients

of Virgo galaxies are plotted in Figures 4.7-4.9 against theabove parameters. In each fig-

ure, the galaxies are separated into basic groups corresponding to gas-poor (top-left), spiral

(top-right), and irregular (lower-left) types, while the distributions of all three groups are

superimposed at lower-right. For each group we show the median trend and its rms dis-

persion (solid and dashed lines, respectively), as well as the typical error per point and the

Pearson correlation coefficient,r. These figures highlight that both structure and environ-

ment play little role in the stellar population gradients ofVirgo galaxies.

A similar set of plots, but in terms of the effective ages and metallicities, of Virgo

galaxies, is presented in Figures 4.10-4.12. As a tracer of local SFH and chemical evolution,

we define the effective age,〈A〉e f f, and metallicity,Ze f f, of a galaxy to be the value of these
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Figure 4.7: Mean age gradients (top-left) and metallicity gradients (top-right) versus
H−band concentrations for Virgo galaxies, binned by basic galaxy type (gas-poor, spiral
and irregular). The gradients are expressed in terms of the scaled radiusr/re, while indi-
vidual galaxiesare separated by specific morphology. The median trend (solid line) and its
rms disperison (dashed lines), the Pearson correlation coefficient, and the typical error per
point are shown in each window. The bottom two plots are as at top, but shown versus
apparentH−band magnitudes.
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quantities at its effective radius. We now discuss the scaling relations of the above stellar

population diagnostics for each galaxy group.

Gas-poor galaxies

As mentioned above, we do not detect any structural or environmental trends in the stellar

population gradients of Virgo gas-poor galaxies. Chief amongst these absentee trends is

that the metallicity gradients of Virgo dE/dS0’s are independent of luminosity, since Spo-

laor et al. (2009) found a linear relation between these parameters for systems with masses

. 3.5×1010 M⊙ (mH & 9.5 mag at the distance of Virgo; Gavazzi et al., 1996). However,

the relatively small number of low-mass galaxies in those authors’ sample (13) undermines

the reliability of their result. Indeed, the existence of this correlation is far from settled

in the literature (De Propris et al., 2005; Michard, 2005; Ogando et al., 2005; La Barbera

et al., 2010; Tortora et al., 2010). For instance, with a slightly larger sample, Koleva et

al. (2009) showed that gas-poor dwarfs are highly scatteredin the metallicity gradient–

velocity dispersion (–luminosity) plane, akin to our finding about Virgo dE/dS0’s. The

observed scatter in metallicity gradient for Virgo dE/dS0’s withmH > 11.0 mag (>0.4 dex)

cannot be explained by observational errors (.0.2 dex).

The ages of Virgo gas-poor galaxies also seem to be independent of their structure or

environment (but see §4.4.2). The most intriguing of these null results are those involving

the parametersmH andΣ. Many studies report that the central ages of E/S0’s correlate

with both their central velocity dispersion and local galaxy density (Caldwell et al., 2003;

Nelan et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2005; Clemens et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007). Further,

a similar age trend exists for such galaxies against stellarmass indicators (Gallazzi et al.,

2005) (but see Graves et al. 2009a,b and Smith et al. 2009); likewise, the integrated ages of
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Figure 4.8: As in Fig. 4.7 but versusH−band effective surface brightnesses (top) and effec-
tive radii (bottom).
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Figure 4.9: As in Fig. 4.7 but versus cluster-centric distances (top), galaxy surface densities
(middle), and HI gas deficiencies (bottom).
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Virgo E’s may increase with theirH−band luminosity (Gavazzi et al., 2002). The absence

of the above trends persists even when we consider individual morphologies of gas-poor

galaxies. We return to this topic in §4.5.1.

The metallicities of Virgo gas-poor galaxies exhibit positive correlations against their

structural parameters ofC28, mH , andµe. The most statistically significant of these trends,

that againstmH , reflects the known metallicity-luminosity relation of galaxies (Zaritsky

et al., 1994) and corroborates a similar correlation in terms of these galaxies’ integrated

metallicities (Gavazzi et al., 2002). The steepness of our observedZe f f − mH trend, and

the contribution of all gas-poor types to it, suggest that the chemical enrichment of these

galaxies depends principally on their stellar masses and supports the idea that the galaxian

red sequence is due to metallicity variations (Faber, 1973;Strateva et al., 2001; Bell et al.,

2004; Faber et al., 2007). Contrary to the above trends, the metallicities of Virgo gas-poor

galaxies do not correlate with any of their environmental parameters. This result conflicts

with theZ −Σ trend (Thomas et al., 2005); we also return to this issue in §4.5.1.

Spirals

None of the stellar population diagnostics for Virgo spiralgalaxies exhibit significant cor-

relations with their structural parameters. One worth noting is the null trend between age

and surface brightness. However, Bell & de Jong (2000) and M04both found a positive

correlation between these quantities for field spirals, suggesting that the local potential reg-

ulates the SF in those galaxies. An obvious cause for the absence of this trend in our data

is that our sample is drawn from a galaxy cluster, whereby environmental effects, such as

gas stripping, could perturb the Virgo spiral SFHs (see below). Dust could also skew the

age estimates for some of our galaxies.
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Figure 4.10: As in Fig. 4.7 but for the (left) mean ages and (right) metallicities of Virgo
galaxies measured atre.
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Figure 4.11: As in Fig. 4.10 but versusH−band effective surface brightnesses (top) and
effective radii (bottom).
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Figure 4.12: As in Fig. 4.7 but versus cluster-centric distances (top), galaxy surface densi-
ties (middle), and HI gas deficiencies (bottom).
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The ages of Virgo spirals are most strongly affected by theirenvironment, such that

galaxies with a greater neutral gas deficiency tend to have older stellar populations. Al-

though Gavazzi et al. (2002) showed thatDe fHI also affects these galaxies’integratedages,

this is secondary to the effect ofmH , contrary to our results. Also intriguing is the fact that

we do not find aDe fHI trend amongst any of the other stellar population diagnostics for

Virgo spirals, which would have been expected given the gas deficiency dependence of their

local SFHs. For example, the traditional picture of gas stripping posits that the SF in disk

outskirts should be truncated before that in the inner regions (Vollmer et al., 2001), thereby

changing that galaxy’s age gradient. We return to this discrepancy in §4.5.3. It should fi-

nally be noted that while a significantDe fHI −morphology correlation exists amongst Virgo

spirals (r = -0.68; Paper I), these galaxies alone do not drive theDe fHI trend observed in

Fig. 4.12.

Irregulars

Akin to Virgo spirals, the ages of Virgo irregulars positively correlate with their gas defi-

ciencies (Fig. 4.12), such that systems with largerDe fHI are typically older. Again, though,

this trend is surprising given that the metallicities plus age and metallicity gradients for the

Virgo irregulars bear noDe fHI imprint. Other than an age-gas deficiency trend, the Virgo

irregulars collectively exhibit no other significant correlations in their stellar population

diagnostics. The metallicities of Virgo peculiars (S?+?) though, increase with both their

luminosities and surface brightnesses (Pearsonr = +0.66 and +0.48, respectively), similar

to what was found for Virgo gas-poor galaxies.
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Figure 4.13: (left) Integrated mean ages versus mean ages measured atre for all Virgo
galaxies. The data points for individual galaxies have beencoloured according to their spe-
cific morphology. Direct equality (solid line), the Pearsoncorrelation coefficient, and the
typical error per point are also shown in each plot. (right) Same as left but for metallicities.

4.4.3 Integrated stellar populations

The stellar population scaling relations that we have discussed above apply to the SFHs

and chemical evolution of Virgo galaxies on local scales. Itis clearly of interest if these

correlations also hold on galaxy-wide scales. To explore this, we must look at the integrated

characterizations of our galaxies’ stellar populations. Fig. 4.13 shows that the integrated

ages and metallicities of Virgo galaxies against their corresponding effective quantities

are remarkably consistent with one another. On the other hand, substantial scatter exists

between these galaxies’ integrated and effective metallicities, which increases to lowZe f f

and is preferentially directed to lowerZint . Despite this scatter, our galaxies are distributed

in a rather monotonic fashion in theZint − Ze f f plane. The integrated and effective stellar

population estimates of Virgo galaxies thus agree with one another (at least in a relative
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Figure 4.14: Metallicity gradients versus age gradients for Virgo gas-poor galaxies. The
circular points represent those galaxies whose central light profiles have been analysed by
Côté et al. (2006); the colours of these data points denote a central light excess or deficit.
The Virgo gas-poor galaxies whose central light behaviour has not yet been analysed are
represented by dark grey stars.
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sense), implying that their local scaling relations shouldapply globally as well.

4.5 Discussion

Below, we discuss the stellar population information of Virgo cluster galaxies in the context

of popular galaxy formation and evolution scenarios (i.e. monolithic collapse, hierarchical

merging, and secular and environmental evolution; Larson,1974; Cole et al., 2000; Kor-

mendy & Kennicutt, 2004; Boselli & Gavazzi, 2006) with the aimof establishing which

one, or any combinations thereof, contributed most significantly to the inferred stellar con-

tent of each basic galaxy type. In this discussion, we focus only on those galaxies for

which our sample is richest: gas-poor giants and dwarfs (E/S0 and dE/dS0, respectively),

and spirals (Sa−Sd).

4.5.1 Giant gas-poor galaxies

Monolithic collapse versus hierarchical merging

As reviewed in §4.2.1, spectroscopic studies of gas-poor giants have revealed downsizing

trends in their central stellar populations which match monolithic collapse scenario pre-

dictions more readily than with hierarchical merging. Whilehierarchical models may be

tweaked to reproduce said trends (e.g. De Lucia et al., 2006), many studies have instead

contrasted the above scenarios through the stellar population gradients that they predict in

E/S0’s (Kobayashi & Arimoto, 1999; Tamura & Ohta, 2003; Michard, 2005; Ogando et

al., 2005; Wu et al., 2005; Sánchez-Blázquez et al., 2007; Koleva et al., 2009; Spolaor et

al., 2009; Tortora et al., 2010), but there is no consensus. From the perspective of stellar

populations, the the formation of gas-poor giants remains open to interpretation.
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In order to explain the large central [α/Fe] ratios found in local E’s (Thomas et al.,

1999), a monolithic-like formation of these galaxies should have happened on a timescale

of ∼1 Gyr. Such a timescale implies shallow, positive age gradients, and steep and neg-

ative metallicity gradients on account of the cumulative enrichment of the central regions

(Kobayashi, 2004; Pipino et al., 2008). Although the recentmonolithic collapse models

of Pipino et al. (2010) successfully predict our observed metallicity gradients within Virgo

E/S0’s (-0.33 dex per decade radius, in the median), their ability to reproduce these galax-

ies’ age gradients is suspect (A. Pipino,priv. comm.). Also, simulations suggest that the

metallicity gradients of collapse remnants should correlate with their stellar masses due to

the effect of the potential well on both dissipation and chemo-dynamics during collapse

(Kawata & Gibson, 2003); we recover no such trend. The stellar population information of

Virgo E/S0’s then suggests that these galaxies’ origins were not monolithic-like in nature.

Merger gas fractions

Given this tension between stellar population gradients ofVirgo gas-poor giants and the

monolithic collapse model, let us examine the possibility of a hierarchical origin. At face

value, Virgo E/S0’s having positive age and negative metallicity gradients are consistent

with a scenario whereby their interiors was formed via compact starbursts (Hopkins et al.,

2009b), while their outskirts were accreted from (dwarf) satellites (Abadi et al., 2006). That

is, these galaxies’ stellar population gradients suggest the involvement of both gas-rich and

gas-poor mergers in their formation. If this scenario is correct, then the continuous radial

increase (decrease) in the age (metallicity) profiles of these Virgo E/S0’s contrast with early

merger simulations (White, 1980) which predicted that violent relaxation would flatten the

stellar population gradients in the remnants’ outskirts. More recent work has demonstrated,
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however, that non-negligible age and metallicity gradients, like those in Virgo gas-poor

giants, may persist within merger remnants, but only if the progenitors’ gradients were

roughly twice as steep (Di Matteo et al., 2009; Hopkins et al., 2009c).

Recent photometric studies of Virgo E/S0’s have suggested that the gas fractions of the

mergers which produced them may be ascertained from the central behaviour (cusp/core)

in their light profiles (Côté et al., 2006; Kormendy et al., 2009). That is, gas-rich merger

remnants should have cusped light profiles due to their centralized starbursts (Mihos &

Hernquist, 1996), while gas-poor merger remnants should have cored light profiles due to

binary black hole scouring of the central regions (Merritt,2006). Given a cusp/core cat-

alog for Virgo E/S0’s (Côté et al., 2006), we can then explore the effect of gas fractions

on merger remnants’ stellar population gradients. The comparison of the age and metallic-

ity gradients of cusped and cored Virgo E/S0’s in Fig. 4.14,suggests that neither of these

two galaxy types distinguish themselves in this regard. This bolsters the above claim that

progenitors’ stellar population gradients may indeed survive merger events.

The stellar population scaling relations of Virgo E/S0’s also offer insight into their

merger gas fractions. We showed in §4.4.2 that the metallicities of Virgo gas-poor giants

increase with both their concentration and luminosity. Although a gas-poor merger of

low-C28 galaxies could conceivably produce a more concentrated remnant, the absence of

merger-induced SF implies that it still would not follow theestablishedZ −C28 relation

(i.e. its metallicity would not exceed that of its progenitors). From this, we suggest that

a significant fraction of the stellar mass in massive Virgo E/S0’s may have formed via

starbursts in gas-rich mergers. Coupled with the predominance of cusped light profiles in

less luminous Virgo E/S0’s (Côté et al., 2006; Kormendy et al., 2009), this indicates that

gas-rich mergers play a significant role in the formation of all the gas-poor giants in this
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cluster.

Do Virgo E/S0’s exhibit downsizing?

The hallmark of recent spectroscopic studies of local E/S0’s is that their central SSP ages

and [α/Fe] ratios increase with dynamical mass and local density (Caldwell et al., 2003;

Nelan et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2005; Clemens et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007). However,

the authenticity of these downsizing trends remains contentious (Trager et al., 2000; Kelson

et al., 2006; Sánchez-Blázquez et al., 2006a; Trager et al., 2008). For instance, Trager et

al. (2008) suggest that downsizing may actually represent amass-dependent trend in the

latest central SF episode within these galaxies, since SSP fits are biased by the system’s

youngest stars. As alluded to in §4.5.1, downsizing has major implications about giant

gas-poor galaxy formation. As stated in §4.4.2, we do not detect a statistically significant

downsizing trend by stellar mass in the ages of Virgo E/S0’s.This result agrees with other

conflicting results from prior investigations into the stellar mass dependence of gas-poor

giants’ stellar populations (Gallazzi et al., 2005; Graveset al., 2009a,b; Smith et al., 2009).

Recall also that our non-detection of downsizing refers to the effective radii of Virgo E/S0’s,

which suggests that these galaxies’ integrated SFHs do not downsize with respect to their

stellar masses. That is, this result casts doubt on downsizing by mass as a key characteristic

of the formation of giant gas-poor galaxies.

We also demonstrated in §4.4.2 that the stellar populationsof Virgo E/S0’s do not ex-

hibit downsizing trends with environment. While this is, in principle, contrary to the age

and metallicity differences between field and cluster gas-poor giants advocated by Thomas

et al. (2005), we speculate that our null result may be due to saturation of the Thomas

trend on the density scales of galaxy clusters. A plausible source of such saturation may
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involve the preprocessing of gas-poor galaxies in groups which arrive for the first time into

the cluster environment (Mihos, 2004). Further exploration of the possible environmen-

tal downsizing of Virgo E/S0’s will have to await the compilation of accurate distances

(<10% error) for these galaxies, to enable 3D estimates of cluster-centric distances and

local galaxy densities.

Are S0’s a unique galaxy population?

While most statistical studies of the stellar populations ofgiant gas-poor galaxies group

E’s and S0’s together (e.g. Thomas et al., 2005), the structural differences between these

galaxy types3 hint at a unique origin for the latter. The origins of S0’s have thus been pop-

ularly ascribed to an evolution of spiral galaxy progenitors, driven by environment, which

involves the removal of the latter’s gas (via hydrodynamic and/or tidal processes) and the

subsequent fading of their stellar disks (Boselli & Gavazzi,2006). The increasing fraction

of blue cluster galaxies to high redshifts (Butcher & Oemler,1978) is perhaps the strongest

evidence in favour of such a scenario. Since a hydrodynamic or tidal transformation of a

spiral galaxy should leave its remnant with a central gas reservoir (see below), one would

expect to uncover environmental signatures in S0’s stellarpopulations (e.g. positive age

gradients) if this scenario was true. Studies along these lines, however, have so far failed to

reveal conclusive results (Chamberlain et al., 2011, and references therein).

The positive age and negative metallicity gradients found in some Virgo S0’s conform

with their possible evolutionary origin. Younger and more enriched central regions in

galaxies that have experienced either ram pressure stripping or harassment are a generic

expectation from simulations of these effects (Moore et al., 1996; Vollmer et al., 2001).

3By definition, S0’s have dynamically fragile disks and, in Virgo, are on average more concentrated,
brighter and larger than E’s.
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These simulations show that remnants of these processes areleft with central gas reservoirs

due to either the stronger gravitational restoring force inthose regions (re: ram pressure

stripping), or tidally-induced central gas flows (re: harassment). The participation of Virgo

S0’s in the age-gas deficiency trend for the gas-rich systemsin this cluster (Fig. 4.12) also

supports an evolutionary origin for these galaxies. This trend and the lack ofDM87 or Σ

signatures in the stellar population diagnostics of Virgo S0’s, strongly suggest that ram

pressure stripping would be the preeminent cause of their evolution from a gas-rich spiral

progenitor.

Alternatively, Virgo S0’s may have formed, like Virgo E’s, through hierarchical merg-

ing. Both the prominence of S0 bulges (Dressler, 1980) and theevidence for (small) disks

in the light profiles and kinematic maps of classified E’s (Krajnović et al., 2008; McDonald

et al., 2009) suggest that these two galaxy types represent acontinuum in gas-poor giant

structure. Furthermore, the stellar population diagnostics for Virgo E’s and S0’s follow

similar scaling relations (see also Jaffé et al., 2011). If Virgo E’s and S0’s share a common

origin, as these commonalities suggest, then the positive age gradients we find in many of

the latter imply that their disks existed prior to their bulges. While stellar disks can survive

a minor merger (Hernquist & Mihos, 1995), it is unlikely thatsuch events could build the

massive bulges of S0’s. Conversely, major mergers may explain the formation of Virgo

S0’s given the simulations (Hopkins et al., 2009a) and observations (Kannappan et al.,

2009; Catinella et al., 2010) that both support the idea of disk survival (or even regrowth)

after such an event, provided that it is of a high gas fraction. Gas-rich merging may be

problematic though as the gas disk must be promptly removed after the merger to keep the

disk’s stellar population older than that of the bulge; thisproblem, of course, does not exist

for Virgo S0’s having negative age gradients. Mergers can consume gas through centripetal
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gas flows and subsequent starbursts (Mihos & Hernquist, 1996), but it is unlikely that this

mechanism will deplete the remnant’s entire gas disk. Thus,the merger scenario of S0 for-

mation may still require an external agent (e.g. ram pressure stripping) to remove gas from

these galaxies’ progenitors; that is, no one mechanism may explain these galaxies’ origins

(Bedregal et al., 2008).

4.5.2 Dwarf gas-poor galaxies

The gradual realization that gas-rich and gas-poor dwarf galaxies overlap in terms of their

structure, dynamics, gas content, substructure and SFHs (Lin & Faber, 1983; Pedraz et al.,

2002; Conselice et al., 2003a; Lisker et al., 2006a; Tolstoy et al., 2009) has lent consider-

able weight to the idea of an evolutionary link between thesetwo galaxy types. External

mechanisms that could drive the evolution of a gas-rich dwarf into a gas-poor dwarf include

ram pressure stripping or thermal evaporation of its ISM, and galaxy harassment (Gunn &

Gott, 1972; Cowie & Songaila, 1977; Moore et al., 1996). An internal mechanism for such

a depletion is unlikely due to dwarf galaxies’ (implied) inefficiencies in both SF (Grebel

et al., 2003) and gas expulsion (Mac Low & Ferrara, 1999; Weisz et al., 2008; Lee et al.,

2009; Tolstoy et al., 2009). Despite the extensive overlap of their physical properties, im-

portant differences remain between gas-rich and gas-poor dwarfs in terms of their surface

brightnesses, metallicities and globular cluster statistics (Bothun et al., 1986; Grebel et al.,

2003; Strader et al., 2006). A primordial origin, like that for gas-poor giants (i.e. mono-

lithic collapse or hierarchical merging), thus remains viable for gas-poor dwarfs, and is

supported by the very old ages and low metallicities of the nucleated dwarfs in both the

Coma and Fornax galaxy clusters (Rakos & Schombert, 2004).
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A primordial origin?

We have found that a majority of Virgo gas-poor dwarfs in our sample have positive age and

negative metallicity gradients (though, Table 4.2 indicates that the former are statistically

consistent with being flat). Given such a stellar populationgradient combination, it seems

unlikely that these galaxies could be primordial in origin.For instance, the metallicity

gradients in Virgo dE/dS0’s are collectively steeper than those of Virgo E/S0’s, contrary

to the predicted flattening of this diagnostic towards low masses in monolithic collapse

models (Kawata & Gibson, 2003). The absence of such a trend inour data is supported

by the Pearson test (r = +0.34) shown in the lower-right panel of Fig. 4.7 for Virgo gas-

poor galaxies. The primordial origin hypothesis for Virgo dE/dS0’s is also discredited on

account that these galaxies do not exhibit comparable stellar population scaling relations

with those of Virgo E/S0’s. The stellar population data Virgo dE/dS0’s thus argue against

either a hierarchical or monolithic-like origin for them.

The evolutionary scenario

Much of the stellar population data for the Virgo gas-poor dwarfs is readily interpreted in

the context of an evolutionary origin. While our data cannot confirm which environmental

mechanism is most likely to have removed these galaxies’ gas, the absence of trends in

their stellar population diagnostics with both galaxy density and cluster-centric distance

disfavours it being harassment. On the other hand, the fact that gas stripping of (more

massive) Virgo spiral galaxies is observed (Chung et al., 2009, and references therein) and

should increase in efficiency with lower masses makes this mechanism appealing. Given

this, negative age gradients in Virgo dE/dS0’s may arise from the strangulation of gas-rich

progenitors’ haloes, while positive age gradients may result from ram pressure stripping of
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progenitors’ gas disks (Boselli et al., 2008).

Not all the stellar population information for Virgo dE/dS0’s agrees with their possi-

ble evolutionary origin. While we find broad consistency in the central metallicities of all

Virgo dwarfs (Table 4.3), the young ages of our Im+BCD’s suggests that our (light-biased)

estimates sample only their most recently formed stars, such that their fitted metallicities

are better thought of as being upper limits. This, coupled with the more negative metallicity

gradients within the Im+BCD’s, then implies that the true metallicities of Virgo gas-rich

and gas-poor dwarfs are likely discrepant, as found amongstLocal Group dwarfs as well

(Grebel et al., 2003). The fact that we find mild agreement between the central metallicities

of all Virgo dwarfs, however, implies that Im+BCD’s are at least capable of enriching them-

selves to the same degree as dE/dS0’s. This suggests a solution to discrepant metallicity

problem which the evolutionary scenario faces, whereby theprogenitors of Virgo dE/dS0’s

sufficiently enrich themselves before completely losing their gas supplies (e.g. through trig-

gered SF). This can happen once a dwarf galaxy has been stripped of its gas, as only evolved

stars can replenish its ISM at that point (Boselli et al., 2008). Conversely, the extremely

metal-poor outskirts in Virgo Im’s may be understood as a recent accretion of pristine gas

onto those regions (i.e. those estimates are lower limits).Considering our poor statistics

in the stellar population diagnostics of Virgo Im+BCD’s, we refrain from pursuing this

comparison further.

In a manner similar to the gas-poor giants, the Virgo dS0’s exhibit several structural

differences relative to the Virgo dE’s, suggesting a different origin for these two gas-poor

dwarf types. This point is supported by the very low KS probability ( P < 0.01) found

between the metallicity distributions for these two galaxytypes. Lisker et al. (2009, and

references therein), Toloba et al. (2009), and Paudel et al.(2010) have also explored the
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idea of distinct classes of Virgo gas-poor dwarfs and arguedthat the younger, flatter, less

centrally clustered population is the prototype for the evolutionary remnant of a low-mass

spiral or gas-rich dwarf4. These authors also suggest that the older, rounder, more centrally

clustered gas-poor dwarfs5 may have a primordial origin. The many structural and stellar

population differences that we find between Virgo dS0’s and dE’s thus bolster the main

conclusion of the above studies; namely, that the Virgo gas-poor dwarfs likely formed

through at least two different channels.

4.5.3 Spiral galaxies

As discussed in §4.2.3, the formation of spiral galaxy bulges remains unsettled, particularly

with respect to the relative contributions of hierarchicalmerging (Bender et al., 1992) and

secular evolution (Kormendy & Kennicutt, 2004) as a function of Hubble type. Making

matters worse, to distinguish these processes is non-trivial as satellite accretion is likely to

excite disk instabilities (Gauthier et al., 2006). Furthermore, while the formation of spiral

galaxy disks is well understood in principle as the self-gravitating collapse of a rotating gas

cloud (Fall & Efstathiou, 1980), the local environment may play a significant role in the

evolution of this component in cluster spirals. Below, we tryto understand the formation of

the bulges and disks of Virgo spirals via comparisons of their relative ages and metallicities

and assuming that bulge light dominates these galaxies’ interiors (.1 re). Decompositions

of Virgo spirals’ light profiles indeed show that the bulge-to-total light ratio is typically

above 50% within their effective radii (McDonald et al., 2009).

The negative metallicity gradients found in most Virgo spirals indicates that their bulges

are more enriched than their disks. Conversely, the age gradients in Virgo spirals range

4This population also has the highest frequency of substructure (e.g. bars) and blue centers.
5This population also has the highest frequency of nucleation.
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from being typically positive for early-types (Sa-Sbc) to negative for late-types (Scd+Sd).

Each spiral (sub-)class, however, contains a mixture of positive and negative age gradients

(Table 4.2), such that no one scenario can describe the origin of any one galaxy type.

We therefore address the origins of Virgo spirals based on age gradient sign rather than

morphological type. The definite existence of positive and negative age gradients in these

systems is confirmed by their measured error envelopes whichdo not typically overlap with

zero.

Positive age gradients

The combination of a young, metal-rich bulge and an old, metal-poor disk (found in∼35%

of Virgo spirals, most commonly Sa−Sc’s) suggests a formation scenario for the bulge

which involves the accumulation of a central gas reservoir.Both secular evolution and a

recent gas-rich minor merger6 could create such a reservoir (Pfenniger & Norman, 1990;

Hernquist & Mihos, 1995). However, the former scenario would likely fail to produce

a positive age gradient for two reasons. First, the gas reservoir that a bar creates via a

centripetal flow from the disk would be spatially confined to the galaxy’s nucleus and not

spread over the entire bulge. Second, the scattering of stars into the pseudo-bulge by a

bar should actually flatten a spiral galaxy’s age gradient (Kormendy & Kennicutt, 2004).

Secular evolution is thus unlikely the source of positive age gradients in Virgo (early-type)

spirals.

While secular evolution may fails to explain the positive agegradients in Virgo spirals,

the success of the gas-rich minor merger scenario is contingent upon at least two con-

straints. First, some mechanism is needed to restrict the funneling of gas into the nucleus

as this will not likely lead to the creation of a positive gradient over a large radial extent

6We stipulate that such a merger must be of a low mass ratio if the (old) disk is to survive such an event.
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within the remnant. This funneling may derive from the weak torques acting on the gas

during a minor merger (Hopkins et al., 2009a) or from tidal disruption of the secondary be-

fore coalescence, such that the merger turns into an accretion event. Second, the merging

of a gas-rich dwarf with a spiral galaxy should create a positive metallicity gradient, due

to the deposition of metal-poor gas and stars into the bulge.This challenge for the merger

scenario may be overcome if the accreted gas has either been pre-enriched or is consumed

over a long timescale.

Although gas-rich minor mergers may explain the origin of bulges in Virgo spirals with

positive age gradients, it offers no insight as to why stellar ages and metallicities continue

to increase and decrease, respectively, outward in these galaxies’ disks. The most com-

pelling scenarios for the creation of such disks include outside-in formation and disk fad-

ing, wherein the latter occurs after depletion of the gas disk by external agents. While the

formation of outside-in disks has been seen in simulations (Sommer-Larsen et al., 2003),

current observational evidence suggests that this is a raremechanism for the growth of spi-

ral disks (Muñoz-Mateos et al., 2007). Therefore, the existence of positive age gradients in

most Virgo bulges and disks in our sample may be explained by acombination of gas-rich

minor merging and disk fading. We shall revisit the topic of gas disk depletion in §4.5.3.

Negative age gradients

The alternate combination of an old, metal-rich bulge with ayoung, metal-poor disk (found

in ∼35% of Virgo spirals, most commonly Sc−Sd’s) implies that the gas supply of the disk

accumulated later and/or was converted to stars over a longer timescale than that of the

bulge (i.e. the bulge formed before the disk). Bulges may deplete their gas supplies most
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efficiently at early epochs, thereby making them relativelyold, by undergoing major merg-

ers. This suggestion contradicts the popular wisdom that late-type spirals possess pseudo-

bulges Balcells et al. (2003); MacArthur et al. (2003); Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004),

but recent spectroscopic stellar population analyses haveshown that the stellar masses of

late-type bulges are indeed predominantly old (M09; Sagliaet al., 2010), as expected in

a classical sense. Also, the existence of a negative age gradient in a spiral galaxy that

has experienced the stellar mixing and radial gas flows associated with secular evolution

seems counter-intuitive. The bulges of such galaxies are then most consistent with having

originated through mergers.

A negative age gradient throughout a spiral galaxy also places constraints on the for-

mation mechanism and epoch of its disk. Such radial behaviour in stellar age, coupled with

a negative metallicity gradient, suggests that the outskirts of these galaxies were formed

through a more extended SFH, from a more pristine ISM and suffered metal-rich outflows,

while their central regions would have resulted from a more intense but short-lived SFH

which involved substantial gas recycling. Such an inside-out origin of Virgo late-type

disks agrees well with results fromΛCDM simulations of disk formation (Mo et al., 1998;

Sommer-Larsen et al., 2003) and supports the idea that the gravo-thermal collapse of gas

clouds within them (and thus their star formation rates) depends on the local surface mass

density (Kennicutt, 1989). The fact that the disks in Virgo late-type spirals are younger

than their bulges also suggests that these gaseous disks have not yet (or only recently) been

stripped by the Virgo ICM. If true, then these galaxies are likely recent additions to this

cluster.
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Gas stripping

The existence of positive age gradients and a statisticallysignificant age−De fHI scaling

relation in Virgo spirals both argue that gas removal plays afundamental role in the evo-

lution of these galaxies. We ascribe the agent of gas removalto ram pressure since several

observational evidences favour its influence on gas-rich cluster galaxies (for a summary,

see Chung et al. 2009, and references therein), its efficiencyat quenching the SF in spiral

disks is high (Poggianti et al., 1999; Roediger & Hensler, 2005; Kronberger et al., 2008),

and the ages of Virgo spirals are evidently independent of both their cluster-centric dis-

tances and local galaxy densities7. Although cluster galaxies are expected to quickly lose

their gas haloes to hydrodynamical interactions at large cluster-centric radii (Balogh et al.,

2000; Bekki et al., 2002; Murphy et al., 2009), such a strangulation scenario (Larson et al.,

1980) should not produce positive age gradients within themif the local star formation rate

is density-dependent (M04).

The removal of a cluster spiral’s gas supply should not only affect its SFH, but other

factors related to its stellar populations as well. Ram pressure stripping gradually removes

a spiral galaxy’s gas disk from the outside-in (Vollmer et al., 2001), but the deeper potential

well towards its center prevents the complete loss of its HI supply, ultimately leaving it with

a large anemic annulus about its center. Given such a range inthe gas retention properties

within cluster spirals, the age gradient of a highly deficient system might be expected to be

more positive than that of a less deficient system, since SF will undoubtedly be quenched

in the former’s outer disk but not in its central regions. Moreover, if SF is quenched in a

galaxy’s outskirts, so too should the enrichment of the local ISM, such that highly deficient

7However, projection effects in the diagnosticsDM87 andΣ and the possibility that ram pressure stripping
can occur at large cluster-centric radii in Virgo due to a dynamic or “lumpy” ICM (Crowl & Kenney, 2008)
may also be playing a role in generating these null results.
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spirals should be more metal-poor and have more negative metallicity gradients than less

deficient spirals. Finding noDe fHI effect whatsoever on either the metallicities or the stellar

population gradients of Virgo spirals is thus disconcerting. Many factors may contribute

to wash out these trends, however, such as a rapid stripping timescale, a recent stripping

epoch for the highly deficient spirals, and/or triggered SF or gas fallback accompanying the

stripping event (as seen in simulations; Vollmer et al., 2001). The absence ofDe fHI trends

expected in the stellar population diagnostics of cluster spirals may be evidence that gas

stripping does not simply entail a gradual outside-in removal of their gas and subsequent

quenching of their SF.

To bolster our claim that the effects of gas stripping on cluster spirals is more complex

than the simple (intuitive) picture described above, we show in Fig. 4.15 the stellar pop-

ulation profiles for Virgo spirals that we have in common with(Crowl & Kenney, 2008, ;

hereafter CK08). CK08 analysed the stellar populations located just beyond the truncated

Hα disks in several Virgo spirals to determine when SF was quenched in those regions.

They concluded that the highly HI-deficient galaxies must have lost their gas disks recently

(≤500 Myr) without any triggering of SF. Seven of CK08’s spiralsoverlap with our sam-

ple, thereby enabling a qualitative comparison of our age profiles with them. We find that

the age profiles of only two of these galaxies (VCC0873 and VCC1126) notably increase

beyond their Hα disks, implying that their disks were stripped gradually, not recently. Inter-

estingly, the age profile of VCC1690 (De fHI = 1.07) actually decreases just beyond its Hα

disk, suggesting that ram pressure has actually triggered SF during the stripping process.

The age profiles of the other four galaxies remain flat beyond their Hα disks, implying

that these galaxies were instead stripped rapidly. The age profiles for Virgo spirals and
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Figure 4.15: Age (black) and metallicity (red) profiles for Virgo spiral galaxies which
overlap with the Crowl & Kenney (2008) sample. For each galaxy, we provide in the
bottom right corner of each window the Virgo Cluster Catalog identification number and
theDe fHI values from both Gavazzi et al. (2005) and Chung et al. (2009, Ch09).
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our comparison with CK08 suggest that the gas stripping timescales for gas-rich galax-

ies falling into the Virgo cluster may not be uniform (Poggianti et al., 1999; Vollmer et

al., 2001; Roediger & Hensler, 2005; Kronberger et al., 2008)and that ram pressure may

indeed promote SF in galaxies before ultimately quenching it.

4.6 Conclusions

We have used high-quality optical and near-infrared (griH ) imaging of∼300 Virgo cluster

galaxies to determine radial stellar population variations for a representative sample span-

ning the full range of galaxian parameter space. We have alsocompared stellar population

diagnostics (ages, metallicities, and their gradients) with structural and environmental pa-

rameters to investigate their contribution to galaxies’ SFHs and chemical evolution. All

these data considered, we have developed plausible formation and evolution scenarios for

each of the major galaxy types (gas-poor giants and dwarfs, and spirals) within a cluster

setting. Here is a summary of our main results:

• Most galaxies’ colour gradients are due to variations in metallicity; ellipticals, Sbc–

Sd spirals, gas-rich dwarfs, and peculiars also show non-negligible age variations;

• Although reddening can skew stellar population estimates from colours, realistic dust

modelling cannot be achieved through colour information alone;

• Of the SFHs considered, only an exponential SFH can simultaneously account for

the wide colour range exhibited by all galaxy types, especially the gas-poor giant

galaxies;

• The metallicity gradients of Virgo galaxies become increasingly negative towards
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later types along the Hubble sequence;

• Significant correlations in the stellar population diagnostics of Virgo galaxies indi-

cate that:

- the chemical evolution of gas-poor galaxies is determined by the interplay be-

tween stellar masses (nucleosynthesis sites) and surface densities (potential well

depth),

- the higher metallicities of E/S0’s that experienced more dissipation during their

formation suggests that their stellar masses were built upin situ,

- the SFHs of gas-rich cluster galaxies are strongly affectedby complicated gas re-

moval processes that likely trigger SF as well as inhibit it.

• The stellar population data for Virgo galaxies suggest the following formation and

evolution scenarios for the major galaxy types in this cluster:

- Giant gas-poor (E/S0) galaxies grew mostly via gas-rich mergers but some gas-

poor mergers, as well as gas removal processes in S0’s, also likely play a role;

- Dwarf gas-poor (dE+dS0) galaxies do not result from a singleformation mecha-

nism but the dominant production channel likely involves anevolution from a

gas-rich progenitor (e.g. Im+BCD) that is driven by environment;

- Spiral (Sa−Sd) galaxies having a bulge that is older and more enriched than the

disk likely formed their bulge through merging and grew their disk inside-out

afterward, free from environmental effects. Conversely, spirals with a disk older

and less enriched than their bulge, whilst still having a merger-built bulge, likely

underwent stripping of their gas disk.



Chapter 5

Stellar migrations in cluster disk

galaxies

5.1 Preamble

In the previous chapter (i.e. Roediger et al., 2011b), we analysed themediantrends in stel-

lar age and metallicity versus galactocentric radius for major morphological families of

galaxies drawn from the Virgo cluster. These trends were then used to investigate under

what circumstances the various popular formation and evolutionary scenarios in the litera-

ture could yield consistent predictions in this regard. However, the conclusions from that

work for specific galaxy types could be further refined by comparing our stellar population

data for individual galaxies (namely age profiles) against the results from high-resolution

hydrodynamic simulations. We undertake just such a comparison in this chapter between

the family of 64 spiral and irregular SHIVir galaxies and simulations whereby the effects of

inside-out growth (Ferguson & Clarke, 2001; Robertson et al.,2004; Mollá & Díaz, 2005;

Naab & Ostriker, 2006; Dutton, 2009), spiral arms (Roškar et al., 2008; Sánchez-Blázquez

129
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et al., 2009; Martínez-Serrano et al., 2009) and minor mergers (Younger et al., 2007) on

the structure and stellar populations of galaxy disks, havebeen addressed. A crucial aspect

of this comparison is that the above simulations were all carried out in the context of a

field environment, whereas our data concernclustergalaxies. Far from compromising our

comparison though, we view this aspect as actually helping pave the way to a newfound

understanding of the dependence of disk galaxy evolution onglobal environment and proc-

ceses like ram pressure stripping and harassment. Our ability to break the age-metallicity

degeneracy (by virtue of SHIVir optical-NIR photometry) and the significant size of our

sample represent key improvements over complementary studies to date of disk galaxies in

the field. The contents of this chapter were published in 2012in The Astrophysical Journal

(volume 758, number 1, pp. 41-59).

5.2 Introduction

The classic paradigm of disk galaxy formation posits that these systems arise through the

dissipative collapse of rotating gas clouds (Fall & Efstathiou, 1980). If the timescales for

star formation and viscosity coincide, then the resultant luminosity distributions within

these galaxies should fall off exponentially in the radial direction (Lin & Pringle, 1987;

Slyz et al., 2002) and stellar ages should either be approximately constant or decrease with

galactocentric radius (Ferguson & Clarke, 2001; Mollá & Díaz, 2005; Naab & Ostriker,

2006). Alternatively, an exponential luminosity distribution could arise from a combina-

tion of supernovae feedback, variation in the angular momentum distribution of halo gas

and inefficient star formation at low gas densities (Dutton,2009). Either way, galaxies

showing such surface brightness profiles are commonly referred to as “Type I” disks (Free-

man, 1970; Bland-Hawthorn et al., 2005). Statistical studies of luminosity profiles in field
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galaxies (e.g. Pohlen & Trujillo 2006, hereafter PT06; Erwin et al. 2008, hereafter Er08)

have revealed that Type I disks in the field are rare (Type I fraction, fI ∼ 20%; Gutiérrez

et al. 2011, hereafter Gu11). Disk galaxy luminosity profiles are instead mostly character-

ized by two exponentials (“Type II”; van der Kruit 1979; de Grijs et al. 2001; Pohlen et al.

2002), the outer exponential being shallower than the innerone; the Type II fraction,fII ,

is roughly 50% (Gut11). The transition between those two (nearly) exponential parts of a

galaxy luminosity profile is referred to as the “break” radius. The opposing case, where the

outer disk profile is shallower beyond the break is referred to as a “Type III” disk (Erwin et

al., 2005) and occurs with a frequency comparable to field Type Is (fIII ∼ 30%; Gut11). It

is worthwhile to note that the fractions of the three disk galaxy types within other environ-

ments (i.e. groups, clusters) remain poorly known (but see Maltby et al. 2011 and Erwin et

al. 2012).

The nature of Type IIIs is not yet well understood but some have speculated that their

breaks represent either the transition from the disk to an outer spheroid (Erwin et al., 2005)

or the aftermath of minor mergers onto gas-rich disks which promoted stars from the pro-

genitors to the remnants’ outskirts (Younger et al., 2007).Conversely, the range of mor-

phology in spiral disks with Type II breaks in PT06 suggests that a variety of mechanisms

can generate such breaks in disk galaxies, yet only that pertaining to truncated star-forming

disks, for so-called classical truncations (hereafter “Type II-CT” disks), has been studied in

earnest thus far. The ensuing discussion provides a broad overview of our current knowl-

edge about the formation of such galaxies.

The luminosity profile breaks in Type II-CTs have historically been attributed to either

angular momentum thresholds during the formation of disk galaxies (van der Kruit, 1987;

van den Bosch, 2001), angular momentum redistribution via subsequent secular evolution
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of assembled disks (Debattista et al., 2006; Bournaud et al.,2007; Foyle et al., 2008), or

a density-dependent star formation law (Kennicutt, 1989; Elmegreen & Parravano, 1994;

Schaye, 2004). Although the redistribution scenario can account for the large scatter in

the age-metallicity plane for stars within the solar neighbourhood (Edvardsson et al., 1993;

Haywood, 2008) (i.e. chemical evolution models without redistribution fail to reproduce the

observed scatter; Wielen et al. 1996; Sellwood & Binney 2002), the fact that UV emission

is frequently detected beyond the optical extent of many disk galaxies (including Type IIs;

Gil de Paz et al. 2005; Thilker et al. 2007) strongly suggeststhat in-situ star formation

contributes on some level to building the stellar mass in their outer regions. Thus it is

quite likely that some hybrid of the above scenarios (e.g. angular momentum redistribution

plus density-dependent star formation) is likely responsible for the existence of Type II-CT

disks.

Various models have been proposed to explain the redistribution of angular momentum

that may assist in the formation of Type II-CT disks. One such model attributes this redis-

tribution to an increase in the random velocities of disk stars caused by gravitational inter-

actions with molecular clouds (Spitzer & Schwarzschild, 1953; Wielen, 1977; Wielen et al.,

1996), but it fails to reproduce the aforementioned scatterin the Galactic age-metallicity

relation (Nordström et al., 2004). Alternatively, individual disk stars can have their an-

gular momentum redistributed by changing the guiding centers of their orbits. So-called

“radial migrations” of stars can be produced by a number of mechanisms, the first being

postulated by Sellwood & Binney (2002) in the context of resonant scatterings of disk stars

off of transient spiral density waves. Given a superposition of several spiral patterns, Sell-

wood & Binney showed that significant displacements (. 4 kpc) of guiding centers could

be achieved. Minchev & Famaey (2010) further argued that an overlap of bar and spiral
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arm resonances could drastically enhance the efficiency of migration within a Milky Way-

like disk, mixing it within∼3 Gyr (see also Debattista et al., 2006). Lastly, Quillen et al.

(2009) showed that radial migrations of stars to the outskirts of galaxy disks could arise

via tidal perturbations during the pericenter passages of dwarf satellites (e.g. Sgr dSph; see

also Bird et al. 2012). Although its efficiency remains to be quantified, this mechanism

fits quite naturally within the current cosmological paradigm. Overall, and given the many

mechanisms through which radial migrations can be incited,can observations of external

galaxies distinguish between them?

Sellwood & Binney’s resonant scattering mechanism was revisited by Roškar et al.

(2008) (hereafter R08) through their high-resolution simulation of an idealized galaxy disk

which included both gas and star formation. Their disk rapidly developed a Type II-CT

break that persisted over several dynamical times, the origin of which was linked to the

combination of angular momentum conservation within the collapsing gas cloud, a surface

density threshold in their star formation recipe and radialmigrations populating the region

beyond the break with inner disk stars. Given the inside-outgrowth of the inner disk and

that the diffusion length for stars scales with the square-root of their age, R08 found that

the stellar age profile of their simulated disk was describedby both a negative and positive

gradient interior and exterior to its break, respectively.In the wake of that study, Martínez-

Serrano et al. (2009) (hereafter MS09) and Sánchez-Blázquezet al. (2009) (hereafter SB09)

investigated the formation of Type II-CT breaks in the context of cosmologicalsimulations.

While these authors also found “U-shaped” age profiles for their model disks associated

with rapid decreases in the gas densities beyond their breakradii, SB09 showed that the

decrease in their simulation arose from the onset of a warp inthe gas disk at the break rather

than an angular momentum threshold (i.e. it is physically well-motivated). It is also worth
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stressing that the above simulations focussed on relatively isolated systems; comparable

simulations for cluster galaxies are currently lacking.

While the above simulations of Type II-CT disk formation uniformly suggest that these

galaxies are described by U-shaped stellar age profiles, such radial age inversions have only

been explicitly detected in three Type II galaxies so far (NGC 2684, NGC 6155 and NGC

7437) by Yoachim et al. (2010, 2012), while the age profiles for the remaining Type IIs in

their sample which could be measured beyond their respective breaks (IC 1132, NGC 4904,

NGC 6691) do not exhibit a significant increase with radius inthose regions. Furthermore,

amongst their positive detections, these authors found that the inversion occurs well within

the break in all cases. Other detections of inverted age profiles have also been achieved

through studies of the resolved stellar populations of three nearby Type II galaxies (M33,

NGC 4244 and NGC 7793; de Jong et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2009; Barker et al. 2011;

Radburn-Smith et al. 2012), albeit by somewhat indirect means, such as surface brightness

profiles for different age groups of stars or distributions of stellar age/star formation rate for

several HST fields. Bakos et al. (2008) and Azzollini et al. (2008) have both claimed age

inversion detections in larger samples of nearby and distant Type II galaxies, respectively,

given that their colour profiles invert at their break radii.These findings, however, were

benchmarked on optical colours, the translation of which into ages is frought with uncer-

tainty due to the well-known age-metallicity degeneracy. Signal-to-noise constraints also

required stacked colour profiles rather than those of individual galaxies (as we do here).

Lastly, in their stellar population analysis of S0 galaxies, Prochaska Chamberlain et al.

(2011) found that nearly a quarter of their sample exhibitedvery old ages in their outskirts,

consistent with the above predictions and detections of U-shaped age profiles.

Despite their intrinsic uncertainties, stellar population data are in principle ideal to test
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the predictions of existing disk galaxy formation models. Such a test represents a key step

towards a definitive picture of many observable properties of disk galaxies, including Type

II-CT breaks and whether they arise from a density-dependentstar formation law, angular

momentum thresholds or redistribution, or some combination thereof. The intent of this

work is to present such a test in the context of all three typesof disk galaxies by taking ad-

vantage of our recent analysis of both the luminosity and stellar population profiles of Virgo

cluster galaxies (McDonald et al., 2011; Roediger et al., 2011b). Although hydrodynamic

models of disk galaxies which include radially-resolved stellar age information only exist

for field environments1, comparing their predictions against our data can still be insightful

towards fashioning an understanding of the role of environment on the evolution of these

galaxies (i.e. nature versus nurture) and constraining future models of cluster evolution.

Specifically, we aim to increase the number of explicit detections of U-shaped age profiles

in all disk galaxy types, thereby bolstering the empirical evidence that radial migrations

are a generic aspect of galaxy evolution, whilst simultaneously drawing attention to cases

of non-detections and the very plausible notion that other evolutionary processes (perhaps

tied to environmental effects, such as ram pressure stripping) may either prevent or oblit-

erate age inversions in galaxies. The latter goal is made allthe more imperative given the

intriguing results achieved by Yoachim et al. (2010, 2012) described above. To our knowl-

edge, the present work is a first attempt towards explicitly studying stellar populations as a

function of disk galaxy type in the context of current generation galaxy formation models

and within the cluster environment.

We highlight in §5.3 various aspects of our database of Virgogalaxies’ luminosity and

stellar population profiles which pertain to this study and present, in §5.4, our data analysis

1Hydrodynamic models of cluster galaxies have thus far mostly addressed the study of ram-pressure
stripping; Abadi et al. 1999; Vollmer et al. 2001; Roediger &Hensler 2005; McCarthy et al. 2008.
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in the context of Type I, II and III disk galaxy formation models. Conclusions are presented

in §5.5. We examine in the Appendix the recent claim by (Erwinet al., 2012, hereafter

Er12) that cluster S0 galaxies do not exhibit Type II breaks.

5.3 Data

Our investigation into the origins of the three principal disk galaxy types in dense envi-

ronments stems from our recent analysis of the radially-resolved colours and stellar pop-

ulations of a complete, magnitude-limited sample of 283 Virgo cluster galaxies spanning

all manner of morphological types and surface densities (Roediger et al., 2011a,b). This

analysis was facilitated by the availability of optical (gri) and near-infrared (H) luminos-

ity profiles for the aforementioned sample from McDonald et al. (2011). In Roediger et al.

(2011b), we appealed to stellar population models corresponding to an exponential star for-

mation history of variable timescale and a broad range of metallicities to homogeneously

convert those optical-infrared luminosity profiles into estimates of the underlying mean

stellar age and metallicity profiles for all 283 galaxies. These luminosity, age and metal-

licity profiles thence enabled the present work. The reader may consult McDonald et al.

(2011)2 for the presentation of our luminosity profiles and Roediger et al. (2011b) for fur-

ther details about our adopted stellar population models and the derivation of our age and

metallicity profiles.

Our Type I, II and III sub-samples are drawn from the 85 disk galaxies in the Virgo

cluster survey of McDonald et al. (2011). Their morphological types were taken from

the NASA Extragalactic Database3 (NED; i.e. Sa−Sm, Im morphologies). For reasons

2http://www.astro.queensu.ca/∼virgo
3http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
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described in the Appendix, the 55 S0 galaxies in the McDonaldet al. sample were left out of

this analysis. Of the initial sample of 85 disk galaxies, we discarded fourteen on account of

severe dust extinction (which would skew their stellar population diagnostics), another four

due to clear signs of strong overlap/interaction with neighbouring systems or contamination

by a bright foreground star/HII region (yielding artificial Type III luminosity profiles), and

three others which were too faint for their stellar populations to be reliably modelled. These

various cuts leave us with a sample of 64 bona fide, largely non-interacting Virgo cluster

disk galaxies with low to moderate attenuation and high-quality optical-infrared luminosity

profiles, in order to analyse both the broad structures and stellar populations of their disks.

ThegriH luminosity profiles for each of our disk galaxies were inspected visually by

the authors and classified according to their Type I/II/III features and following the detailed

schemes of PT06 and Er08 (but see footnote 7 in §5.4.2). Specifically, a galaxy was as-

signed a Type I, II or III class if its luminosity profile couldbe adequately described by a

single exponential drop-off from the intermediate to outerregions of the galaxy (Type I),

or exhibits a sharp break from an inner exponential section to either a steeper (Type II), or

yet a shallower (Type III) one at some common radius amongst all bands. If the aforemen-

tioned break is not seen at all bands,includingthe near-infrared, or if it occurs in a section

of the luminosity profile that is dominated by sky errors (where the profile point-to-point

fluctuations are comparable to sky flux errors), then no physical or statistical basis exists

for claiming that the associated galaxy be classified as anything other than a Type I. On

that basis, many of our galaxies are better classified as TypeIs rather than IIIs since pro-

file breaks in the latter typically occur at low surface brightnesses (27-28 mag arcsec−2at

i−band) where sky errors are dominant. Fortunately, these issues do not affect our reported

Type II disks.
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(a) VCC0522 (b) VCC0596 (c) VCC0620

(d) VCC0664 (e) VCC0792 (f) VCC0865

(g) VCC0945 (h) VCC1021 (i) VCC1126

(j) VCC1200 (k) VCC1508 (l) VCC1532

(a) VCC1555 (b) VCC1654 (c) VCC1696

(d) VCC1726 (e) VCC1869 (f) VCC1929

(g) VCC1943 (h) VCC1952 (i) VCC1987

(j) VCC2058

Figure 5.1: i-band images for our sub-sample of Virgo Type II galaxies. The overlaid ellipses correspond to either the
locations of the luminosity profile breaks (red) or mean stellar age profile minimum (if present; blue), or the extents of
the bars (if present; green) within these systems. The images are shown on a common pixel scale and have the same
dimensions.
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Altogether, we find that our sample of Virgo cluster disk galaxies consists of∼20 Type

Is, 22 Type IIs and∼22 Type IIIs4. Figure 5.1 shows thei-band images for our Type II sub-

sample, where the ellipses denote the locations of the breaks (red) and probable extents of

the bars (green; if present, as gauged by eye) in these systems, while in Table 5.1 we present

the fractions of our Type I, II and III sub-samples contributed by each of the principal disk

morphological types (Sa−Sb, Sbc−Sm and Im), normalized to our total disk sample (i.e. the

sum of all of the fractions is unity). The morphological breakdown in Table 5.1 shows that

our Type I and III sub-samples are largely comprised of late-type disks and irregulars,

and early- and late-type disks, respectively, while our Type II sub-sample contains a range

of morphologies. Conversely, Table 5.1 also shows that our early-type disks are mostly

described by Type III profiles, while our late-type disks andirregulars are comprised of

nearly-equal fractions of Type I−III and Type I−II profiles, respectively. These results

conflict with Gu11, Er08 and PT06 who found that 28%/27%/10%,21%/48%/60% and

51%/24%/30% of S0−Sb/SB0−SBb/Sb−Sdm galaxy types possess Type I, II and III pro-

files, respectively, and that the fraction of Type Is and IIs per morphological bin decreases

and increases from early to late galaxies, respectively, while that for Type IIIs varies be-

tween 20% (Sa, Sd, Sm) and 50% (S0, Sb).The resolution of this conflict most likely lies

in the fact that PT06, Er08 and Gutiérrez et al. targeted fieldgalaxies, whereas our sample

is drawn from a cluster environment. Indeed, Er12 recently reported a complete dearth of

Type II profiles amongst Virgo S0s, while Moore et al. (1999a)showed that multiple fly-

bys between cluster galaxies (so-called “harassment”) cantransform Type I disks into Type

IIIs. These evidences, paired with our Type I/II/III statistics, provide initial support for the

main theme of the present paper: that the evolution of disk galaxies is substantially (and

4The Type I and III numbers are somewhat uncertain since deeper imaging for these galaxies (Ferrarese
et al., 2012) could call for a type revision.
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Table 5.1. Luminosity profile types as a function of morphology for Virgo cluster disk
galaxies

Type Fraction per morphological bin (%) Total
Sa−Sbc Sc−Sm Im fraction (%)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

I 0.03 0.14 0.14 0.31
II 0.09 0.14 0.11 0.34
III 0.19 0.12 0.03 0.34

verifiably) different in field versus cluster environments (see § 5 in Er12). This conclusion

should stand even if deeper optical imaging for larger samples of Virgo disk galaxies (Fer-

rarese et al., 2012) should reveal an increase in the number of Type III systems within this

cluster (at the expense of the Type I fraction), as it is trulythe relative absence of Type II

disks in Virgo that stands out.

We present in Figures 5.2-5.4 thegriH surface brightness profiles of our Type I, II and

III systems (g = blue,r = green,i = orange,H = black). The Virgo Cluster Catalog (VCC)

galaxy numbers from Binggeli et al. (1985), detailed morphological classifications from

NED, and, for our Type IIs alone, specific Type class (e.g. II-o.CT) have been included in

all panels, as well as the break locations for our Type II and III sub-samples (red vertical

lines). We also show in each panel the 1σ sky error envelope of thei-band dataset (black

continuous line) to illustrate the importance of such envelopes in evaluating the behaviour

of disk galaxies’ luminosity profiles in their outskirts: again, if the extrapolation of the in-

ner (mostly exponential) profile to the galaxy’s outskirts falls within its sky error envelope,

then no statistical basis exists for claiming that that diskis anything but a Type I. Other

cautionary cases also exist. For instance, the apparent Type II breaks found at 30" in the
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profiles for VCC 1326 and 1811 (both Type Is) are due to the isophotal contours intercept-

ing the edge of a bar and spiral arm at these locations, respectively, while the apparent Type

III break at 25" in the profiles for VCC 1508 (a Type II) most likely marks the transition

from its bulge to its disk. This and many other galaxies in ourType II sub-sample do appear

to host Type III breaks further out in their disks however, but we nevertheless retain them

in that sub-sample (and simply identify them as Type II+IIIs) as we suspect that they fell

into the cluster as Type IIs but developed their Type III breaks via harassment (Moore et al.,

1999a). The existence of these exceptional cases reinforces the notion that classification of

disk galaxy luminosity profiles remains a somewhat subjective process, and as such, must

be performed and interpreted with care.

As to the role that sky error envelopes play in determining a disk galaxy’s type, we

examine in our Appendix the recent claim by Er12 that roughlyhalf of all bright Virgo S0s

possess Type III disks. It will be found that, at least for those galaxies where our respective

samples overlap, many of Er12’s Type III detections depend critically on the assumed sky

level and could be labeled as pure Sérsic systems withn> 1. Still, their reported lack of

Type II systems and existence of at least some disk upturns (Type IIIs) in cluster S0 galaxies

appears to be genuine.

5.4 Results & discussion

5.4.1 Type Is

The mean stellar age profiles of our 20 Type I galaxies are shown in Figure 5.5, where

galactocentric radii have been expressed in terms of both physical (kpc; bottom axis) and

effective (re; top axis) units, assuming a distance of 17 Mpc to the Virgo cluster (Mei et
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Figure 5.2: Surface brightness profiles in thegriH bands for our sub-sample of Virgo
Type I galaxies (g = blue; r = green;i = orange;H = black). The Virgo Cluster Catalog
(VCC; Binggeli et al. 1985) identification number and detailed morphology is provided for
each galaxy, while radii are quoted in terms ofH-band effective radii (McDonald et al.,
2009) and kiloparsecs on the top and bottom of each panel, respectively. The 1σ sky error
envelope for each galaxy’si-band profile is shown as the black continuous line in each
panel.
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Figure 5.3: As in Fig. 5.2 but for Virgo Type II galaxies. The specific class of Type II break
has also been provided, while the location of the break for each galaxy is marked by the
red vertical line.
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Figure 5.4: As in Fig. 5.2 but for Virgo Type III galaxies. Thelocation of the break for
each galaxy is marked by the red vertical line.
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al., 2007). We find that the majority of these galaxies are characterized by age gradients

(change in age per unit radius) which are either positive or flat (40% and 35% of our Type I

sub-sample, respectively). This contrasts with most Type Iformation models which predict

that these galaxies form from inside-out (Ferguson & Clarke,2001; Mollá & Díaz, 2005;

Naab & Ostriker, 2006; Dutton, 2009), implying that they should harbournegativeage gra-

dients, whereas such gradients are only found in two of our Type Is (10%). Some nuances in

these models actually allow for flat (Ferguson & Clarke, 2001)or positive (Robertson et al.,

2004) age gradients within purely exponential disks depending on whether star formation

begins during or after the assembly of the gas disk, or if gas-rich minor mergers/accretion

events occur at late epochs, respectively. Unfortunately,high-resolution hydrodynamic

models to tackle the case of disk galaxy formation and/or evolution within the cluster en-

vironment are still lacking. Based on the above observations, one then wonders if existing

models (largely geared towards isolated galaxies and most often predicting negative age

gradients) can reproduce the high frequency of positive andflat age gradients when cast in

the context of denser galaxy environments.

Short of appropriate models to compare our observations, wemay speculate that the

preponderance of flat and positive age gradients in Virgo Type Is is an artifact of the galaxy

environment; cluster galaxies experience a variety of physical processes that field galaxies

do not. For instance, by removing the gas from and thereby quenching star formation in the

outskirts of a galaxy disk, it is conceivable that ram pressure stripping via the inter-cluster

medium could evolve a negative age gradient into either a flator positive one. The two pos-

sible outcomes would depend upon the galaxy’s ability to retain a central gas reservoir thus

maintaining star formation there. Our knowledge of these galaxies’ neutral gas deficiencies,

DefHI
5 remains incomplete however, while the Type Is with flat or positive age gradients

5DefHI is a popular metric for measuring the degree of ram pressure stripping suffered by cluster galaxies;
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Figure 5.5: Mean stellar age profiles (black lines) and their1σ error envelopes (grey lines)
for our sub-sample of Virgo Type I galaxies. The VCC identification number and detailed
morphology of each galaxy is provided in each panel, while the location of the age mini-
mum (where applicable) is marked by the blue, dashed vertical line. The ranges along the
horizontal axes match those used in the corresponding panels of Fig. 5.2.
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whose DefHI values are known (Gavazzi et al., 2005) a range of neutral gasdeficiencies> 1

dex. This seems inconsistent with our above hypothesis. Since DefHI measures the atomic

gas content of cluster disks relative to their field (isolated) counterparts, galaxies having

more positive DefHI values would have presumably lost proportionally more of their cold

gas to ram pressure than systems with more negative DefHI values and, therefore, should

host more evolved stellar populations throughout their volumes. Galaxy-galaxy or galaxy-

cluster harassment (Moore et al., 1996, 1999a), on the otherhand, may offer an attractive

alternative, at least for flat age gradients, if the tidal forces can promote effective mixing of

stellar disks. We revisit this issue in §5.4.4.

Even more tantalizing than the (unexpected) high incidenceof flat and positive age

gradients in Virgo Type Is is the existence of U-shaped age profiles in the remaining three

(15%) galaxies from this sub-sample (VCC 0583, 1410 and 1566 in Fig. 5.5), akin to those

found in simulations of field Type II-CT disks (R08; MS09; SB09).The hallmarks of such

age profiles – their minima – are identified (where they occur)in Fig. 5.5 by the blue vertical

lines. Although the location of each age minimum was determined by eye, its manifestation

was only deemed legitimate if the age gradient interior and exterior to it was computed to be

negative and positive, respectively. That is, an age profileminimum is deemed meaningful

only if a statistically genuine U-shape can be defined for theprofile. With this in mind,

we measured the age gradients interior and exterior to each of the identified minima in

Fig. 5.5 (via bootstrap linear least-squares fitting) and found that they all satisfy the above

stipulations and, most importantly, they are statistically different from zero. To avoid the

effects of atmospheric blurring in our interior age gradient measurements, we neglected the

centralmost data point from each of the galaxy age profiles; in Roediger et al. (2011a) we

showed that, for each galaxy in our sample, this data point encloses the maximum seeing

Haynes & Giovanelli 1984
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Table 5.2. Inner and outer mean age gradients for Virgo cluster disk galaxies hosting
U-shaped age profiles.

VCC d<A>/dr i d<A>/dro

ID (Gyr kpc−1) (Gyr kpc−1)
(1) (2) (3)

Type I
0583 -5.70 +1.78± 0.51
1410 -2.13± 0.40 +3.05± 0.38
1566 -6.88± 1.80 +0.56± 0.30

Type II
0596 -0.32± 0.02 +0.05± 0.02
0849 -3.61± 0.72 +1.25± 0.42
0865 -0.19± 0.04 +0.56± 0.02
1021 -2.04 +1.29± 0.29
1654 -1.09 +4.72± 0.95
1929 -0.58± 0.18 +0.54± 0.07
1943 -0.59± 0.16 +0.35± 0.11
1987 -0.40± 0.03 +0.48± 0.02

Type III
0692 -2.04± 0.78 +0.88± 0.30
0912 -0.78± 0.34 +0.31± 0.04
1379 -0.60± 0.11 +1.10± 0.11
1686 -1.82± 0.37 +2.26± 1.18
1811 -1.67± 0.46 +0.54± 0.23
2012 -0.28± 0.08 +0.42± 0.35

disk. The age gradients and locations of age profile minima (rMin, where applicable) for our

Type I sub-sample are presented in Tables 5.2-5.3, respectively, while the fractions of these

galaxies which exhibit U-shaped age profiles, or not, are shown in Table 5.6, for the sake

of completeness. No error on the inner age gradient for VCC 0583 is quoted because the

number of data points interior to its age minimum was too low to bootstrap the profile fit in

that region; the value of that gradient for VCC 0583 in Table 5.2 was instead obtained via

a simple linear least-squares fit.

Our discovery of statistically-significant inversions in the age profiles in three members

of our Type I sub-sample challenges existing formation models for these galaxies; the latter

models have never predicted such stellar population trends. Although sites of recent star

formation in disk galaxies (e.g. spiral arms) could presumably depress the mean stellar ages
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in those regions, such effects, on their own, should not create the kind ofglobalminima that

we have found in these galaxies’ age profiles. Moreover, oursis not the first detection of

such peculiar behaviour in the stellar populations of Type Idisks. For instance, Vlajić et al.

(2009) found that the stellar metallicity profile for the canonical (field) Type I disk galaxy,

NGC 300, inverts from a negative gradient to a positive one, analogous to our findings for

our three peculiar Type Is, albeit at a much larger galacto-centric radius (10 kpc) and in

terms of metallicity rather than age. Guided by simulationswhich suggest that U-shaped

radial distributions of stellar population properties in disk galaxies are a telltale sign of

stellar migrations, we might speculate that these Virgo Type Is represent a sub-population

of Type IIs whose outer disks were fully populated by a very efficient migration episode.

Clearly though, the existence of this peculiar galaxy population ought to motivate further

exploration of Type I galaxy formation models.

5.4.2 Type IIs

The mean stellar age profiles of our 22 Type II galaxies are shown in Figure 5.6. We find

that the behaviours of these galaxies’ profiles are most often described by either positive age

gradients or statistically-significant U-shapes (each amounting to 36% of the sub-sample6;

Table 5.6), where the latter are reminiscent of predictionsfrom current models of Type

II-CT disk formation. The locations of the breaks and age minima in our Type II systems

are shown (where applicable) by the red and blue ellipses in Fig. 5.1 and the orange and

blue vertical lines in Fig. 5.6, respectively. As for our Type I sub-sample, detections of U-

shaped age profiles were only deemed legitimate if the age gradients interior and exterior

6Unfortunately, the luminosity profiles for VCC 664, 1555 and1952 lacked sufficient flux to enable a
measurement of their ages either up to (664, 1952) or much beyond (1555) their breaks, so that the fraction
of U-shaped age profiles in our Type II sub-sample may be as high as 45%.
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Table 5.3. Morphologies, effective radii and age minimum radii (when present) for
Virgo cluster Type I galaxies.

VCC Hubble re rMin
ID type (kpc) (kpc) (re)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

0510 Sd 1.495 ... ...
0583 Im 1.594 1.795 1.126
0825 Im 1.492 ... ...
0857 SB(r)b 3.209 ... ...
0980 Im 2.272 ... ...
1047 SB(rs)a 1.831 ... ...
1410 Scd 0.985 1.469 1.492
1448 Im 3.120 ... ...
1450 IB(s)m 2.647 ... ...
1524 SAB(s)m 3.179 ... ...
1566 Sdm 2.510 1.257 0.501
1569 Scd 1.320 ... ...
1585 IBm 1.645 ... ...
1588 SAB(rs)cd 2.619 ... ...
1678 Sm 2.412 ... ...
1684 Scd 1.615 ... ...
1825 Im 0.860 ... ...
1890 Im 1.673 ... ...
1897 Sd 2.157 ... ...
1931 Im 1.530 ... ...
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to each of the minima identified in Fig. 5.6 were measured via bootstrap linear fitting to

be negative and positive, respectively, and statisticallydifferent from zero. In all identified

cases, the fitted gradients agree with these criteria, as seen from Table 5.2. Although the

central data points from these galaxies’ inner age profiles were typically neglected during

this procedure, we preserved them for VCC 1021 and 1654 in order to measure their inner

age gradients; as before though, no bootstrap errors are reported for them in Table 5.2.

While these two galaxies’ inner gradients should be treated as upper limits, their specific

values do not affect our conclusions.

We summarize in Table 5.4 pertinent information for our TypeII sub-sample, including

the locations of their breaks (rBrk) and age profile minima (rMin; where applicable), both

of which are listed in terms of physical units (kpc) and relative to these galaxies’H-band

effective radii, re, from McDonald et al. (2009). The profile breaks are located within

the effective radii for half of this sub-sample, while the remainder of our Type IIs exhibit

their breaks mostly within the 1-2 re annulus. In terms of physical units, however, the

distribution of break radii seems bimodal, with these galaxies clustering about rBrk < 2 kpc

or rBrk = 5-6 kpc. For those Type IIs with U-shaped age profiles, we findthat they do not

distinguish themselves from the whole sub-sample in terms of either rBrk or any of the non-

parametric quantities measured by McDonald et al. (2009) (i.e. concentration, luminosity,

surface brightness, size). Moreover, while their distribution of rMin is concentrated within

1.5 re, it is spread over a much wider range in terms of physical units (∼0.5-8.5 kpc). Thus

this special sub-population of Virgo Type IIs cannot be linked to any specific disk galaxy

structural properties.

Table 5.4 also provides the morphologies and detailed luminosity profile classifications

of our Type II galaxies, from which we infer that the Type II phenomenon amongst cluster
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Figure 5.6: As in Fig. 5.5 but for Virgo Type II galaxies and now the ranges along the
horizontal axes match those used in the corresponding panels of Fig. 5.3. The specific class
of Type II break for each galaxy is also provided in each panel, while its location is marked
by the orange vertical line.
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Table 5.4. Morphologies, effective radii, break radii and age minimum radii (when
present) for Virgo cluster Type II galaxies.

VCC Hubble Profile re rBrk rMin

ID type type1 (kpc) (kpc) (re) (kpc) (re)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

0522 SAB(r)a o-OLR+III 2.396 3.297 1.376 ... ...
0596 SAB(s)bc o-AB+III 8.398 8.242 0.981 8.554 1.019
0620 Sm AB 1.157 0.577 0.497 ... ...
0664 IB(s)m o-CT 2.014 5.357 2.660 ... ...
0792 S(rs)b CT+III 4.019 5.769 1.434 ... ...
0849 SAB(s)c AB+III 1.720 2.102 1.222 1.790 1.041
0865 Sd CT+III 6.716 5.522 0.822 5.188 0.773
0945 Im AB 1.947 1.154 0.592 ... ...
1021 IABm i+III 1.273 0.824 0.604 0.587 0.428
1126 Sb CT+III 2.280 3.297 1.445 ... ...
1200 Im AB 1.412 0.742 0.437 ... ...
1508 SB(rs)d o-CT+III 2.486 5.769 2.321 ... ...
1532 SB(rs)c o-AB+III 2.510 1.648 0.657 ... ...
1555 SAB(s)c o-AB 20.877 13.187 0.632 ... ...
1654 IABm o-AB 1.110 0.742 0.666 0.571 0.513
1696 S(r)d CT+III 3.043 6.181 2.031 ... ...
1726 Im AB 1.738 1.484 0.838 ... ...
1929 SAB(s)dm o-OLR+III 2.871 2.225 0.775 1.664 0.580
1943 SAB(rs)bc i+III 2.151 2.225 1.034 2.741 1.276
1952 Im AB 0.959 1.154 1.204 ... ...
1987 SAB(rs)cd o-AB+III 4.940 6.593 1.335 8.554 1.732
2058 S(rs)bc CT+III 4.026 4.533 1.126 ... ...

1i = break located within bar, o = break located outside bar, CT= classical truncation,
AB = apparent/asymmetric break, OLR = break coincident with outer Lindblad resonance
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galaxies is rarely associated with a bar. This should not necessarily be interpreted as sug-

gesting that a bar has little effect on these galaxies’ outskirts though, as a significant fraction

of our Type II sub-sample bears morphological features which are consistent with previous

bar activity (i.e. rings, lenses). Moreover, many of the latter systems exhibit U-shaped age

profiles. The detailed profile classifications in Table 5.4 were determined following PT06’s

and Er08’s scheme, whereby the designations “i” and “o” refer to the break occurring in-

terior or exterior to the bar (if present), while “AB” and “OLR”indicate whether the break

is related to either strongm = 1 outer-disk asymmetries or an outer Lindblad resonance

(i.e. ring), respectively. If both the “AB” and “OLR” designations may be ruled out for

any given galaxy, it is deemed to possess a classical truncation (“CT”)7. The detailed clas-

sifications for our Type IIs show that this phenomenon withinthe cluster environment is

most often attributed to an asymmetry in the disk (fAB = 0.5), while classical truncations

account for just under a third (fCT = 0.33) of the Type II breaks we detect. The distribution

of detailed Type II classes amongst Virgo disks also appearsto be at odds with observations

for field disks (albeit for late-type morphologies alone), for which most Type II breaks rep-

resent classical truncations (fCT = 0.5), followed by disk asymmetries and resonances in

roughly equal proportions (fAB/OLR = 0.2; PT06). This discrepancy, however, may also be

accounted for by the nature of our sample since cluster galaxies have likely suffered tidal

interactions more often throughout their evolution than field galaxies (and would therefore

host asymmetric disks), which is to suggest that dense galaxy environments preferentially

favour the development of different Type II classes (unlikefindings for field spirals).

For those Type II galaxies in our sub-sample which exhibit U-shaped age profiles, we

7It should be noted that the Type II classification scheme created by PT06 and Er08 was intended to
provide a framework under which the origin(s) of such galaxies could be understood; that is, it is largely
hypothetical. For instance, whether the breaks in Type II-o.OLR disks actually occur at their outer Lindblad
resonances has yet to be explictly demonstrated vis-á-vis measurements of bar pattern speeds. Thus our
detailed classifications of the breaks in Virgo Type IIs should be interpreted with caution.
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wish to compare the locations of their age minima against those of their breaks, given

that simulations of Type II-CT disks in the field suggest that these locations should coin-

cide (i.e. the luminosity profile break and age profile inversion phenomena are causally-

connected). We plot in Figure 5.7 the bivariate distribution of rMin against rBrk for the eight

Virgo Type IIs which exhibit statistically-significant ageminima, where the dashed line is

a one-to-one relation. For simplicity, we have plotted the two sets of locations in terms of

these galaxies’H-band effective radii. The points are coloured according togalaxy mor-

phologies (orange = Sa−Sbc, green = Sc−Sm, blue = Im), while the point types correspond

to detailed Type II classifications (triangle = i, circle = CT,square = AB, cross = OLR),

with open and solid points denoting barred and unbarred systems, respectively.

Fig. 5.7 shows a clear correlation between the breaks and ageminima locations for Type

II galaxies in the Virgo cluster. A bootstrap linear fit to thedata yields a Pearson correlation

coefficient ofr = +0.92 and a slope of +1.59± 0.30. The existence of such a correlation,

never reported before, expands on results from Type-II CT disk formation simulations by

suggesting that U-shaped age profiles accompany the formation of all manner of Type II

breaks in disk galaxies, particularly those whose breaks are associated with either a bar

or disk asymmetry (which drive the observed correlation). Whether all classes of Type II

disks follow a unified rMin-rBrk correlation is an issue to be explored further by models and

observations aimed at a global understanding of the Type II phenomenon. For instance, it

will be of interest to explore why the observed correlation is not one-to-one (the best-fit

slope differs from unity at the 2σ level). Does the fact that rMin falls either within or outside

of rBrk for most of the eight galaxies plotted in Fig. 5.7 signal thatsome new mechanisms

must be accounted for in future simulations? In this sense, it is noteworthy that Yoachim

et al. (2012) find that two of their three U-shaped age profile detections have the minima
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Figure 5.7: Location of age profile minima (rMin) versus location of luminosity profile
breaks (rBrk) for those Virgo Type II galaxies exhibiting age profile inversions. Both radii
are scaled in terms of the galaxies’H-band effective radii (re). The dashed line marks
the 1:1 correlation. The data points are coloured accordingto the galaxies’ morphologies
(Sa−Sbc = orange, Sc−Sm = green, Im = blue), while the point types reflect the Type II
class (triangle = i, circle = CT, square = o-AB, cross = o-OLR). The Pearson correlation
coefficient, rms dispersion and bootstrap linear fit slope (red line) are also provided.
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occuring well inside of these galaxies’ correspondingType II-CTbreaks. Conversely, the

one Type II-CT from our sample which appears in Fig. 5.7 lies almost directly on top of

the 1:1 lime, as found in simulations of this particular TypeII class.

The existence of an rMin-rBrk correlation amongst all Virgo Type II disks suggests that

a common physical mechanism is responsible for both phenomena in any given Type II

galaxy. In the case of classical truncations, R08 argued thatthe break in their simulated

Type II disk resulted from the combination of angular momentum conservation within the

collapsing gas cloud, an assumed surface density thresholdfor star formation and resonant

scattering of stars to radii beyond the truncation of the galaxy’s star-forming disk. Since

older stars would have more time to diffuse to greater distances than younger ones, R08

naturally found that the break in their galaxy coincided with an inversion in its age profile.

On the other hand, while very similar mechanisms were considered in SB09’s simulation,

these authors offered another explanation for the origin oftheir galaxy’s break, whereby

the rapid decline in star formation beyond the break radius (also seen in R08) was due to

the onset of a warp in the gas disk rather than angular momentum conservation (as in R08).

Although radial migrations still deposited a significant number of stars beyond the break

in SB09’s simulation, these authors identified that the age minimum in their simulated

galaxy was robust to whether radial migrations are invoked or not. Unfortunately, we could

not assess with our data the level at which radial migrationscontribute to the rMin-rBrk

correlation reported here since each of the recent simulations of Type II disk formation

predict U-shaped age profiles within them and have only addressed the case of classical

truncations thus far.

While ours is not the first report of a connection between Type II breaks and U-shaped

age profiles, we have found evidence to suggest that this connection extends toall classes
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of Type IIs (not just Type II-CTs) through explicit age determinations. To our knowledge,

the only previous detections of U-shaped age profiles in TypeIIs are from Yoachim et

al. (2010, 2012). Other previous similar age gradient studies of disk galaxies either only

treated one galaxy at a time (de Jong et al., 2007; Williams etal., 2009; Barker et al., 2011;

Radburn-Smith et al., 2012) or were hampered by signal-to-noise constraints and uncertain

age determinations (due to the age-metallicity degeneracyat optical wavelengths, which is

lifted by use of near-infrared fluxes, as we have done here) (Azzollini et al., 2008; Bakos

et al., 2008).

If the observed rMin-rBrk correlation among Virgo Type IIs truly indicates that the for-

mation of Type II breaks and U-shaped age profiles is causallyconnected, then the paucity

of age minima reported in Table 5.4 clearly demands an explanation (positive, flat and

negative gradients describe the age profiles for 36%, 14% and14% of our Type II sub-

sample, respectively). This absence is most acutely noticed amongst the seven Type II-CTs

in our sub-sample since U-shaped age profiles seem to be a robust prediction from the

multiple simulations of these galaxies’ formation performed thus far, yet we find such a

profile in only one of these systems (VCC 0865). Of course, our comparison could be

flawed by the fact that those simulations all addressed Type II-CT formation within the

field, while the environment in which our cluster galaxies reside likely plays a significant

role in their evolution. It is however worth recalling that in their stellar population analysis

of field Type IIs, Yoachim et al. (2012) found that three of their six systems also lack U-

shaped age profiles. These two arguments then suggest that some mechanism(s) (perhaps

environmentally-triggered; e.g. harassment) either inhibit the formation of, or erase the age

minima within, all Type II classes. For instance, the age profiles for five of the eight Virgo

Type IIs exhibiting positive age gradients (VCC 0522, 0945, 1126, 1726 and 2058) are
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fairly flat in their interiors but climb to relatively old ages in their outskirts; perhaps these

galaxies’ age profiles once more closely resembled that of VCC1987 (Fig. 5.6). Therefore,

two fundamental issues for the future exploration of Type IIformation models prevail: (i)

whether U-shaped age profiles are expected in all Type II galaxy classes, and (ii) under

what conditions are such age profiles prevented or simply erased?

5.4.3 Type IIIs

The mean stellar age profiles for the remaining disk galaxy type in our sample, the Type IIIs

(of which we have 22), are shown in Figure 5.8. Unfortunately, since Type III breaks typ-

ically occur at low surface brightnesses (∼27-28 mag arcsec−2), our age profiles for these

galaxies often fail to extend to, or much beyond, their breakradii. Still, over the radial

extent probed by their age profiles, we find that (similar to the case of our Type II sub-

sample) Virgo Type IIIs are described by a variety of age gradients: 23% are flat, 32% are

positive, 18% are negative and 27% are U-shaped (Table 5.6);the inner and outer gradients

measured for those galaxies having U-shaped age profiles arelisted in Table 5.2, while the

break and age inversion radii (where applicable) for our entire Type III sub-sample can be

found in Table 5.5. Given that hydrodynamical simulations of Type III disk formation are

scant (Younger et al. 2007; and predictions of their stellarpopulation properties are sorely

lacking), the only possible extrapolation to our observations is that a variety of age gradi-

ents likely implies a corresponding variety of formation channels. It will be of interest to

see whether future Type III disk formation models can reproduce our observed age gradi-

ent distribution and if environmentally-triggered processes (e.g. harassment) are needed to

achieve such an agreement.

Arguably the most interesting result to come out of our inspection of the age profiles for
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Figure 5.8: As in Fig. 5.5 but for Virgo Type III galaxies and now the ranges along the
horizontal axes match those used in the corresponding panels of Fig. 5.4. The location of
the break for each galaxy is marked by the orange vertical line in each panel.
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Table 5.5. Morphologies, effective radii, break radii and age minimum radii (when
present) for Virgo cluster Type III galaxies.

VCC Hubble re rBrk rMin

ID type (kpc) (kpc) (re) (kpc) (re)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0483 S(rs)c 3.551 9.885 2.784 4.176 1.176
0692 SB(rs)ab 2.372 4.943 2.083 2.984 1.258
0809 Sdm 2.252 5.769 2.562 ... ...
0912 SB(rs)ab 2.461 12.356 5.022 1.942 0.789
1110 S(s)ab 3.955 20.605 5.209 ... ...
1326 SB(s)a 2.084 4.531 2.174 ... ...
1358 Sa 1.188 3.709 3.121 ... ...
1379 SAB(s)d 3.260 8.238 2.527 3.818 1.171
1393 SBcd 1.742 4.121 2.365 ... ...
1479 SB(rs)ab 1.839 4.119 2.240 ... ...
1486 SAB(s)b 0.900 4.121 4.579 ... ...
1575 IBm 2.143 2.883 1.346 0.568 0.265
1615 SB(rs)b 5.427 16.484 3.037 ... ...
1686 IBm 2.750 9.061 3.295 1.485 0.540
1727 SAB(rs)b 4.563 18.123 3.972 ... ...
1757 SAB(s)a 1.614 5.766 3.573 ... ...
1811 SAB(rs)b 1.562 4.119 2.637 2.188 1.401
1972 SAB(rs)c 7.806 6.181 0.792 ... ...
2012 Scd 2.416 5.766 2.387 3.214 1.330
2023 Sc 2.663 4.533 1.702 ... ...
2042 SABd 1.930 2.059 1.067 ... ...
2070 S(s)ab 2.742 9.066 3.306 ... ...
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Table 5.6. Age gradient distributions for Virgo cluster disk galaxies.

Type Age gradient fraction (%)
Flat Positive Negative U-shaped

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

I 0.40 0.35 0.10 0.15
II 0.14 0.36 0.14 0.36
III 0.23 0.32 0.09 0.36

Virgo Type IIIs is that a significant fraction (27%) of them exhibit statistically-significant

U-shapes, akin to those seen in formation models of Type II-CTdisks. In this case, how-

ever, we find that the minima systematically occur well inside these galaxies’ breaks, as

judged from the locations of the orange (breaks) and blue (minima) lines in Fig. 5.8. This

agrees with Bakos et al. (2008) who found that the stacked (optical) colour profile for Type

IIIs in the field exhibits an inversion at roughly half the distance to their break radii. As for

our Type Is and IIs, we verified (through bootstrap linear fits) that each of proposed minima

in our Type III sub-sample were defined by statistically-meaningful negative and positive

age gradients leading into and out of them, respectively (Table 5.2).

Since simulations of Type II-CT formation suggest that radial migrations foster U-

shaped age profiles within these galaxies, we might speculate that a similar process is

responsible for such profiles within Type III disks. In fact,Younger et al. (2007) have

shown that a Type III luminosity profile could be produced through a minor merger onto

a gas-rich disk, whereby the stars found beyond the remnant’s break come predominantly

from the progenitor disk. Thus, the merger event effectively incites a migration of stars

from the inner regions of the progenitor to the outer regionsof the remnant. Assuming the

progenitor forms inside-out, this migratory process should raise the mean age of stars in

the remnant’s outskirts, thus giving rise to a U-shaped age profile. A minor merger origin
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for Type III disks is further supported by the observation that five of the six Virgo Type

IIIs exhibiting U-shaped age profiles also host bars, a phenomenon well known to be cre-

ated, at least in part, by the pericenter passages of dwarf satellites. Furthermore, dynamical

simulations of barred galaxies have revealed that an age minimum should appear in the

vicinity of the bar’s ultra-harmonic and outer Lindblad resonances (Wozniak, 2007). The

bars in these Virgo Type IIIs may then have played a key role indriving the radial migra-

tions that we suspect were a principal component of their formation and might also explain

why their age minima are found well into their interior regions. Despite our best efforts

though, understanding these observations would clearly benefit from more extensive Type

III formation models.

5.4.4 The role of environment in disk galaxy evolution

The data-model comparisons carried out in each of the three previous sections all point to

the common interpretation that the evolution of disk galaxies is likely very different in field

and cluster environments. While this idea is already well ingrained, our comparisons of

the mean stellar age profiles for all types of Virgo disk galaxies against predictions from

hydrodynamic simulations for field galaxies (and along withthe fractions of each disk Type

as a function of environment; §5.3) further bolster this claim.

Our argument can be extended with a plot in Fig. 5.9 of the differential distribution

of (projected) cluster-centric radii for our entire Virgo disk galaxy sample, where galaxies

have been binned and coloured according to their age gradients (flat, positive, negative,

U-shaped). The point types represent their luminosity profiles shape: Type I, II, III. The

coloured vertical lines correspond to the median value of each distribution. Despite global

projection effects, Fig. 5.9 shows that Virgo cluster galaxies with flat and positive age
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gradients are located preferentially closer to the clustercenter than those with negative and

U-shaped gradients. Given our expectations that, in the field, Type I disks would harbour

negative age gradients and Type II and III disks would have U-shaped gradients, a simple

overall explanation is that all of these galaxies initiallyformed like their field counterparts,

but upon entering the cluster, their (local) environments transformed their age gradients into

flat and/or positive ones. Conceptually speaking, such a transformation could be induced

by ram pressure stripping and harassment; processes which would conceivably quench the

star formation in these galaxies’ outer disks (thereby raising the mean stellar age there)

and radially mix the stellar populations throughout their disks (thereby flattening any pre-

existing gradients). In order to better understand the observations presented here though,

environmentally-driven processes must be considered in future simulations of disk galaxy

formation. Moreover, the observational case for a cluster-centric radial dependence of age

gradients in disk galaxies could be improved (or disproved as the case may be) with deep,

multi-band imaging for a larger sample of cluster galaxies with more accurate distances

(Ferrarese et al., 2012).

5.5 Summary

We have analysed the luminosity and mean stellar age profilesfor a complete, magnitude-

limited sample of disk galaxies drawn from the Virgo clusterand shown that each of the

three major disk galaxy types in this cluster can harbour statistically-meaningful inversions

(“U-shapes”) in their age profiles, akin to those predicted by recent high-resolution simu-

lations of Type II disk galaxy formation in the field (Roškar etal., 2008; Martínez-Serrano

et al., 2009; Sánchez-Blázquez et al., 2009). Since the inversions found in the simulated

galaxies were formed, in part, by radial migrations of disk stars (and lacking guidance from
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Figure 5.9: Differential distribution of (projected) cluster-centric radii for our Virgo disk
galaxy sample. Galaxies have been binned and coloured according to their age gradients
(flat = black, positive = red, negative = blue, U-shaped = green). The point types refer
to their luminosity profile shapes (Type I = triangle, II = star, III = circle). The coloured
vertical lines locate the median values of the four distributions.
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simulations of cluster galaxies), we speculate that stellar migrations are a generic feature

of galaxy formation, independent of both the disk galaxy type and the particular agent by

which migrations are achieved (i.e. bar, spiral arm, satellite). However, the fact that all of

our cluster disk galaxiess, most notably six of our seven classically-truncated Type IIs (as

well as disks found infield environments; Yoachim et al. 2012), do not exhibit inversions

in their age profiles and given the reduced fraction of Type IIsystems in the Virgo cluster

relative to the field, suggests that the significance of stellar migrations is likely sensitive to

other prominent factors involved in galaxy evolution, suchas environmentally-driven pro-

cesses in clusters (e.g. harassment). Equally interestingis that, in the absence of U-shaped

age profiles, most of our galaxies are described by age profiles having either flat or positive

gradients, as opposed to the negative gradients generically predicted by formation mod-

els of exponential disks. We still interpret this observation as supporting a picture of disk

galaxy evolution where environment plays a principal role.

We have also shown that, for those Type II cluster galaxies inour sample which exhibit

significant inversions in their age profiles, the locations of their luminosity profile breaks

and age minima are correlated. This finding tentatively confirms the predictions of simula-

tions of classically-truncated Type IIs (Roškar et al., 2008; Martínez-Serrano et al., 2009;

Sánchez-Blázquez et al., 2009) and sets the stage for furthersimulation work since the

above correlation suggests that process(es) causingall manners of Type II breaks in disk

galaxies would also generate inverted age profiles. However, while the simulations imply

a direct (1:1) correspondence between the light profile break and age inversion radii, we

find a significantly steeper slope (1.6±0.3) for those two parameters. This result may in-

dicate additional physics at play in the age profile inversion phenomenon or simply reflect

some uncertainty in our (visual) assessment of those breaksand/or minima. Still, although
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our hypothesis for aunified“light profile break-age profile inversion” correlation amongst

all Type II disks is new, it complements previous findings of age inversions inclassically-

truncatedType IIs well inside of their respective breaks.

Our results on the stellar populations of all three disk galaxy types within the cluster

environment pose a challenge to current galaxy formation models, which we are likely

explained by environmentally-induced evolutionary processes still missing in such models.

In particular, future models may possibly reproduce the distribution of disk galaxy types

and the respective mixture of age gradients in cluster galaxies once effects like ram pressure

stripping and harassment have been accounted for.

In an Appendix, we concur with Erwin et al. (2012) that Type IIbreaks are seemingly

absent in cluster S0 galaxies. We also view many of their TypeIII classifications as either

singlen> 1 Sérsic profiles, bona fide disk upturns or Type I disk systemswith a faint stellar

halo. The latter ought to be routinely detected in galaxy images reaching belowµi ≃ 27

mag arcsec−2, as in M31 (Courteau et al., 2011).



Chapter 6

Measuring galaxian stellar masses

6.1 Preamble

The final thrust of this thesis concerns an analysis of the stellar mass properties of a broad

collection of galaxies from the nearby Universe. To this end, we expand on the discussion

of §2.4 and here explore two main approaches towards the measurement of stellar masses

in galaxies. Our goal is to obtain estimates of the systematic biases that affectM∗ mea-

surements owing to the: (i) choice and implementation of SPSmodel, (ii) fitting technique

plus SED sampling, and (iii) the number of spatial dimensions over which one adds up the

mass. These estimates will be crucial for evaluating the robustness of the results presented

in §7 since they dominate the error budget for galaxy samplescharacterized by accurate

distances and photometry, such as ours for the Virgo cluster. Another systematic which

underpinsM∗ estimates is the choice of IMF, although its effect (while significant at the

∼0.3 dex) is well understood in most situations (Longhetti & Saracco, 2009). For other

more detailed treatises on the nuances of measuring galaxian stellar masses, see Conroy

(2013) and Courteau et al. (submitted).

168
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We elaborate the role that each of the above factors may play in determiningM∗ in

§6.3.1-6.3.3 below. First though, we describe our preferred method for determining stellar

masses of galaxies.

6.2 Methodology

Fundamentally, the computation ofM∗ hinges on an assumed stellar mass-to-light ratio

within some photometric band,X (M∗/LX). This ratio may be obtained through a vari-

ety of methods, the second of which was already introduced in§2.4: (i) maximal-disk

fits (e.g. van Albada & Sancisi, 1986), (ii) calibrations ofM∗/LX versus colour (e.g. Bell

et al., 2003), or (iii) SED modelling. We adopt a variation ofthe second method, of our

own design, considering its computational efficiency when many resolution elements are

involved (as is the case here; §6.3.3) and the fact that existing maximal-disk transforma-

tions have only been characterized in terms of the Johnson-Cousins bands (Bell & de Jong,

2001). The second method works by literally assigning to a resolution element of interest

theM∗/LX value, plus some measure of its uncertainty, for the point along the MLCC that

is closest to the measured colour (see Figure 6.3). Unlike previous works based on MLCCs

like those of Bell et al. though, we do not exclude any of the colour information available

to usa priori. Thus, if imaging inN photometric bands is available for some galaxy, we

consider up toN(N-1)/2 MLCCs in measuring itsM∗. Although the number of computa-

tions per resolution element with this method scales asN2, the actual computational time

required is consiberably shorter than that for a brute-force frequentist or Bayesian approach

once the parameter space reaches a modest size.
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Since we aim to measure the stellar masses of galaxies spreadover wide ranges of phys-

ical properties (i.e. dwarfs to giant spirals/ellipticals), our MLCCs must necessarily encom-

pass a variety of stellar populations for us to trust the accuracy of the derivedM∗/LX values.

Recall from §2.2 that the principal unknowns which governM∗/LX in most bandpasses are

the IMF, SFH, Z and reddening of the stellar population. Therefore, to build our calibra-

tions we require an extensive library of model stellar populations that encloses a significant,

yet plausible, volume in this parameter space. The MAGPHYS library (Multi-wavelength

Analysis ofGalaxyPHYSical Properties; da Cunha et al., 2008) is aptly suited to our sit-

uation. This library represents an amalgamation of 50,000 randomly-generated stellar and

dust emission SEDs that can be self-consistently linked (using the accompanying software)

to interpret photometric observations from UV to sub-millimetre (sub-mm) wavelengths in

terms of the physical properties of a galaxy’s stellar populations and ISM. The stellar SEDs

can be computed using either the BC03 SPS model or the (as yet unpublished) 2007 version

thereof (CB07), while that of the dust is treated in accordancewith the models of da Cunha

et al. (2008). Attenuation and reddening of the stellar SEDs, which is assumed to solely

power the dust emission, is handled through the Charlot & Fall(2000) two-component

prescription for dust in molecular clouds and the ambient ISM. Since the present work is

not concerned with the detailed ISM properties of our galaxies, we omit the dust emis-

sion component of the MAGPHYS library. Our calibrations arehenceforth restricted to the

UV through NIR wavelength interval, the region of galaxian SEDs mostly dominated by

starlight1. This restriction comfortably encloses the extent of the observational constraints

available to us at the moment (i.e.grizH photometry).

The use of MLCCs in measuring galaxian stellar masses naturally leads to system-

atic biases due to the prior distributions of model parameters that have been assumed (e.g.

1We assume that “contaminating” emission from dust sets in around 2.5µm.
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Taylor et al., 2011). These biases can easily complicate theinterpretation of one’s results

and comparison with related works, if not appreciated. As mentioned above, the MAG-

PHYS library was designed to populate a large volume of the parameter space that con-

ceivably encompasses all possible stellar populations. Specifically, the library combines

SEDs corresponding to a wide variety of SFHs, metallicitiesand dust attenuations. The

SFHs are described by five parameters: the start time (t f orm) and exponential decay rate

(γ) of continuous star formation, and the ages (tburst), durations (δt) and strengths (fburst) of

superimposed bursts. The parameterst f orm, tburst andδt are uniformly distributed over their

respective intervals (0.1-13.5, 0-t f orm and 0.03-0.3 Gyr),fburst is logarithmically distributed

between 0.03 and 4.00 andγ is distributed over 0-1 Gyr−1 following the function 1.0 -

tanh(8.0γ - 6.0)2. Note thatfburst is defined as the fraction of mass formed in a given burst

relative to that by the continuous component of the SFH, suchthat the MAGPHYS SEDs

are not normalized to unitM∗. Furthermore, the distribution oftburst is not truly uniform

since it is imposed that half of the models have experienced aburst of star formation in the

past 2 Gyr.

The two components of the dust attenuation model adopted forthe MAGPHYS library

are described by two parameters: the total optical depth towards young stars (i.e. younger

than 0.01 Gyr;τV) and the fractional contribution of ambient dust to that optical depth (µ).

These parameters are distributed according to the functions 1.0 - tanh(1.5τV - 6.7) [τV = 0-

6] and 1.0 - tanh(8.0µ - 6.0) [µ = 0-1], respectively. Lastly, the metallicities underlying the

MAGPHYS SEDs are uniformly distributed between 0.02 and 2.00 times the solar value

(for reference,Z⊙ = 0.02).

The prior distributions for the majority of parameters thatcharacterize the (reddened)

2The use of hyperbolic functions in the MAGPHYS priors is not clearly motivated by its authors other
than it allows for a rapid yet smooth decline in probability density towards high values of the parameters
concerned; see Figure 6.1
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stellar SEDs in the MAGPHYS library are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Given the flat priors on

t f orm and logfburst, and that half of the models had a recent burst of star formation, we might

expect that theM∗/LX’s predicted by our calibrations would be biased lower at anycolour

than those based on similar work, but different assumptions, by other groups. Moreover,

the forms of the distributions forγ, τV andµ imply that the frequencies of very old and/or

extremely-dusty stellar populations in the MAGPHYS library are significantly lower than if

flat priors had been assumed for these parameters. The effectof these distributions should

be to enhance the bias introduced by the assumptions about the MAGPHYS SFHs. Despite

these caveats, it must be appreciated that the MAGPHYS SEDs cover a very a large param-

eter space and thus reflect our ignorance of the stellar populations that inhabit the galaxies

we plan to study. Further discussion of the priors underlying the MAGPHYS library can

be found in da Cunha et al. (2008).

Leaving potential biases aside, it is of interest to test theintrinsic accuracy of galaxian

stellar mass recovery by the MAGPHYS package (library plus fitting software). Specifi-

cally, we would like to gauge the effects that noise and SED sampling have on this process.

Through the use of mock datasets, da Cunha et al. (2008) were able to recover input stellar

masses with very high fidelity in the case of an exquisitely sampled SED (UV through sub-

mm fluxes) and a fixed uncertainty of 10% in each bandpass. The authors also applied their

package to the integrated SEDs of three galaxies (NGC 0337, 3521; Mrk 33), claiming

that the measuredM∗ remained relatively robust for two of them as UV, Balmer, far-IR and

sub-mm fluxes were iteratively excluded from consideration. These two findings, however,

seemed to be reached on mostly qualitative grounds. Furthermore, they do not provide

clear estimates for the expected accuracy of theirM∗ determinations if the only available

observations include optical plus NIR fluxes, which is the situation that concerns us.
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Figure 6.1: Prior distributions for seven of the eight parameters used to characterize the
50,000 (attenuated) stellar spectral energy distributions (SEDs) that comprise the MAG-
PHYS library (da Cunha et al., 2008). Distributions are shownfor the start time (t f orm;
top-left) and decay rate (γ; top-middle) of the continuous component of the SFH,Z (top-
right), age (tburst; middle-left) and strength (fburst; middle-right) of bursts of star formation,
and the total optical depth (τV ; bottom-left) towards young stars and the fraction thereof
contributed by ambient dust (µ; bottom-right). The black lines shown in the panels for
γ, τV andµ correspond to the underlying distributions from which these parameters were
drawn.
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To improve upon this, we have conducted our own mock galaxy tests of the MAGPHYS

package, based on its own models, for different noise levelsand filter combinations. For

any one test, 100 SEDs from the MAGPHYS library were selectedat random and had

their fluxes within the filters of interest perturbed by Gaussian noise of a fixed percentage.

Stellar masses were then measured from these perturbed SEDsusing the Bayesian analysis

software supplied with the MAGPHYS package. In Figure 6.2 wedemonstrate the accuracy

to which we can expect the MAGPHYS library to measure galaxies’ stellar masses. Results

are shown for four cases: (i) SED perturbed by 10% noise and sampled with the GALEX3

FUV andNUV, SDSSugriz and 2MASSH filters; (ii) as in (i) but with 5% noise; (iii)

as in (ii) but with sampling restricted to theg, r, i and H filters; and (iv) as in (ii) but

with sampling restricted to theg and i filters. Cases (i) and (ii) in Fig. 6.2 are meant to

reflect what can be achieved with a well-sampled stellar SED.Conversely, cases (iii) and

(iv) match the data available to us from the SHIVir survey. These latter cases exclude

z−band fluxes since, in practice, they are typically compromised by low signal-to-noise

ratios (S/N) and/or poor sky subtraction. Case (iv) examines the impact of removingr−

andH−band data as well, on account of the former being susceptibleto Hα contamination

and the latter being dominated by galaxies’ high surface brightness regions.

In all cases, we find that the masses recovered by MAGPHYS cluster about the 1:1

relation with a comparable scatter (σ ∼ 0.2 dex). Assuming the MAGPHYS library is

representative of real galaxies, we may optimistically conclude that stellar masses can be

measured to within a random error of 40% based on eithergriH or gi photometry alone

and a uniform flux error of 5% (i.e.S/N = 20;σm = 0.05 mag). For any given colour, this

level of error translates to a range of∼0.10 mag. This tolerance will play a key role in the

construction of our MLCCs, which we now describe.

3GalaxyEvolution Explorer, a space-based UV observatory (http://www.galex.caltech.edu/)
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Figure 6.2: Recovery of stellar mass (M∗) by the MAGPHYS package based on its own
model SEDs, subject to various combinations of observational constraints and signal-to-
noise conditions. The top two panels show the recovery in thecase where SEDs are well-
sampled from ultraviolet (UV) to NIR wavelengths and the noise per filter flux is at the 10%
(left) or 5% (right) level. The bottom two panels deal with the case of uniform 5%noise
per filter flux, but with the SED sampling reduced to optical-NIR (griH ; left) or optical (gi;
right) wavelengths alone. In all cases, we find that the distribution of recoveredM∗ scatters
about equality (dashed line) with a scatter (σ) roughly equal to 0.2 dex.
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For any choice ofM∗/LX and colour, we calibrate the relation between these two vari-

ables with the CB07 version of the MAGPHYS library in the following way. First, the

M∗/LX and colour of interest is computed for each one of the 50,000 SEDs in the library.

Second, those SEDs are binned using said colour in bins of width 0.10 mag. Third, the

median and 16th and 84th percentiles of theM∗/LX distribution in each colour bin are

calculated. We interpret the latter two quantities as a measure of the±1σ uncertainty

in M∗/LX for that bin. This three-step procedure yieldsM∗/LX as a function of colour

which can then be compared to measured colours in order to derive M∗ estimates for whole

galaxies and profiles or two-dimensional maps of stellar surface mass density (Σ∗) within

galaxies (§6.3.3).

The procedure outlined above may be used to derive MLCCs for anynumber of desired

colours. For the case of the SHIVir (grizH) data, we may use up to 10 colours simultane-

ously to obtain an equal number of (unique)M∗/LX estimates per resolution element. An

illustration of this method is provided in Fig. 6.3 in terms of the integratedgriH magni-

tudes for the galaxy VCC 1316. For any resolution element and measured colour, we as-

sign to it the medianM∗/LX from the corresponding MLCC. The uncertainty in this “fitted”

M∗/LX corresponds to the 16th and 84th percentiles of the model colour bin(s) in which the

±1σ bounds on the measured colour fall. This approach slightly inflates the uncertainties

on mass-to-light ratios for colours that do not lie at the midpoints of their pre-assigned bins.

In most cases though, our conservative random error estimates fall well below the level of

systematic error that affectM∗/LX determinations (§6.3). Finally, when using more than

one colour to constrain theM∗/LX for a resolution element, we combine the individual

values using a weighted average, where the weights are selected to be half of the 16-84th
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percentile interval. Use of a weighted average is appropriate as it will reduce the contribu-

tion of values determined from colours that are poor discriminants ofM∗/LX (e.g.i − z).

Having described in some detail our method for obtainingM∗ estimates (and the random

errors associated therewith), we may now turn to a discussion of the different sources of

systematic errors affecting it and their respective degrees.

6.3 Systematics

As alluded to in the preamble (§6.1), the systematics involved in measuringM∗ for galaxies

are a significant, if not dominant, source of uncertainty. This is especially true in the case

of well-resolved, nearby galaxies, where accuracies on luminosities may reach as low as

∼0.05 mag. Given this, we examine in the following three sub-sections the degree of

systematic error that can be expected due to: (i) the choice of SPS model and its particular

implementation, (ii) the sampling of the measured SED plus the technique used to fit it,

and (iii) the number of spatial dimensions used to model the total stellar mass of a galaxy.

Our goal is to achieve arobust, quantitativeestimate of the cumulative total of these three

sources of bias. A detailed investigation of the nature of each source to the problem of

constrainingM∗ however lies beyond the scope of this thesis.

6.3.1 Stellar population synthesis model and priors

The first source of systematic bias affectingM∗ measurements that we consider is the choice

of SPS model and its implementation. With exception of maximal disk fits, SPS models

offer the only avenue for directly connecting the colour(s)of a stellar population to its

mass-to-light ratio (and thusM∗). This connection is forged through the sensitivity of
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Figure 6.3: Variation in medianM∗/Li as a function of several optical (g− r, g− i, r − i) and
optical-NIR (g− H, r − H, i − H) colours (solid lines). These trends were computed using
the MAGPHYS stellar SED library derived from the updated version of the BC03 SPS
model (CB07). The dashed lines in each panel trace out the 16th and 84th percentiles of the
distribution of models within colour bins of width 0.10 mag.The error bars represent the
suite ofM∗/Li values we would obtain for the Virgo cluster galaxy VCC 1316 (M87) based
on each one of its measured colours. Their sizes correspond to conservative estimates of
the 16-84th range on eachM∗/Li value given the uncertainties on the colours.M∗/Li values
are expressed in solar units.
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both variables to the age, metallicity and reddening of saidpopulation. Any ingredient

of SPS models or how the models are actually invoked which impacts the relationship

between colour and age, metallicity and/or reddening, therefore creates the potential for

systematic differences in model predictions ofM∗. Here we attempt to quantify the size of

this difference as it applies to various MLCCs by ourselves andother groups.

As discussed in §2, the fundamental ingredients upon which SPS models are built in-

clude the IMF, a library of stellar spectra and isochrone tracks. Since differences between

most popular characterizations of the IMF can be phrased in terms of the fraction of mass

locked up in low-mass stars (M < 1.0 M⊙), a change in the assumed IMF will largely af-

fect theM∗ of a population whileLX remains virtually invariant. IMF variations between

models then amount to multiplicative offsets to the mass-to-light ratios predicted for any

colour. The choice of input spectra could conceivably affect M∗/LX determinations through

differences in the broad SED shapes assigned by empirical ortheoretical libraries to stars

of similar atmospheric parameters. For old, metal-rich populations, Maraston & Ström-

bäck (2011) demonstrated that such differences could altercolour predictions at optical

wavelengths (e.g.B−V) by as much as 0.05 mag. Their Figures 14 and 20 also show a

similar effect for colours that span the optical-NIR domain(e.g.V − K), but a quantitative

assessment was not provided. Although these findings suggest a systematic dependence of

M∗/LX on the stellar library ingredient, we regard it as secondary(and certainly beyond

our control at the moment) and shall not be investigated further.

The treatment of stellar evolution in SPS models and its systematic effect onM∗/LX pre-

dictions has been much debated for the better part of a decadenow. Changes to this treat-

ment manifest themselves either directly or indirectly inM∗/LX by changing the luminosi-

ties or colours, respectively, of one or more stages of stellar evolution: main sequence
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turn-off, red giant branch, horizontal branch and asymptotic giant branch. The NIR lumi-

nosity of TP-AGB stars arguably remains the most vexing issue in this regard since it has

been shown to changeM∗ estimates of star-forming systems by upwards of a factor of two

(Bruzual, 2007). It is beyond the scope of this thesis to review the current uncertainties that

afflict our knowledge of stellar evolution nor how they propagate through SPS models. For

more details, see Conroy (2013) and Courteau et al. (2013;submitted). At the very least,

these uncertainties should be acknowledged, which may be achieved by contrasting the

MLCCs obtained with different SPS models, like those of BC03 and Conroy et al. (2009,

hereafter FSPS).

Generating MLCCs for BC03 is straightforward since the MAGPHYS package already

includes an extensive library of SEDs based on this model (§6.2). Similarly, the base distri-

bution of FSPS includes a suite of Fortran routines that may be used to create a comparable

library for it; indeed, the principal objective of its authors is to grant users near-complete

control of the model’s many input parameters. We have used the FSPS machinery to com-

pute 50,000 SEDs which adhere as much as possible to the priors of MAGPHYS (Fig. 6.1).

Two exceptions to this include the shape of the effective absorption curve for birth cloud

dust and the length of star formation bursts. In MAGPHYS, theoptical depths of ambient

and birth cloud dust are parameterized as power laws in wavelength to different exponents

(-0.7 and -1.3, respectively), while star formation burstscan last anywhere from 0.03-0.3

Gyr. Conversely, both dust components are described by a single power-law relation (albeit

with an adjustable exponent) and bursts occur instantaneously in FSPS.

In addition to their ingredients, how SPS models are actually used to build a particular

MLCC may be just as important from the perspective of systematics. Specifically, the

assumptions made regarding the SFH, chemical evolution anddust contents of the model
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stellar populations will alter the relationships between colour, age, metallicity, reddening

and, by extension,M∗/LX. For instance, a calibration that omits a burst component from

model galaxies’ SFHs will bias the predicted mass-to-lightratios to higher values. To first

order, the effect of model priors may be studied by simply comparing sets of calibrations

against one another. Here we draw on the calibrations of Bell et al. (2003), Zibetti et al.

(2009), Taylor et al. (2011) and Into & Portinari (2013) for this purpose.

In Figure 6.4 we show thei−band MLCCs (expressed in solar units) obtained from the

BC03, CB07 and FSPS models as well as others published by Bell et al.(2003), Zibetti

et al. (2009), Taylor et al. (2011) and Into & Portinari (2013). Each set of calibrations is

plotted for every available colour amongst thegriH filters for which they have been defined.

Of the published calibrations, we have tried to restrict theranges of applicable colours

over which they are plotted to those advocated by their respective authors. An important

distinction about the trends shown in Fig. 6.4 is that those from Bell and Taylor have been

empirically constrained using fits to the integrated optical-NIR SEDs of galaxies from the

SDSS/2MASS (York et al., 2000; Skrutskie et al., 2006) and GAMA (Driver et al., 2011)

surveys, respectively, while all others all purely theoretical. Also, the Bell calibrations have

been reduced in logM∗/Li by 0.15 dex to correct from their choice of a diet-Salpeter IMF

to a Chabrier (2003) IMF. To help quantify differences between the various calibrations at

optical wavelengths, an expanded version of the top-right panel of Fig. 6.4 is provided in

the top panel of Figure 6.5; the bottom panel shows residualswith respect to the MLCC of

Zibetti.

Looking at the panels with optical colours in Fig. 6.4, we first notice that the overall

agreement amongst all curves is best forg− r, then monotonically deteriorates forg− i

andr − i. Despite this trend, we shall focus on the calibrations in terms ofg− i since this
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Figure 6.4: As in Fig. 6.3 but now comparing thei−band CB07 MLCC against similar ones
of our own making [based on either the BC03 or Conroy et al. (2009,FSPS) SPS models]
or ones published by other groups (Bell et al., 2003; Zibetti et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2011;
Into & Portinari, 2013) [Be03, Zi09, Ta11 and IP13, respectively]. The Be03 calibrations
have been reduced by 0.15 dex in logM∗/Li to homogenize the choice of IMF between
curves. The IP13 calibrations are shown for two cases: (i) anexponential star formation
history at several single metallicities (IP13-1), and (ii)the spatially-resolved disk galaxy
models of Portinari et al. (2004, IP13-2).
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colour has the longest baseline of the three, and thus the smallest scatter inM∗/Li per bin.

Referring to Fig. 6.5, we find an excellent match between the CB07and Zi09 curves, which

is not surprising since both sets of calibrations were derived from the MAGPHYS/CB07

library. All other calibrations, except those of Be03 and Ta11, agree better with CB07/Zi09

towards redderg− i (i.e. older and more metal-rich populations), but the improvement for

IP13-1 and -2 is admittedly quite marginal. At worst, these calibrations differ at the∼0.3

dex level. An interesting discrepancy is the variation in slope between the purely theoretical

(BC03, CB07, FSPS, Zi09, IP13) and empirically-constrained (Ta11) calibrations. This

suggests that the former may be an inadequate representation of galaxies’integratedlight,

but by no worse than 0.3 dex with respect to CB07/Zi09. Althoughconstrained by real

data as well, the agreement between the Be03 and all other calibrations in Fig. 6.4 is much

poorer. We attribute this, as others have (Zi09), to Be03’s assumption that strengths of star

formation bursts are limited to no more than 10% by mass. For this reason, we caution

against further use of the Be03 calibrations in any future work.

Although often heralded as crucial for accurate mass-to-light ratio estimates, Fig. 6.4

shows that optical-NIR colours fare no better than do optical ones in this regard. Comparing

the curves for BC03 and CB07, we find that they can differ by as much as 0.3 dex per bin,

similar to Zibetti et al. (2009). Since the CB07 SPS model assigns a greater NIR flux to

TP-AGB stars than does the BC03 one (Bruzual, 2007), we interpret this difference as the

degree of systematic error inM∗/Li predictions tied to this phase of stellar evolution alone.

The BC03-CB07 discrepancies in Fig. 6.4 for optical-NIR colourspale in comparison

to those between the CB07 and FSPS calibrations, which reach upto 0.6 dex per bin. Al-

though both models rely on the latest set of Padova isochrones (Marigo & Girardi, 2007;
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Figure 6.5: (top) As in Fig. 6.4 but now restricted to theM∗/Li-(g− i) plane. This partic-
ular plane is selected as it is the only one where all known calibrations may be compared
simultaneously. (bottom) Residuals between the various calibrations shown above andthat
of Zi09 [∆ = log M∗/Li(X) - log M∗/Li(Zi09)]. Equality is demarcated by the dashed line.
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BC03
CB07
FSPS

Figure 6.6: As in Fig. 6.4 but now comparing thei−band MLCCs for SSPs of solar metal-
licity from the BC03, CB07 and FSPS SPS models. Similar trends arealso found amongst
these SSPs at lower metallicities (e.g.Z = 0.004).
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Marigo et al., 2008), Figure 6.6 shows that the MLCCs for the CB07 SSP at solar metallic-

ity rapidly diverge to redder optical-NIR colours from those for the BC03 and FSPS SSPs

at an age of∼0.1 Gyr. The CB07 and FSPS relations in terms of these colours remain well-

separated until the SSPs reach∼1.6-1.7 Gyr of age4. This period corresponds precisely to

the ages at which TP-AGB stars are expected to be present within an SSP. Despite this ap-

parent contradiction with respect to the stated ingredients of the FSPS model, its predicted

relations for SSPs track those of either BC03 or CB07 at all times.The discrepancies be-

tween FSPS and CB07 in Fig. 6.4 for optical-NIR colours can thenonly be partly linked to

TP-AGB treatment. We hypothesize that the other contributing factor is the much burstier

nature of the SFHs inherent to the BC03 and CB07 sets of calibrations: the MAGPHYS

BC03/CB07 SEDs have a greater propensity than our FSPS SEDs to have had large frac-

tions of their stellar masses formed in (recent) bursts of star formation. This hypothesis is

consistent with the orientation of the bias, that is, that both the BC03 and CB07 calibrations

predict systematically lowerM∗/Li at all colours. Based on these comparisons, caution is

advised when interpretingM∗ estimates that rely on optical-NIR colours.

6.3.2 Fitting technique and SED sampling

In §6.2, we argued thatgriH andgi photometry can be used, in principal, to measure stellar

masses to an (internal) accuracy of∼0.2 dex. This result was based on explicit fits to

mock SEDs drawn from the MAGPHYS CB07 library. It is of interestthen to see whether

our use of MLCCs alters this result, especially when the numberof available observational

constraints is limited to just a handful of filter fluxes, as isour case. One cause for concern is

that our adopted method is more susceptible than actual SED fits to any potential bias(es) in

4Although Fig. 6.6 only treats the case of solar metallicity,the trends remain similar at low metallicities
(e.g.Z = 0.004)
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the assumed priors (e.g. Taylor et al., 2011). Also, simultaneously consideringall possible

colours available from a set of closely-spaced filters may skew M∗ determinations due to

short-baseline colours that provide weak constraints onM∗/LX.

We first address the issues of fitting technique and SED sampling by revisiting the 100

mock SEDs used to create the upper-right panel of Fig. 6.2. InFigure 6.7 we evaluate the

accuracies ofM∗ values measured from these data through our CB07 calibrationsunder

four different scenarios of SED completeness in relation tothe SHIVir survey (i.e. fluxes

in the grizH, griH , giH andgi bands). For all four scenarios, our method yields masses

for the mock galaxies that, as a population, follow their true values to within∼0.2 dex.

In other words, for galaxies that are well-described by the assumed priors of MAGPHYS,

we can expect the results from our approach to be equally accurate as those from SED

fitting, regardless of the number of constraints available.This correspondence is not all

that surprising though since the SEDs we randomly draw from the MAGPHYS library are,

by their very nature, predisposed to match our calibrations.

Next we examine the effects, if any, that SED sampling has on measuringM∗ for a

sample ofreal galaxies, that is, systems which may not necessarily be well-described by

the MAGPHYS priors. We compare in the top panel of Figure 6.8 the masses derived for

Virgo galaxies using our CB07 calibrations and various combinations of SHIVir photom-

etry. Specifically, we plot masses associated to SEDs sampled with the griH , giH and

gi filters versus those corresponding to the full suite of SHIVir filters (grizH). We now

find that thegi−based masses are, on average, systematically higher than those measured

from thegrizH bands by a factor of two, with a significance of 1.8σ. The tendency of

gi−masses to exceed those based on larger filter combinations was already noted by Taylor

et al. (2011). The bottom panel of Fig. 6.8 shows the distribution of Virgo galaxies in the
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Figure 6.7: (top) Comparison ofM∗ values recovered for mock galaxies via ouri−band
CB07 MLCCs against the known value. The mock galaxies correspondto UV-to-NIR
SEDs drawn from the MAGPHYS CB07 model library that have been perturbed by a uni-
form (5%) amount of noise per filter flux. The comparison is carried out for four unique
combinations of observational constraints across the optical-NIR domain (grizH, griH ,
giH, gi) that mimics our setup with the SHIVir survey. In all cases, the latter scatter about
equality (solid line) at a level of∼0.2 dex. (bottom) Residuals between our recovered
masses and the true values [∆ = log MCal

∗ - True logMtrue
∗ ]. Equality is demarcated by the

dashed line.
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Figure 6.8: (left) As in Fig. 6.7 but comparing masses derived for Virgo galaxies based
on various combinations of photometric constraints from the SHIVir database (griH , giH,
gi) against those corresponding to data from all five availablefilters (grizH). We find a
statistically-significant offset only for the case of thegi−masses; these masses typically
exceed those associated to thegrizH bands by∼0.3 dex. Note∆ = log M∗,x - log M∗,grizH.
(right) M∗/Li versusg− i for Virgo galaxies (from modelling of theirgrizH SEDs) com-
pared to the trend predicted by our associated CB07 calibration. The systematic difference
betweengrizH− andgi−masses results from an apparent bias in the predicted trend towards
higherM∗/Li.

M∗/Li-(g− i) plane against the trend predicted from the associated CB07 calibration, where

the galaxy data were obtained by modelling theirgrizH SEDs. Clearly, the use ofg− i

colours alone would yieldM∗/Li values significantly higher than if we based our masses

on the full SHIVir database, including the availableH−band information.

Contrary to the situation above, theM∗ values obtained from the filter combinations

griH andgiH are only higher, in the mean, than those based ongrizH photometry by 30-

40%. We attribute this shift, which is not statistically significant, to the exclusion of the

i − zcolour from thegriH− andgiH−masses. This colour has a very short baseline (∼1460

Å) and thus accentuates the bias already present in ourM∗/Li values from the CB07 SPS
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model (Fig. 6.4). The fact that all three sets of masses are, on average, formally consistent

with one another suggests thatr− andz−band information may be safely disregarded when

measuring M∗. This freedom would appear most advantageous if one is concerned about

contamination by Hα emission or thatz−band fluxes suffer from lowS/N and poor sky

subtraction.

Finally, we examine the combined effect that the choice of fitting technique and SED

sampling have on our results. Figure 6.9 plotsM∗ values for Virgo galaxies from several

iterations of our calibration method against those yieldedby direct fitting to theirgrizH

SEDs. The iterations amongst the former differ in terms of the number of filter fluxes

considered. We find, somewhat surprisingly, that masses derived fromgi photometry pro-

vide, on average, the best approximation to fits ofgrizH SEDs. giH− andgriH−masses,

although typically lower than the results from direct SED fitting, are statistically consistent

nonetheless, while thegrizH−masses are systematically lower at a significance of 1.3σ.

These findings may seem at odds with those of Taylor et al. (2011), who advocated the use

of SED fitting, but recall that theirM∗ measurements used a different filter combination

(ugriz) than ours. Drawing any conclusions from this discrepancy other than the above

must be mitigated until all observational constraints are homogenized.

6.3.3 Number of spatial dimensions

The last source of potential bias inM∗ estimation that we consider concerns the hypothesis

that galaxian stellar masses are more accurately derived from the integration ofΣ∗ profiles

(“1D”) and/or maps (“2D”). The crux of the hypothesis is thatM∗/LX is allowed to vary

spatially in both approaches, as opposed to simply using a constantM∗/LX to transform

luminosities from isophotal photometry into masses (“0D”). The origin of this hypothesis
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Figure 6.9: (top) Comparison ofM∗ values for Virgo galaxies from our calibration method
versus SED fitting. The former are computed for several combinations of the filter fluxes
available through the SHIVir survey (gi, giH, griH , grizH), while the latter are determined
using thegrizH SEDs of our galaxies and the MAGPHYS package. (bottom) Residuals
between stellar masses fromi−band MLCCs and SED fitting [∆ = log M∗,Cal - log M∗,MAG].
Equality is demarcated by the dashed line.
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can be found in the work of Zibetti et al. (2009), who observedthat the 0D masses of star-

forming galaxies could be lower than their 2D masses by as much as 0.15 dex; conversely,

quiescent galaxies were robust with respect to the number ofdimensions used for their

M∗ estimates. The authors argued that the source of this offsetwas that 0D masses are

light-weighted, and so are susceptible to missing mass that is either outshone by young

populations or shrouded by dust attenuation.

We now aim to see whether Zibetti’s conclusions are supported with a marginally larger

sample of galaxies (12, compared to their 9) that is populated with greater proportions of

early- and late-types. Unfortunately, the computationally intensive nature of this experi-

ment (see §6.3.3) prevented us from including any more galaxies in it. The basic properties

of our 2D sample are listed in Table 6.1. These were selected as representative of typical

nearby galaxies and because they fall within the footprintsof several other imaging surveys

of the Virgo cluster, making them ideal for follow-up studies. The broad range of galaxy

types comprising our 2D sample suggests that our 0DM∗ values for them will incur the full

range of perturbations potentially created by young populations and/or dust attenuation. In

addition to the comparison of 0D and 2D masses, we will examine whether the latter pro-

vide a more faithful representation ofM∗ than a1D approach, where the latter would seem

to be a handy compromise between the factors of accuracy and computational expediency.

In the following two sub-sections, we describe and compare the respective methods by

which we measure the 0D, 1D and 2D masses of our galaxies. In order to homogenize

comparisons of the results from these methods, all of our masses are computed out to

the i−band 23.5 mag arcsec−2 isophotal radius (R23.5,i) using mass-to-light ratios expressed

at those same wavelengths,M∗/Li. These radii are measured from the SHIVir surface

brightness profiles (McDonald et al., 2011). Moreover, Hallet al. (2012) have shown that
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Table 6.1. Bulk properties of Virgo cluster galaxy sub-sample used for 2D mass map
experiment

NGC VCC α2000 δ2000 Morphological Mi C28,i µe,i Re,i
1

ID ID (deg) (deg) type (mag) (mag arcsec−2) (kpc)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

4374 0763 186.2654 12.8869 E1 -22.82 4.849 20.63 4.750
4435 1030 186.9188 13.0789 SB0^0(s) -21.54 5.674 20.92 2.706
4438 1043 186.9400 13.0089 SA0/a(s) p? -21.77 6.268 22.26 5.569
4459 1154 187.2500 13.9783 SA0^+(r) -21.59 4.613 20.26 2.403
4312 0559 185.6304 15.5381 SA(rs)ab? -20.00 2.981 22.49 4.288
4351 0692 186.0063 12.2047 SB(rs)ab p? -19.09 3.185 22.47 2.644
4413 0912 186.6342 12.6111 (R’)SB(rs)ab? -19.64 3.411 22.07 2.919
4321 0596 185.7283 15.8219 SAB(s)bc -22.27 2.611 21.63 8.736
4298 0483 185.3862 14.6061 SA(rs)c -20.63 3.091 21.63 3.805
4390 0849 186.4612 10.4592 SAB(s)c? -18.72 2.605 22.20 2.142
4535 1555 188.5846 8.1978 SAB(s)c -21.75 2.116 21.86 7.526
4519 1508 188.3758 8.6547 SB(rs)d -19.50 2.897 22.12 2.775

1Estimated assuming a common distance to all Virgo cluster galaxies of 16.5 Mpc (Mei et al., 2007).
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R23.5,i and the amount of light emitted therein,L23.5,i, yield the tightest scatter in galaxy

scaling relations and act as good proxys for thetotal size and luminosity of a galaxy.

0D and 1D masses

Since our 0D and 1D approaches for measuring our galaxies’ stellar masses are intertwined,

we shall describe both in this sub-section. Both approaches begin with the calibratedgrizH

surface brightness profiles from the SHIVir survey. Depending on the filters being con-

sidered, we first re-sample (degrade) all profiles for a galaxy to the one with the worst

resolution. Re-sampled quantities include the surface brightness, ellipticity and integrated

(elliptical) magnitude of each isophote. We then correct for the effect of Galactic redden-

ing using the recent recalibration of the Schlegel et al. (1998) prescription by Schlafly &

Finkbeiner (2011).

Given the resolution of our MLCCs (0.10 mag; §6.2), it is desirable to obtain our mass

density profiles from corresponding surface brightness profiles that have a minimumS/N

of 20 per isophote per filter. To this end, we adaptively bin all profiles for a galaxy in the

radial direction according to a single scheme that combinesisophotes, working from the

center outwards, until the minimumS/N is met amongst all bands. This procedure requires

as input theS/N as a function of galactocentric radius for each profile considered. To

conform with the adaptive smoothing technique that we applyin our 2D analysis (§6.3.3),

we estimate theS/N of each isophote assuming background-dominated noise. Thecentroid

of and surface brightness in each bin are computed as weighted averages of the respective

input values, where the errors in the original photometry are used as the weights. On the

other hand, the integrated magnitude of each bin is simply set to the original value at the

bin’s upper limit. The differential and integratedS/N for each bin are used, respectively, to
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define the statistical uncertainty in its surface brightness and integrated magnitude. Lastly,

the size of the central-most bin for each galaxy is set to match that of the maximum seeing

disk amongst all filters under consideration. This enables amore accurate representation of

the central colours.

The above procedure yields, for each of our galaxies and any desired combination of

thegrizH filters, refined surface brightness profiles and curves of growth extending out to

R23.5,i and having well-defined (statistical) errors. From the former we compute all possi-

ble spatially-resolved colours and compare those to any preferred set of MLCCs to derive

M∗/LX(R), which in turn allows us to transform our refinedi−band profiles into ones of

Σ∗ versus radius. Upon integration, these mass density profiles yield the 1D masses within

R23.5,i of our galaxies. Conversely, the integrated colours of each galaxy, within the same

radius, may be extracted from its curves of growth and compared to the same calibration

set to obtain galactic-wide averageM∗/LX values and matching 0D masses of the same

sample.

In Figure 6.10 we compare our 1D masses for Virgo galaxies versus their 0D cousins,

based on SEDs sampled with either agi or griH filter set. This comparison demonstrates

that the two sets ofM∗ values exhibit a close correspondence with one another, independent

of SED sampling, with a median absolute difference of less than 0.024 dex in both cases.

From this we may surmise that if the light-weighted nature ofourM∗ measurement method-

ology is susceptible to missing mass, then this bias is already put in place by the azimuthal

averaging technique used to construct the surface brightness profiles of our galaxies (Mc-

Donald et al., 2011). This conclusion can be made more definitive by comparing the 0D

and 2D stellar masses of the galaxies listed in Table 6.1, an exercise to which we now turn.
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Figure 6.10: (top) Comparison of stellar masses for Virgo galaxies computed from inte-
grated photometry (M∗,0D) versus those from the integration of stellar surface mass density
profiles (M∗,1D). The comparison is shown for the two cases where the SEDs of these galax-
ies are sampled with either agi or griH filter set. (bottom) Difference between our 0D and
1D M∗ estimates as a function of the former [∆ = log M∗,0D - log M∗,1D]. Equality between
the two sets of mass estimates is demarcated in the top and bottom panel by the solid and
dashed line, respectively.
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2D masses

The starting point for our 2D approach to measuring the M∗ of a galaxy is itsgrizH image

stacks from the SHIVir survey. In situations where a galaxy falls on or near the edge of

an SDSS field, we draw on the jointIRAF/SExtractor/SWarp code “SDSSmosaic”

developed by Zibetti et al. (2009) to creategriz mosaics centered on the target. The code

works by retrieving individual fields from the SDSS archive belonging to the same scan

and whose centers fall within some user-specified distance of that intended for the mosaic.

The fields for each scan are then stitched together and the WCS header cards are updated

using SExtractor. Following that, the scans are background-subtracted using plane surfaces

that exclude the galaxy itself and mosaiced together with SWarp.

Certain manual preparations are sometimes also required fortheH−band images before

the bulk of our processing pipeline can be run. These preparations include either flipping or

shifting/cropping the native images.All H−band image headers required an update in order

to facilitate the proper operation of programs further downthe pipeline. This update ensures

the presence and/or accuracy ofall WCS cards, and that other information pertaining to

exposure time and photometric zeropoints are identified consistently.

The next step in our pipeline is to resample the input images for each galaxy to the

largest pixel scale or seeing disk amongst them with SWarp. The images output by SWarp

are centered on their respective target galaxies. In cases where the optical imaging comes

from SDSSmosaic, we invoke the resampling and centering as part of the mosaic process.

After resampling, we subtract the (constant) background from the SHIVir optical and NIR

images, except those obtained from the GOLDMine database, which have already under-

gone this procedure. The background brightness for each image is computed as the mean of

pixel values amongst fivemanually-selectedboxes, where each box typically encloses 100
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pixels. At this stage, we verify that the registration of theoptical and NIR images agrees

in each dimension to within one pixel. The verification is carried out using at least three

moderately bright stars common to all images.

As in the case of our 1D mass estimates, we prefer that each resolution element (i.e. pix-

els in this case) that enters into our 2D estimates have a minimumS/N of 20 per filter flux.

To this end, we use the technique of adaptive smoothing to boost theS/N of pixels that fall

below this threshold. This technique preserves the spatialsampling of the original images,

but this is leveraged against the fact that smoothing correlates the noise between adja-

cent pixels. Adaptive spatial binning of pixels, such as Voronoi tesselations (Cappellari &

Copin, 2003), achieves the same outcome as smoothing withoutsuffering from correlated

noise, but produces images with irregular renditions of thefull 2D information. The latter

drawback makes detailed quantitative analysis of tesselated maps challenging. Since maps

of Σ∗ within galaxies bear more fruit than just totalM∗ estimates (§7.3), we prefer the

smoothing approach for our purposes.

We smooth our images through theADAPTSMOOTH code (Zibetti et al., 2009) assuming

background-dominated noise. Although this assumption disregards the Poisson contribu-

tion from the target itself, the pixels targeted for smoothing are generally located in regions

of low surface brightness, where the background is the dominant source of photons any-

ways (S. Zibetti,priv. comm.). Moreover, estimating the Poisson contribution requires

knowledge of the (effective) detector gain, which is often poorly estimated for stacked im-

ages. For each galaxy listed in Table 6.1,ADAPTSMOOTH is initially run on images of

interest to obtain a set of masks that tell us how large a smoothing aperture is required

per pixel and filter in order to boost theS/N to some specified level. These masks are

then maximally stacked, that is, each pixel in the stack is set to the maximum of the input
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values at the same location. Using this master mask, we re-run ADAPTSMOOTH on the

original images so that the smoothing solution applied to each pixel is consistent across

all filters. Since smoothing corrupts the noise properties of the output images, we conser-

vatively assume that the flux errors in every pixel correspond to the specified (minimum)

S/N (e.g.S/N = 20 impliesσm∼ 0.05 mag). In allADAPTSMOOTH runs, we restrict the

smoothing aperture to a radius of 10 pixels; any pixel requiring a larger aperture for any

filter is set to zero for all output images of a galaxy.

After smoothing, we only need calibrate the smoothed surface brightness maps for our

galaxies onto the AB magnitude scale. Calibration zeropoints were kindly provided to us

by M. McDonald. During this step, we also corrected each pixel for Galactic extinction

(Schlafly & Finkbeiner, 2011). Once calibrated, we may then compare the suite of colours

in each pixel for a galaxy to our MLCCs to arrive at a 2D model of its Σ∗ distribution.

To integrate this distribution, and thereby measureM∗ for said galaxy, we analyse its mass

map using specific procedures based on theXVISTA software written by Courteau (1996).

These routines enable us to construct an azimuthally-averaged profile ofΣ∗ by fitting el-

lipitical annuli of variable ellipticity and position angle (but common center) to the mass

maps. As part of this process, the curve of growth is computedusing elliptical apertures.

We therefore assign the values most closely associated withthe R23.5,i apertures of the

galaxies listed in Table 6.1 as our 2D stellar masses. These masses are compared against

their 0D counterparts in Figure 6.11, where galaxies are ordered from early-types on the

left to late-types on the right. The colours of the points reflect the observational constraints

used to obtain both sets ofM∗ values (red =gi, blue =griH ) whereas arrows represent cases

where only lower limits could be placed on the 2D masses.

Fig. 6.11 shows that the use of spatially-resolvedΣ∗ maps can lead to 2DM∗ values
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Figure 6.11: Logarithmic difference betweenM∗ values computed from stellar mass maps
(M∗,2D) to M∗,0D for a sub-sample of SHIVir galaxies spanning nearly the fullrange of
morphological types. Galaxies are ordered from early-types on the left to late-types on the
right. Masses have been derived from eithergi or griH photometry. The blue dashed line
highlights the mean offset between secure determinations of M∗,2D andM∗,0D from griH
photometry.
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that exceed those from integrated photometry (0D) by as muchas 40%, and probably more

(e.g. VCC 1154). These differences seem to be diagnosed more often through the use of

optical plus NIR photometry, which may be a signal that this combination is better suited to

unravel the presence of latent stellar material than optical data alone. There is no obvious

increase of these differences towards later morphologicaltypes like that found by Zibetti

et al. (2009), which they interpreted as the result of later-types, on average, suffering more

from the obscuring effects of young populations and dust. Our disagreement with Zibetti

et al. in this regard may be at least partly driven by the lack of inclination control in our

2D sample, whereas they focussed on face-on systems. Nevertheless, our experiment does

confirm these authors’ primary conclusions that 2D and 0D masses can disagree markedly

with one another, particularly when NIR photometry are involved. Disregarding those

points identified as lower limits in Fig. 6.11, we show with a blue dashed line there the mean

offset of 0D and 2DgriH−masses, which amounts to∼0.1 dex; we expect line will move

upward as those lower limits are made more certain. As the most pressing systematic errors

in M∗ estimation today are (hopefully) reduced in the coming years, that associated with

the number of dimensions behind one’s approach will surely require attention, especially

given the random component of its nature (see also Fig. 13 of Zi09). For one, it will be

interesting to see if future studies of larger numbers of 2D mass maps uncover the means

to predict under what circumstancesM∗ should be estimated in such a manner.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have examined two different methodologies for measuring the stellar

masses of galaxies, SED fitting and MLCCs. Although the former embodies the motivating

principle of SPS, we adopt the latter for our work on Virgo cluster galaxies given its efficacy
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and that our sample is of a significant size (N ∼ 280), with many resolution elements

per galaxy. Assuming that our adopted priors fairly describe real galaxies, both methods

yield results of comparable quality (σ ∼ 0.2 dex) that are seemingly independent of noise

characteristics and number of observational constraints.

Within the context of our MLCCs, we have also endeavoured made much effort in this

chapter to carefully assess the key issue of systematic errors in ourM∗ determinations. In

particular, we have addressed potential systematics associated with choices pertaining to

the following three items: (i) SPS model plus priors, (ii) methodology plus SED sampling,

and (iii) Σ∗ profiles/maps. The combination of SPS model and prior distributions can lead

to maximum discrepancies on the order of∼0.3 and 0.6 dex forM∗/LX based on optical

and optical-NIR colours, respectively; if both types of colours are used, the discrepancy

should lie somewhere in that range. The roots of this systematic appear to be the stellar

evolution prescription and SFHs assumed by the MLCCs. The choice of methodology plus

SED sampling, when applied toreal galaxies, only seems to create statistically significant

differences inM∗ estimates (by∼0.3 dex) in the case ofgrizH fluxes. Stellar masses

derived from calibrations that use eithergi, giH or griH fluxes instead are consistent, on

average, with those from direct fits togrizH SEDs, withgi masses providing the best match

(to within 0.16 dex). Finally, determiningM∗ from Σ∗ profiles leads to values that match

those from integrated photometry extremely well. On the other hand, the integration of

two-dimensional mass maps can yieldM∗ values that exceed 0D masses by∼0.2 dex or

more.

Having described our machinery for measuring stellar masses (and the uncertainties

associated therewith), we proceed in the following chapterto apply it to an investigation

of the M∗ properties of Virgo galaxies using theirg− i colour information. As such, we
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consider our results to carry random and systematic errors of 0.16 and 0.3 dex on the basis

of our approach alone.



Chapter 7

The stellar mass properties of Virgo

galaxies

7.1 Preamble

In this chapter, we draw on the techniques described in §6 to explore the properties of Virgo

cluster galaxies which pertain to their (stellar + dynamical) masses. Of specific interest to

us is the distribution of stellar mass both amongst (i.e.M∗) andwithin (i.e.Σ∗ ) the galax-

ies that inhabit this environment (§7.2-7.3), and the relation (if any) between their stellar

and dynamical masses (Mdyn; §7.4). Since our sample is morphologically diverse, our pri-

mary aim with these explorations is to improve our knowledgeabout stellar mass assembly

in galaxies, in general. Recall from §2 thatM∗ measurements roughly constrain the nor-

malization of galaxies’ SFHs and thus their star formation efficiencies as well. Wherever

possible then, we will strive to cast these results in the context of broad galaxy formation

physics. Major insights may also be gleaned through comparisons against similar em-

pirical data from the nearby Universe or by simply investigating trends in our data alone

204
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against various physical parameters; we therefore pursue such methods here as well. Un-

fortunately, cosmological hydrodynamic simulations of cluster environments have not yet

achieved sufficient resolution to warrant comparisons against our findings at this time. In

this sense, our work may be regarded as putting the necessaryempirical tools in place for

future detailed insights into the formation and evolution of cluster galaxies.

Unless stated otherwise, the results which follow are basedon M∗ or Σ∗ computa-

tions using our BC03 MLCCs and the integrated plus spatially-resolvedg− i colours of our

galaxies. Our reliance on the BC03 SPS model is motivated by thefact that its MLCCs

lie between those from other models (e.g. CB07, FSPS; Figs. 6.4-6.5), and therefore min-

imizes that systematic, while theg− i MLCC returns masses that best match those from

explicit optical-NIR SED fits (Fig. 6.9).

7.2 Stellar mass function

We first explore the stellar mass function (SMF) for the Virgocluster, being one of the

most fundamental statistics for galaxy formation models toreproduce. To out knowledge,

this is the first time this statistic has been measured for this cluster. Although the present-

day SMF has been extensively studied by several groups (e.g.Cole et al., 2001; Bell et

al., 2003; Baldry et al., 2008, 2012; Li & White, 2009), such efforts have either paid little

consideration to the effect of global environment (i.e. field, group, cluster) on its shape

or reported conflicting evidence to this effect (Balogh et al., 2001; von der Linden et al.,

2010; Calvi et al., 2013). By comparing our Virgo SMFs against those from related studies

focussing on either different orall environments simultaneously, we may be able to identify

ways in which the stellar mass assembly process differs in galaxy clusters relative to the

population as a whole. Similar comparisons against predictions from semi-analytic models
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may also prove illuminating (e.g. Benson & Bower, 2010; Bower etal., 2012).

In Figure 7.1, we show two variants of the Virgo SMF, which primarily differ in terms of

their underlyingM∗ values; the top and bottom panels correspond to masses obtained from

griH andgi SEDs, respectively. Both distributions were created by counting the number of

galaxies in logarithmic mass bins of width 0.2 dex (except the lowest-mass bin, which is 1.0

dex wide), and then normalizing those counts to their respective bin widths and the volume

of the SHIVir survey (§1.2.1). For ourgriH SMF, we differentiate between the number

counts derived fromall SHIVir galaxies (open points) and those from a cleaner sub-sample

where suspectM∗ determinations have been excised (closed points)1. Interestingly, the

differences between these two sets ofgriH masses seems to be most acutely felt at the

highestM∗ values, likely due to our reliance on older NIR imaging for the galaxies found

in that regime.

A rather striking feature in Fig. 7.1 is the precipitous decline in the number counts

of galaxies with masses below a certain limit in each panel. This decline occurs roughly

at a mass of 108.3−8.5 M⊙, depending on the particular SED constraints used to estimate

M∗. Similar studies of the low-redshift galaxy population reaching below this limit show

that the SMF, encompassing all global environments, continues to rise with decreasing

M∗ (Baldry et al., 2008). Therefore, we conservatively interpret the observed decline of the

Virgo SMF below∼108.3 M⊙ as the consequence of a completeness limit in our sample,

by mass. A precedent for this limit comes from Fig. 14 of McDonald et al. (2009), which

shows the onset of incompleteness in the SHIVir sample, albeit by light, for magnitudes

&14.5-15.5 at optical wavelengths and&13.5 atH−band. Comparing ourgriH and gi

SMFs where they are most complete, we find overall consistency with one another except

1The total number of suspect values is 25, all of which may be attributed to lowS/N (<1) affecting the
isophotalH−band luminosities associated with these galaxies.
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Figure 7.1: The stellar mass function (SMF) of Virgo clustergalaxies, as computed from
eithergriH (top panel) or gi (bottom panel) SEDs. ThegriH SMF is shown for two cases,
whereby either all galaxies are included (solid points) or only those whose stellar mass
M∗ estimates are based on photometry with signal-to-noise (S/N) equal to one or more out
to their isophotal radii (R23.5,i) in all filters (open points). The vertical line in each panel
represents an estimate of the completeness limit of the associatedM∗ catalogue.
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at the highest masses (see Table 7.1), whereM∗ measurements derived from the former

data set are thwarted by the apparent low-S/N of the available NIR imaging. Thus for the

remainder of this section we shall restrict our discussion to thegi SMF of Virgo galaxies.

Figure 7.2 shows our Virgo SMF (left) against those published on the basis of much

larger galaxy samples drawn from various optical or optical-NIR surveys of the overall

population (field, cluster, etc.) conducted over the past decade or so (N ∼ 5 × 103−5; Cole

et al., 2001; Bell et al., 2003; Panter et al., 2007; Li & White, 2009; Baldry et al., 2012).

The horizontal axes of both panels have been set to the regionof M∗-space where our SMF

is mostly complete for ease of comparison. The literature SMFs (right) are shown in their

own panel and on a separate vertical scale since they emerge from magnitude-limited sur-

veys, while ours isvolume-limited. Also, these SMFs are represented by (single/multiple)

Schechter (1976) functions fitted by their respective authors, confined to the same mass

ranges over which they were orginially plotted.

The salient natures and properties of all SMFs plotted in Fig. 7.2 are listed in Table 7.1,

most notably the values for the characteristic mass (M∗) and low-mass slope (α) of the

Schechter function fitted to each dataset. For the literature SMFs, these values were drawn

from their respective papers, while those for Virgo were obtained through fits kindly pro-

vided by Queen’s student and colleague Yutong Shan. All literature values forM∗ have

been corrected to a Hubble constant of 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al., 2011), while

that of Bell et al. (2003) has also been lowered by 0.15 dex to account for their use of a

diet-Salpeter IMF. Note thatα is not provided for the work of Baldry et al. (2012) simply

because they invoked a double-Schechter fit to their data. Lastly, the range of values quoted

for theM∗ andα of Virgo refer to fits of itsgi andgriH SMFs.

The majority of SMFs measured from the nearby Universe yieldvalues ofM∗ in the
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Figure 7.2: (left) SMF of Virgo cluster galaxies using masses derived from their g− i colours
and confined to a range where ourM∗ catalogue is estimated to be complete. (right) Pub-
lished Schechter fits (single/multiple) to SMFs for galaxy samples drawn from the nearby
Universe. The fits are shown over the same range of masses probed by our data.

Table 7.1. Studies of the stellar mass function in the local Universe.1

Source Environment N IMF log(M∗ h2) range α log M∗h2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Cole et al. (2001) All ∼17k Kennicutt 9.0-11.8 -1.19 10.54
Bell et al. (2003) All ∼19k diet-Salpeter 8.4-11.42 -1.10 10.552

Panter et al. (2007) All ∼300k Chabrier 8.0-12.0 -1.22 10.70
Li & White (2009) All ∼500k Chabrier 8.0-12.0 -1.16 10.52
Baldry et al. (2012) Field 5210 Chabrier 8.0-12.0 -3 10.35
Virgo (this thesis) Cluster 280 Chabrier 8.5-11.9 -1.18− -1.16 10.5−10.8

1Entries in columns 5 and 7 for literature studies are reported assuming a Hubble constant,H0, of 70 km s−1

Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al., 2011).

2Value all corrected to Chabrier IMF (i.e. 0.15 dex reduction).

3No value listed due to the authors’ use of a double Schechter fit.
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range of∼1010.2−10.7 M⊙, whereas in Virgo we find a range forM∗ of 1010.8−11.0 M⊙. This

difference is likely due to the fact that ours is a cluster sample, while those for the other

studies listed in Table 7.1 cover all manners of global environment. In aΛCDM Universe,

galaxy clusters are expected to harbour the most massive galaxies and other observations

confirm as much so far (e.g. Calvi et al., 2013). Moreover, our sample focusses on galaxies

with cluster-centric radii.1.7 Mpc and local galaxy density has been shown to correlate

with the relative abundance of massive galaxies in all environments (Baldry et al. 2006, but

see Vulcani et al. 2012 for contradictory evidence at higherredshifts).

Despite the broad range of environments covered by the surveys in Table 7.1, our value

of α for Virgo galaxies (∼-1.17) matches most of those for the other reported studies (-1.16

− -1.22). This agreement is particularly satisfying since there is no striking evidence for an

upturn in the Virgo SMF towards lower masses (M∗ < 10 M⊙), as has been found recently

by others (Baldry et al., 2008, 2012; Li & White, 2009). In this context it is worthwhile to

note that existing measurements of theluminosityfunction for Virgo exhibit much discrep-

ancy in terms of the faint-end slope and a possible change thereof at luminosities below the

completeness limit of SHIVir (Ferrarese et al., 2012).

Finally, thegi SMF for Virgo shows a clear over-abundance of galaxies with masses

in the range 1010−10.4 M⊙. The legitimacy of this excess is unclear though as it disappears

when the SMF is expressed in terms ofgriH masses instead (Fig. 7.1); recall thatg −

i colours lead toM∗ estimates that better reproduce the results of optical-NIRSED fits

(Fig. 6.9). A most relevant corollary to this observation isthat Sandage et al. (1985) found

an over-abundance of galaxies in Virgo at intermediate luminosities (B∼ 15 mag), whereas

Rines & Geller (2008) found exactly the opposite. Moreover, (McDonald et al., 2009)

report a similar feature to that of Rines & Geller in the NIR luminosity function of this
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cluster. Needless to say, the decisive study of the galaxianmembership of Virgo laid out by

Ferrarese et al. (2012) will prove instrumental in resolving these inconsistencies.

In addition to the total SMF, we can investigate how our Virgogalaxies populate this

distribution by morphology. The left-hand panel of Figure 7.3 shows the breakdown of

our total SMF into early- and late-type galaxies (ETGs and LTGs). To achieve a clean

signal amongst the LTGs, we have increased the bin widths from 0.2 to 0.4 dex. The Virgo

cluster ETGs are described by a SMF having a slightly higher normalization, steeperα and

largerM∗ than do the LTGs. Putting these results into perspective, weplot in the right-hand

panel of Fig. 7.3 the Schechter functions fitted by Bell et al. (2003) to the ETGs and LTGs

galaxies in theirg−band sample. Two fits are shown for each galaxy type, corresponding

to different selection functions invoked by the authors fordistinguishing the two types,

motivated by either colour (dashed) or concentration (solid) criteria. Note that the left-

hand panel of Fig. 7.3 mimics their colour selection function. Regardless of selection

criteria, Bell et al. concluded that ETGs have a largerM∗ and shallowerα than LTGs. We

confirm the former result with our own sample, while the slightly steeperα for Virgo ETGs

may be explained by the fact that our analysis concerns a galaxy cluster, an environment

well-known to be biased to this particular galaxy type at thepresent epoch (Butcher &

Oemler, 1978; Dressler, 1987). More recent work, at both lowand high redshifts, further

substantiates the notion that the total stellar mass assembled by a galaxy at any point during

its lifetime is strongly linked to its instantaneous physical properties (Calvi et al., 2013;

Vulcani et al., 2013).

Aside from the particulars related to their overall shapes,there are hints that both the

ETG and LTG SMFs for Virgo are deficient of galaxies with masses in the respective ranges

of ∼109.6−9.8 and 109.8−10.2M⊙. This is interesting in light of McDonald et al. (2009), who
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Figure 7.3: (left) As in the left-hand panel of Fig. 7.2 but now demonstrating the contribu-
tions of early- and late-type galaxies (selected by colour,following the prescription of Bell
et al. 2003) to the total. A coarser binning scheme is used forthe late-types to reduce the
noise per bin. (right) Schechter fits by Bell et al. (2003) to their SMFs for early- and late-
type galaxies, as well as their sum. The two line types correspond to different criteria used
to distinguish the two galaxy types (solid = concentration,dashed = colour). The colour
scheme is the same as in the left-hand panel.
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showed that thetotal luminosity function of this cluster appears bimodal at NIR wave-

lengths, which approximately traces galaxies’ stellar masses. The idea that the bulk prop-

erties of galaxies follow a bimodal distribution in generalhas been given further credence

by Sorce et al. (2013) from their analysis of more than 400 galaxy light profiles at 3.6µm.

Furthermore, the by-type breakdown of Fig. 7.3 argues that the excess of galaxies having

M∗ = 1010−10.4 M⊙ in the total Virgo SMF is associated, in large part, with the high−M∗ com-

ponent of the ETG population belonging to this cluster. Our work on the SMF of Virgo thus

bolsters and extends the claim by McDonald et al. that its galaxian content is not distributed

continuously with regards to their structurenor mass.

7.3 Stellar mass profiles

In §6.3.3 we described our method to measureM∗ for a galaxy through the integration of its

Σ∗ profile, where the latter was obtained by convolving itsi−band surface brightness profile

with a spatially-varying mass-to-light ratio [i.e.M∗/Li(R)]. The utility of theseΣ∗ profiles

extends beyond simply measuring integrated masses throughenabling analyses of galaxy

structure bymass. Although such analyses abound for all types of galaxies in terms of their

light (e.g. Hall et al., 2012),Σ∗ is the more fundamental parameter and helps constrain their

SFHs on local scales. The study ofΣ∗ profiles for significant samples of nearby galaxies has

been rather limited so far to spiral morphologies (e.g. Bakoset al., 2008; Martín-Navarro

et al., 2012; Martinsson et al., 2013). To improve upon this predicament, we shall now

describe results from a novel investigation of trends in theΣ∗ profiles of galaxies spanning

a wide range of types against their physical parameters. In particular, we wish to determine

what parameters (if any) govern the shapes of these profiles.While the approach we take to

this problem is admittedly simplistic, explicit decompositions of our galaxies’Σ∗ profiles
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(à la McDonald et al. 2009) into their structural parametersby mass (e.g. mass density

scale-lengths) is a sufficiently rich topic better suited for future work.

We begin by examining the broad behaviour of our galaxies’Σ∗ profiles within their

central regions when binned according toµe,i. These profiles are shown for individual

galaxies by the coloured lines in Figure 7.4 and were computed using radially-resolved

g− i colour information alone. The black diamonds mark the median trend in each bin as a

function of galactocentric radius. The 280 galaxies in our SHIVir sample are divided more

or less evenly amongst the nine panels of Fig. 7.4, which implies that each one contains

∼30 individual profiles. The binning scheme used to divide up the galaxies is indicated

at the top of each panel in the plot. Similar plots but with binning schemes based on

different i−band parameters are shown in Appendix E. In all cases, differences in the sizes

of galaxies have been removed by plotting each profile versusradii expressed in terms of

Re,i, thus exposing a potential self-similarity amongst galaxytypes.

By way of the medianΣ∗ profiles plotted in Fig. 7.4, the central stellar density in Virgo

galaxies obviously correlates with surface brightness, from high values of∼104 M⊙ pc−2

in the highest bins ofµe,i to low values<102 M⊙ pc−2 at the lowµe,i−end. A couple devia-

tions from this trend can be seen, as we note the presence of central density enhancements

in galaxies of intermediate surface brightnesses (21.95< µe,i < 22.73). The central log-

arithmic slopes of theΣ∗ profiles of Virgo galaxies also correlate withµe,i in the sense

that higher surface brightnesses are linked to steeper slopes. Omitting the aforementioned

density enhancements, we find that dlogΣ∗/dlog(R/Re,i) decreases from∼-1.2 in bins of

high µe,i to ∼-0.4 in the lowest one. To the extent thatM∗/Li (R) does not vary strongly

throughout each one of our galaxies, the above trends may largely reflect the fact that
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Figure 7.4: Stellar surface mass density (Σ∗) profiles for Virgo cluster galaxies, as deter-
mined from theirg− i colour profiles, binned according to theiri−band effective surface
brightness (µe,i). The profiles are plotted versus radii normalised relativeto the i−band
effective radius (Re,i) of each galaxy. Each coloured line represents one galaxy and each
panel contains roughly 30 systems. The range ofµe,i spanned by each bin is shown at the
top of its panel while the black diamonds trace out the mediantrend in the data.
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Figure 7.5: As in Fig. 7.4 but now with radii plotted on linearscale.
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higher−µe,i systems tend to have larger central surface brightnesses and light profiles de-

scribed by larger values of the Sérsic indexn. Note that because we do not recover a

logarithmic slope of -2.0 for the black diamonds in any of thepanels of Fig. 7.4, we may

rule out the hypothesis that the central regions of Virgo galaxies are described on average

by a stellar mass distribution of the form 1/R2. Such a distribution implies that the amount

of mass within any annular region was constant.

If we instead bin theΣ∗ profiles of our galaxies according to other parameters (B/Ti,

C28,i, Mi, Re,i; see Appendix E), it is clear that the central densities of our galaxies also

decrease towards lower luminosities and bulge-to-total ratios, but with greater scatter than

the trend seen againstµe,i. No obvious trends are seen in the behaviour of central density

with eitherC28,i or Re,i. In terms of the inner slopes of the profiles,C28,i appears to play a

modest role in which dlogΣ∗/dlog(R/Re,i) softens towards lower concentrations except for

a slight strengthening in the range 2.77 <C28,i < 3.23. These observations thus impress

upon us that, of the parameters studied here,µe,i has the strongest influence on the central

properties of theΣ∗ profiles for Virgo galaxies.

The outer-regions complement to Fig. 7.4 are highlighted inFigure 7.5 forµe,i and in

Appendix E for all other parameters listed above. From these, we note that the general

shape of theΣ∗ profiles in the regime ofR/Re,i > 1.0 becomes more linear and of a steeper

slope as each one of the parametersµe,i, B/Ti andC28,i for a galaxy decreases. Of these

three trends, that againstµe,i stands out again as yielding the tightest scatter inΣ∗ at any

radius amongst the galaxies within a given bin. Aside from general shapes though, we

also note that Fig. 7.5 shows the medianΣ∗ profiles of galaxies having intermediate to low

surface brightnesses (22.19< µe,i < 23.92) change slope in their outer regions (i.e.R/Re,i >

2.0 andΣ∗ ∼ 100.5−1.0 M⊙ pc−2) to either shallower or steeper values. The former appear
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Figure 7.6: As in Fig. 7.4 but now with galaxies binned by morphology. The morpholog-
ical contents and number of galaxies per bin are labelled in the lower-left and top-right
corners of each panel, respectively. Median trends in the data, as well as the 16th and 84th

percentiles, are represented by the orange diamonds and error bars.
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Figure 7.7: As in Fig. 7.6 but now with radii plotted on linearscale.
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to preferentially occur at the higher end of this range, as well as intermediate luminosities

(Fig. E.6). The discovery of these so-called “breaks” in profiles ofΣ∗ adds valuable insight

onto the discussion of §5, namely that, because these features seem to exist in terms of mass

as well as light, then they may be the result of a threshold density for star formation in disk

galaxies (Kennicutt, 1989; Elmegreen & Parravano, 1994; Schaye, 2004). The apparent

segregation of these brokenΣ∗ profiles into four of the five lowestµe,i bins in Fig. 7.5 adds

further weight to our argument that, in terms of physical parameters, the structure of Virgo

cluster galaxies, when expressed in terms of mass, appears best predicted on all scales by

surface brightness.

To complete the discussion of this section, we show in Figures 7.6-7.7 theΣ∗ profiles

of our galaxies, on both logarithmic and linear scales, whenbinned into the four major

classes of morphology (dE/dS0, E/S0, Sa−Sb, Sbc−Sm). These plots show that E/S0 types

have, on average, the highest central densities, followed by early- and late-type spirals,

and dE/dS0’s (Σ∗,0 ∼ 103.9, 103.6, 103.0 and 102.3 M⊙ pc−2, respectively). However, the

scatter in this parameter, as traced by the 16-84th percentile range, increases from dE/dS0’s

(∼400 M⊙ pc−2), to late-type spirals (∼2700 M⊙ pc−2), early-type spirals (∼7600 M⊙

pc−2) and then E/S0’s (∼21,200 M⊙ pc−2). Central slopes are the steepest amongst E/S0’s

[dlogΣ∗/dlog(R/Re,i) ∼ -1.15] and shallowest for dE/dS0’s [-0.42], with those of early- [-

0.97] and late-type [-0.87] spirals lying intermediate to these two extremes. Lastly, in the

median, the outerΣ∗ profiles of E/S0’s and dE/dS0’s are consistent with having a Sérsicn

greater than unity, while those for late-type spirals are exponential (i.e.n∼ 1) and steep at

all radii. Conversely, early-type spirals follow a double-exponential description, where the

slope decreases in strength at roughly 2Re,i. The preponderance of thisΣ∗ profile shape

amongst this class of galaxy reinforces and adds to the findings of Roediger et al. (2012),
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namely that these light profile breaks reflect genuine variations inΣ∗. From the perspective

of stellar mass then, we do not observe obvious deviations inthe structures of galaxies

belonging to any morphological family in comparison to the picture already established by

light. The corollary to this conclusion is thatM∗/L must not vary strongly as a function of

radius within our galaxies.

7.4 Stellar mass-to-halo mass relation

We now explore the relation between the stellar and dynamical masses of Virgo cluster

galaxies. For reasons described below, this is similar but not equivalent to the so-called

stellar mass-to-halo mass relation (SHMR) that has been the subject of fervent interest

lately in the literature (e.g. Behroozi et al., 2010, 2013; Guo et al., 2010; Moster et al.,

2010; Leauthaud et al., 2012). The existence of a SHMR has been suspected ever since the

discovery of the Faber-Jackson and Tully-Fisher relations(Faber & Jackson, 1976; Tully

& Fisher, 1977), which collectively demonstrate that the luminosity (i.e.M∗) of any type

of galaxy is tightly coupled to the kinematics of the mass tracer (stars/gas; i.e.Mdyn ). The

recent interest in the SHMR may be linked to the near-simultaneous advent of large galaxy

surveys and powerful cosmological simulations of the dark Universe that have provided

astronomers with statistically-rich samples of stellar and dark halo masses (e.g. York et

al., 2000; Springel et al., 2005; Klypin et al., 2011). An impressive outcome from this

spat of work is the realization that the assumption of a simple monotonic relation between

M∗ andMdyn can account for themeantrends amongst a wide variety of observations, in-

cluding the SMF, galaxy-galaxy lensing, galaxy clusteringand scaling relations (Dutton

et al., 2011; Trujillo-Gomez et al., 2011; Leauthaud et al.,2012). The emergence of such
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a self-consistent framework bolsters the long-standing impression that mass is the funda-

mental driver of galaxy formation and should provide a useful launching point for future

efforts towards understanding how this parameter influences the many processes involved

in building galaxies.

Despite the above success, the technical difficulties associated with measuring dark

matter halo masses fosters the use of semi-empirical methods for constraining the SHMR

whereby halo masses are drawn from simulations. Halo occupation models, conditional

SMFs and abundance matching are the three most popular examples of such methods. The

motivating principle of these methods is that, independentof (ill-constrained) galaxy for-

mation physics, there should exist a consistency between the mass functions which describe

the abundances of galaxies’ stellar and dark components. The impressive dynamic ranges

covered by current measurements of both of these mass functions thus implies that semi-

empirical SHMRs may be defined over nearlyfiveorders of magnitude inM∗ (Behroozi et

al., 2013). However, since semi-empirical approaches to the SHMR are purely statistical

in nature (modulo some potentially informative tunable parameters), they are saddleda

priori by ignorance of the scatter inM∗ at any givenMdyn (e.g. Leauthaud et al., 2011) as

well as the distinction between central and satellite galaxies (e.g. Wetzel & White, 2010).

The former bears the imprint of additional physics relevantto galaxy formation, making

its quantification and dependence on other parameters a crucial component to a complete

understanding of the problem. A fully empirical approach toconstraining the SHMR has

the primary appeal of yielding an estimate of this scatter and being impervious to satellite-

central uncertainties. Moreover, depending on the physical scale adopted, the shape of the

empirical SHMR (including its turnover) may yield useful information on the average dark

matter fraction within the luminous regions of galaxies plus the overall efficiency of galaxy
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formation (Mandelbaum et al., 2006; More et al., 2009).

The construction of an empirical SHMR naturally depends on the computation of stel-

lar and dynamical masses for our galaxies. For the latter, wedraw upon a heterogeneous

compilation of rotational velocities (Vrot ) and velocity dispersions (σ) for the Virgo clus-

ter based largely on the ACSVCS2, ALFALFA 3, and SHIVir surveys (Côté et al. 2004;

Giovanelli et al. 2007; Ouellette et al.in prep). Since these surveys yield dynamical infor-

mation for only 170 of the 742 VCC galaxies having available SDSS imaging (from which

M∗ estimates may be derived), this compilation has been supplemented with similar data

from the ATLAS3D4 and SDSS surveys, as well as theHyperLeda database5 and indi-

vidual studies (Rubin et al., 1980, 1997; Huchtmeier & Richter, 1989; Fouque et al., 1990;

Gavazzi et al., 1999; Hinz et al., 2003; Chemin et al., 2006; Chung et al., 2009; Toloba et

al., 2011, 2012)6. The inclusion of this extra dynamical information allows us to compute

the associated masses for an additional 106 galaxies, giving us a total of 276M∗−Mdyn pairs.

Based on the above compilation, we computeMdyn for each galaxy according to the

standard prescription for a spherical potential,

Mdyn =
RV2

c

G
, (7.1)

whereG is the gravitational constant andVc represents the circular velocity of the galaxy

at radiusR. For rotationally-dominated systems (i.e. rotation speed, Vrot, exceeds the veloc-

ity dispersion,σ), Vc is trivially computed according to,

2TheACS Virgo ClusterSurvey:https://www.astrosci.ca/users/VCSFCS/Home.html.
3TheAreciboLegacyFastALFA Survey:http://egg.astro.cornell.edu/alfalfa/.
4http://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/atlas3d/.
5http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/
6The compilation described here was assembled by Queen’s Ph.D. candidate Nathalie Ouellette and gra-

ciously provided for use in this thesis. Details about this compilation may be found in both her M.Sc. and
Ph.D. dissertations.
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Vc =
Vrot

sini
, (7.2)

while for pressure-dominated systems (i.e.σ >Vrot) we use the formulation,

Vc = Kσ. (7.3)

In Equations Eqns. 7.2-7.3 above,i represents the inclination of the galaxy (measured

at i−band; McDonald et al. 2011) andK is the proportionality constant that relatesVrot to

σ7. For this work, we assumeK ∼ 1.54 (Dutton et al., 2011), which is close to the expected

value for an isothermal rotator (V =
√

2σ; Courteau et al., 2007). The uncertain shape of

the gravitational potential, and thus precise knowledge ofK, represents a significant source

of systematic error in ourMdyn estimates.

A subtle aspect ofMdyn calculations conveyed by Eqn. 7.1 is that the choice ofRmatters

and may implicitly embody assumptions about the dynamical configuration of the system

under study. For our purposes, we setR to be R23.5,i, the same isophotal radius within

which we have computed the stellar masses of our galaxies. The stability of R23.5,i for

scaling relations and dynamical estimates was demonstrated by Hall et al. (2012). In so

doing, we are then implicitly assuming that theσ profiles of our galaxies remain more or

less constant from the aperture within which they have been measured (e.g.Re/4) to the

R23.5,i isophotal radius. We are also assuming that theVrot values correspond to those which

would be measured at or nearR23.5,i. The validity of these assumptions will be addressed

in detail by Ouellette et al. (in prep).

Given that both our stellar and dynamical masses are computed within an isophotal

radius, theM∗−Mdyn relation that we construct for our Virgo galaxies may not match other

7The cosmological stretching term, (1 +z), is ignored here.
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empirical SHMRs. In particular, our dynamical masses underestimate the total masses

derived for dark matter haloes at much larger radii. Since total mass typically grows linearly

with radius, a fiducial value must be adopted and ours isR23.5,i.

The relation betweenM∗ andMdyn is shown for all VCC galaxies with available SDSS

imaging and dynamical information from the literature in Figure 7.8. Equality is demar-

cated with the solid line and the points have been colour-coded according to the mor-

phologies of the galaxies, whereby green refers to galaxiesof non-traditional morpholo-

gies (i.e. Im, BCD). Referring to the line of equality, we first note the presence of several

outliers in the unphysical region ofM∗ > Mdyn . Systematic uncertainties affecting our

optical-based stellar masses – which we estimate as being atthe∼0.3 dex level (§6.3) –

can account for roughly half of these points. Additional factors must be considered to

explain the cause for the remaining outliers, such as errorsin the assumptions which un-

derlie our computation ofMdyn (e.g. homology, underestimatedVc). However, we excuse

ourselves from a thorough exposition of these errors on the grounds that these particular

outliers represent a very small fraction of our total sample. All of the outliers observed in

Fig. 7.8 will be omitted from the ensuing analysis.

A most interesting observation from Fig. 7.8 is that the majority of points trace out

a non-linear trend over the nearly four decades inMdyn. Bearing in mind that the data

are represented in log-log space, this implies that the meanrelation between these two

parameters, for most of our galaxies with available dynamics, is described by a power-

law in Mdyn with an exponent that decreases towards high masses. This relation is largely

defined by the early-type galaxies (dE/dS0, E/S0, Sa-Sb) in our sample and their closest

approach to the line of equality occurs in the vicinity ofMdyn∼ 109.2−9.4 M⊙. These findings

suggest that amongst Virgo cluster members, galaxy formation has been most efficient in
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Figure 7.8: Stellar mass-to-halo mass relation (SHMR) for Virgo cluster galaxies with
M∗ measured fromg− i colours and dynamical mass (Mdyn) from our extensive database of
rotation velocities (Vrot) and velocity dispersions (σ). Equality is demarcated with a solid
line.
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this mass range. Recall though that ourMdyn estimates are restricted to the isophotal radii of

our galaxies (R23.5,i), such that the above mass range must be multiplied by some (uncertain)

scaling factor to rephrase this statement in terms ofhalomasses.

A large fraction of the late-type spirals and Im/BCD galaxies in our sample exhibit a

most interesting caveat to the above trend in that they lie atsystematically lowerM∗ for

Mdyn ∼ 108.6−10.4 M⊙. This offset is interesting since significant differences between the

traditional and baryonic Tully-Fisher relations, and thusthe amount of gas mass present,

are not seen until much lower rotational velocities (Vrot . 90 km s−1; McGaugh, 2005).

We are then left to conclude that these particular galaxies contain a larger amount of dark

matter within their optical radii than the (maximal) early-type galaxies which lie above

them. Altogether, we may speculate from the above observations that the response of dark

matter haloes to galaxy formation (including feedback) is afunction not only of mass but

also of galaxy type (Dutton et al., 2011), which may itself belinked to gas content. Another

important ramification of the systematic offset of late-type spiral and Im/BCD galaxies at

low Mdyn is that it implies that the scatter along the SHMR is not constant. Using bins of

width 0.2 dex along theMdyn-axis, we find that the range ofM∗ in a given bin decreases

with dynamical mass from a peak value of about∼0.55 dex atMdyn = 109.4 M⊙ to<0.2 dex

at forMdyn& 1011 M⊙. Our discovery of variable scatter in the SHMR should impactsemi-

empirical studies of this relation which have otherwise assumed simple functional forms

for this parameter.

The final aspect of our SHMR that we shall analyse in this section is whether its distri-

bution correlates with other physical properties of our galaxies. To pursue this, we couple

our stellar and dynamical mass information with the database of i−band structural param-

eters determined by McDonald et al. (2011) in Figure 7.9. There, each panel shows either
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one ofRe,i, µe,i, C28,i or Mi versus the logarithm of the ratioM∗/Mdyn. The colours of the

points are the same as in Fig. 7.8. From these panels we first note that there is no obvious

segregation of galaxies of different morphological families according toM∗/Mdyn other

than the lowest values of this ratio are attained by late-type spirals and other galaxies.

No striking trends are also found againstRe,i andMi other than brighter late-type galaxies

appear to be associated with larger values ofM∗/Mdyn. Conversely, the panel forC28,i show-

cases two interesting sequences that correlate with morphology. The lower of the two is

populated by spiral and other galaxy types, and traces out a relation of positive but mod-

est slope where largerC28,i values are associated with largerM∗/Mdyn ratios. The second is

largely comprised of E/S0 galaxies and describes a relationin whichC28,i decreasestowards

higherM∗/Mdyn. These same two sequences are apparent in the panel forµe,i as well and

of the same nature (e.g. surface brightness increases withM∗/Mdyn for late-types) but with

larger scatter. Thinking of the parametersC28,i andM∗/Mdyn as tracers of dissipation during

galaxy formation and the fraction of dark matter within the optical radius, then the origin of

the spiral sequence could be explained by stellar feedback which drives baryons (and thus

dark matter) out of the central regions of these galaxies. Onthe other hand, for early-type

galaxies to simultaneously possess highC28,i andM∗/Mdyn values would seemingly require

one or more of the following to be true: (i) feedback is not very energetic within them,

(ii) they sit in much deeper gravitational potentials, and/or (iii) that their haloes contract

proportionally to the amount of dissipation that they experience. The very different shapes

of the sequences seen in Fig. 7.9 thus suggest that dark matter haloes respond in systemati-

cally different ways depending on the types of galaxies formed within them (Dutton et al.,

2011).
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Figure 7.9: Variations in thei−band structural parameters for Virgo galaxies as a function
of the ratioM∗/Mdyn. From top to bottom, the panels refer to the effective radius(Re,i),
effective surface brightness (µe,i), concentration (C28,i) and absolute magnitude (Mi). The
points are colour-coded by morphology (as in Fig. 7.8) whilethe black star indicates the
position of VCC 1316 (M87).
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7.5 Summary

In this chapter we have used the stellar mass machinery developed and (extensively) tested

in §6 to explore three related topics for Virgo cluster galaxies: (i) the SMF, (ii)Σ∗ pro-

files, and (iii) theM∗−Mdyn relation. The Virgo SMF exhibits a shape that is consistent

at intermediate masses with other determinations from the nearby Universe spanning all

environments. A Schechter fit to our data results in a low-mass slope ofα = -1.18− -1.16

and a characteristic mass ofM∗ = 1010.8−11.1 M⊙. The former falls within the corresponding

range of values found based on much larger galaxy samples (α = -1.2− -1.1) but the latter

exceeds their estimates ofM∗ (= 1010.2−10.7 M⊙) by&0.1-0.6 dex (Cole et al., 2001; Bell et

al., 2003; Panter et al., 2007; Li & White, 2009; Baldry et al., 2012). We also do not find

striking evidence for an upturn in the Virgo SMF at low massesas reported for the field

by Baldry et al. (2008, 2012) and Li & White (2009). The former difference may reflect

our use of a cluster galaxy sample, since these environmentsare expected to host the most

massive galaxies in the Universe. A definitive resolution ofthe latter discrepancy awaits

deeper imaging on this cluster, like that promised by the Next Generation Virgo cluster

Survey (Ferrarese et al., 2012), which will verify whether or not it is as dwarf-rich as has

been previously claimed (Phillipps et al., 1998; Sabatini et al., 2003).

Our exploration of the stellar mass profiles for Virgo galaxies appears to be the first of

its kind for a morphologically-diverse sample such as ours.The median central densities

that we measure for our late-type spirals appear to agree with those reported for the same

class of field galaxies using a variety of techniques (Bakos etal., 2008; Martín-Navarro et

al., 2012; Martinsson et al., 2013). By computing the medianΣ∗ profile in various bins of

galaxy structure, we find that effective surface brightnessseems to be the strongest driver
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of global structure of our galaxies, by mass. To lesser extents, the luminosity, bulge-to-

total and concentration of a galaxy also seem to affect the shape of itsΣ∗ profile in its

inner regions, while only the latter two parameters also play a role in its outskirts. Detailed

numerical decompositionsof these profiles will be necessary to clarify these relationships.

By morphology, the central values and slopes of our galaxies’Σ∗ profiles decrease from

early-types to late-types/dwarfs.

Lastly, the stellar masses for a majority of Virgo galaxies (largely early-types) corre-

late monotonically with their dynamical masses. The interesting aspect of this correlation

is that the scatter inM∗ increases markedly belowMdyn ∼ 1010.6 M⊙ to values as high as

0.55 dex. This change is largely brought about by the existence of late-type spirals and

other galaxies in the range ofMdyn ∼ 108.6−10.4 M⊙ that have systematically much lower

M∗ than other galaxy types. The early-type galaxies which lie above these ones in the

M∗−Mdyn plane are the ones out of our entire sample that appear to be the most baryon-

dominated within their optical regions. At higherMdyn, the dynamics of galaxies require

proportionally more dark matter to explain their dynamics.The positions of a galaxy in the

M∗−Mdyn plane appears to correlate with both their morphological type and concentration,

which we interpret as varying degrees of feedback and dark matter halo response to galaxy

formation. For instance, late-type galaxies with high values ofM∗/Mdyn andC28,i can be ac-

counted for by efficient feedback that expands the dark halo,while early-type galaxies with

high-C28,i but lowM∗/Mdyn are consistent with halo contraction regardless of the amount of

feedback experienced.
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Conclusions

8.1 Summary

The past decade or so of intensive research into galaxies hascertainly taught us that their

physical complexity a truly bewildering array of processesresponsible for their formation

and evolution. Extragalactic astrophysics may be creditedwith having thus far exhaustively

identified these processes (hierarchical merging, energetic feedback, gas flows, etc.), so

that the problem which lies in front of practitioners in the field is to arrange these processes

into a consistent framework that explains how and, most importantly, why we see galaxies

the way that we do in the Universe today. Understandably, thesolution to this problem

must be multi-faceted, and amongst the many different tacksfor astronomers to follow

is the detailed study of the stellar contents of galaxies. The physical properties of any

galaxy’s stellar population provide us with, in part, fossil records of its star formation

history and chemical evolution, which themselves help in tracing the formative events over

its lifetime. Research into galaxian stellar populations, and correlating results therefrom, is

hence absolutely vital for the broad comprehension of galaxy formation and evolution.

232
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This thesis has described the results and interpretations from a broad investigation re-

volving around both the application and improvement of stellar population synthesis mod-

els. Practically speaking, our efforts have concentrated mostly on a complete, volume-

limited and morphologically representative sample of galaxies belonging to the Virgo clus-

ter. Our analysis is driven by a supply of well-resolved optical (griz) and near-infrared

(H) imaging and surface brightness profiles plus non-parametric structural quantities mea-

sured at these same wavelengths (McDonald et al., 2011). Through comparisons of the

griH surface brightness profiles against a suite of stellar population models, we homoge-

neously constrained the mean age and metallicity of stars asa function of radius for this

sample of galaxies. Using popular scenarios and well-knownsimulations of galaxy for-

mation as a guide, we used these data, on both a system-by-system and average basis, to

establish a preliminary framework for the origins of the Virgo cluster’s galaxian content

(Roediger et al., 2011b, 2012). The giant early-types are posited to arise by way of dissi-

pative (gas-rich) mergers, most likely while members of infalling groups that have fed the

growth of this cluster throughout its history (and still do so to this day). In this respect,

these galaxies are not all that dissimilar from their bretheren found in other global environ-

ments (e.g. field). On the other hand, many Virgo spirals exhibit signatures in their stellar

ages that are most consistent with these types of galaxies being irrevocably changed by

the cluster environment, either due to ram pressure stripping or tidal harrassment. Based

on this, we hypothesized that it is just a matter of time before the remaining fraction of

Virgo spirals and gas-rich dwarfs experience these same effects (Chung et al., 2009) that

have seemingly quenched the star formation in earlier-typegalaxies and erase its popula-

tion gradients. Lastly, our data on the Virgo cluster gas-poor dwarf population support the

idea that these galaxies are produced via two channels (at least): in situ (during the early
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stages of cluster assembly) and via the same transformativeprocesses that act on spirals

(Lisker et al., 2009).

Our latest work on the Virgo cluster concerns the stellar anddynamical mass properties

of its galaxies (§6-7). This information compliments the knowledge we previously obtained

on their ages (§4) by constraining the normalizations of their star formation histories and,

loosely speaking, the efficiency of galaxy formation in thisenvironment. The stellar mass

function of the Virgo cluster is described by a larger characteristic mass (1010.8−11.0 M⊙)

than what has been found locally for the overall galaxy population. This reinforces the idea

that galaxy clusters are the sites where the most massive galaxies in the Universe can be

found. Using the aforementioned light profiles, we have resolved how the stellar mass is

spatially distributed throughout each one of our galaxies.By (admittedly simple) inspection

of the resulting stellar mass density profiles, it appears that descriptions of galaxy structure

in terms of mass are roughly equivalent to what has already been found by light. The final

thrust of this most recent work is the relation between stellar and dynamical mass amongst

Virgo galaxies, which serves as a useful empirical analog tosemi-empirical analyses of

that between stellar and dark matter halo masses. Our relation provides an independent

demonstration that galaxy formation efficiency and dark matter halo response both depend

on dynamical mass and galaxy type (Dutton et al., 2011). We also show that the oft-used

assumption of constant scatter in the stellar mass-to-halomass relation is inaccurate: the

scatter in stellar mass decreases to larger dynamical masses.

The other major theme of this thesis is the improvement of thevery models that enable

research into the stellar populations of galaxies to take place. Improving (or validating at

least) stellar population synthesis models requires, in part, a database of independent and

well-characterized constraints on the contents of template stellar systems. Unfortunately,
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existing databases of this sort suffer from various degreesof incompleteness which limits

their value when it comes to testing the accuracy of model predictions. Compounding the

problem is the fact that the pace at which stellar populationmodels are being carefully val-

idated lags behind the rate at which they are being expanded into new regions of parameter

space (e.g. initial mass function). To help close the gap between the level of development

and validation of stellar population models, we have built an extensive compilation from

the literature of the known ages, metallicities and chemical abundance patterns for a repre-

sentative sample of Galactic globular clusters. In addition to stellar population modellers,

we anticipate that this compilation will also benefit to workers in the fields of Galactic, star

cluster and stellar evolution.

8.2 Future Work

Despite the headway we have made towards a more refined understanding of the origins of

galaxies belonging to the Virgo cluster, a number of areas for future work or improvement

became clear to us during the course of our investigation. Regarding the star formation and

chemical enrichment histories of these galaxies, and thus afuller picture of the assembly

of this cluster’s galaxian content, such areas include:

• Combining extant imaging at ultraviolet and infrared wavelengths to empirically con-

strain the degree of attenuation, albeit on integrated scales only,

• As a complement to the above, implementing results from detailed radiative transfer

codes into modelling of spiral galaxies (Tuffs et al., 2004;Pastrav et al., 2013);

• Obtaining long-slit, and ideally wide-integral field, optical spectroscopy for a subset

of the galaxies studied here to simultaneously measure their spatially-resolved star
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formation histories (non-parametrically), chemical abundance patterns and internal

dynamics;

• Using the available dynamical measurements and distance information for Virgo spi-

rals to constrain their cluster-centric orbits and, by extension, infall history to the

cluster (à la Lisker et al. 2009 for the gas-poor dwarfs of Virgo; also Shaya et al.

(1995));

• Developing a Bayesian + Markov Chain Monte Carlo engine to expedite modelling

of spectral energy distributions for individual galaxies and more effectively probe

degeneracies in fitted parameters.

In addition to the last item above, our knowledge of the mass budget and distribution,

plus efficiency of galaxy formation, within the Virgo cluster should stand to benefit from

the following efforts:

• Applying our pipeline from §6 to the latest optical imaging of Virgo galaxies (Fer-

rarese et al., 2012, NGVS;) in order to obtain the most extensive picture yet of the

integrated and spatially-resolved stellar masses for a well-controlled, low-redshift

galaxy sample;

• Fold-in extant imaging at sub-millimetre and radio wavelengths for a complete in-

ventory of baryons within the individual galaxies of this cluster;

• Marrying dynamical profiles with those of mass-to-light ratio for a subset of the

galaxies studied here to gauge the actual relation between stellar and halo mass in

the intermediate mass range (1011−12 M⊙).
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Finally, aside from simply applying our present literaturecompilation for Galactic glob-

ular clusters, the validation of stellar population modeling will be improved by taking the

following steps:

• Refining our mean chemical abundance pattern for each clusteras more estimates for

the number fractions and respective chemistries of the multiple populations found

within them become available (e.g. Carretta, 2013);

• Increasing the scope of our compilation to include elementswhose abundance mea-

surements will result in independent constraints to be placed on the timescales of star

formation in galaxies (e.g. Sr, Ba; Conroy et al., 2013a);

• Measuring the red optical spectra (e.g. 7000-10000 Å) of Galactic globular clusters to

enable the best tests yet of the ability of models (e.g. Conroy& van Dokkum, 2012a)

to infer the relative abundances of low-mass stars in old populations. To this end, we

have already executed a pilot program with the use of the Gemini-North telescope.
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Appendix A

Table of acronyms and symbols

We provide in this appendix a reference to remind the reader of the definitions for various

acronyms and symbols that are used in more than one chapter ofthis thesis. Acronyms

and symbols that are only used in one chapter are omitted in order to keep the size of the

following table manageable.
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Table A.1. Definitions of pervasive acronyms and symbols

Acronym/
symbol Definition

(1) (2)

2MASS The Two Micron All Sky Survey - a NIR survey of the entirenight sky in theJHK
filters (http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/).

[Fe/H] Metallicity (spectroscopic) - the relative abundance of Fe atoms, by number, in a
star/stellar population, expressed with respect to that ofthe Sun; commonly

interpreted as a proxy forZ.
IMF Initial mass function - the distribution of stars in a population, at birth, by

mass.
IR Infrared - the wavelength range spanning∼1-100µm.

ISM Interstellar medium - refers to the gas (of all phases) and dust found between
stars in the main body of a galaxy.

L Luminosity - the amount of energy emitted per second throughradiation by an
astronomical source.

L⊙ Luminosity of the Sun (= 3.839× 1026 W).
M∗ Stellar mass - can refer to either a single star, a stellar population or an

entire galaxy.
M⊙ Mass of the Sun (= 1.989× 1030 kg).
NIR Near-infrared - the wavelength range spanning∼1-3µm.
pc Parsec - a common base unit for the measurement of distancein astronomy, its

value (= 3.086× 1016 m) is calibrated by the distance an object would
have to be from Earth to subtend a parallax of one arcsecond.

SDSS Sloan Digital Sky Survey - an optical survey of one-quarter of the night sky in
theugriz filters (http://www.sdss.org/).

SED Spectral energy distribution - the amount of energy radiated per second by a
luminous object as a function of wavelength.

SFH Star formation history - the instantaneous rate at whichstars were formed as a
function of time throughout the entire history of a galaxy.

SHIVir Spectroscopy andH−band Imaging of Virgo cluster galaxies - a repository of
optical spectra and well-resolved optical plus NIR imagingfor a volume-limited

sample of galaxies from the Virgo cluster (McDonald et al., 2011).
SPS Stellar population synthesis - the technique by which the spectrum of some

theorized stellar population is synthesized (on a computer).
SSP Simple stellar population - a population of stars formedat the same time, out of

gas having a uniform chemical composition.
TP-AGB Thermally-pulsating asymptotic giant branch - an advanced stage of stellar

evolution whose NIR photometric properties remain highly uncertain.
Type I/II/III A classification scheme for disk galaxies based on the shapes of their surface

brightness profiles. Type I profiles follow a strictly exponential decline with
galactocentric radius, while Type II and III profiles have a double-exponential
description, where the outer slope is steeper and shallowerthan the inner one,

respectively.
UV Ultraviolet - the wavelength range spanning∼1000-4000 nm.
Z Metallicity (photometric) - a measure of the fractional weight of stellar

material comprised of atoms heavier than helium.
Z⊙ Metallicity of the Sun (= 0.02).
z Redshift - a proxy for the point in time at which a system is observed.



Appendix B

Notes on individual Galactic globular

clusters

In this Appendix, we provide available sources of ages and chemical abundance ratios for

each of the S05 clusters. We also list the sources of metallicity ([Fe/H]) information we

have adopted (an exhaustive list for each cluster would be prohibitively while adding little

benefit). Regarding the chemical abundance references, we explicitly identify those in-

cluded in our compilation or not, as well as describe our justification(s) for any exclusions.

For those S05 clusters known to harbour multiple stellar populations, we also comment on

possible signatures of this phenomenon within our adopted abundance patterns and relate

them to other evidence. For the age references, on the other hand, we concentrate on com-

paring the independent measurements against our adopted values and the estimated age of

the Universe (13.76± 0.11 Gyr; Komatsu et al., 2011) in order to highlight the (sometimes

severe) degree of systematic error inherent to this quantity. Pinpointing the various sources

of this error would be best accomplished on a per cluster basis and so is beyond the scope

of the present work.
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NGC 0104

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), Costar

& Smith (1988), Brown & Wallerstein (1992), Alves-Brito et al.(2005), Wylie et al. (2006),

Koch & McWilliam (2008), McWilliam & Bernstein (2008) and Carretta et al. (2009c)

to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 0104. A large body ofwork on the chemi-

cal composition of this cluster covers all major stellar evolutionary stages, including the

main sequence (Briley et al., 2004; Carretta et al., 2004a, 2005; Koch & McWilliam, 2008;

D’Orazi et al., 2010) [173 stars], red giant branch (Pilachowski et al., 1983; Gratton et

al., 1986; Brown et al., 1990; Brown & Wallerstein, 1992; Norris & Da Costa, 1995; Car-

retta et al., 2004a; Alves-Brito et al., 2005; Carretta et al.,2005; Wylie et al., 2006; Koch &

McWilliam, 2008; Carretta et al., 2009a,b) [190 stars], horizontal branch (Alves-Brito et al.,

2005) [1 star] and asymptotic giant branch (Brown et al., 1990; Brown & Wallerstein, 1992;

Wylie et al., 2006; Worley et al., 2009; Worley & Cottrell, 2012) [21 stars], all of which we

fold into our compiled abundance pattern. On the other hand,we excluded the results of

Briley et al. (1991, 1996) and Cannon et al. (1998) from the present work on the grounds

that they did not provide abundances for the individual stars comprising their respective

samples. A plethora of evidence on this cluster strongly suggests that it hosts multiple stel-

lar populations, which includes variations/anti-correlations in either the spectroscopic band

strengths (CN, CH) or light-element abundances (C, N, O, Na, Mg,Al) of individual stars

over a wide range of evolutionary stages (Mallia, 1978; Hesser & Bell, 1980; Cottrell & Da

Costa, 1981; Briley et al., 1994, 1996; Carretta et al., 2004a; Campbell et al., 2006; Car-

retta et al., 2009a,b; D’Orazi et al., 2010; Pancino et al., 2010), distinct photometric main

and red giant branch sequences (Anderson et al., 2009; di Criscienzo et al., 2010; Piotto et

al., 2012) and radial gradients in both colour and He abundance (Hanes & Brodie, 1985;
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Nataf et al., 2011). From our compilation, we find some (marginal) support for the notion

that NGC 0104 hosts multiple populations via the slightly enhanced rms envelopes on our

mean [C/Fe], [N/Fe], [Na/Fe] and [O/Fe] ratios (≥0.2 dex, compared to≤0.15 dex for other

species). Given this cluster’s well-established abundance anti-correlations (e.g. Carretta et

al., 2009a), we suggest that systematics between the available abundance measurements of

Ca, Si, Cr and Ti may be responsible for weakening the multiple-population signal in our

data. Finally, the age of NGC 0104 has also been the subject ofmuch attention to date,

with the vast majority finding values for this parameter in the range∼11-13 Gyr (Hesser et

al., 1987; Dorman et al., 1989; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; Mazzitelli et al., 1995; Zoccali et

al., 2001; Grundahl et al., 2002; Gratton et al., 2003; De Angeli et al., 2005; Salaris et al.,

2007; McWilliam & Bernstein, 2008; Bergbusch & Stetson, 2009)and consistent with our

own (13.1± 0.9 Gyr; MF09). The exceptional cases are those measurements from Harris

et al. (1983, 16.5± 0.5 Gyr), Salaris & Weiss (1998, 9.2± 1.0 Gyr) and Gibson et al.

(1999,>20 Gyr), which either fall significantly below our adopted value or well above the

estimated age of the Universe.

NGC 1851

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), Geisler

et al. (1997), Villanova et al. (2010), Yong & Grundahl (2008), Yong et al. (2009) and Car-

retta et al. (2009c, 2011a) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H]for NGC 1851. A large number

of studies have also addressed the chemical composition of this cluster, covering nearly

all stellar evolutionary stages present within it, including the main sequence (Lardo et al.,

2012) [64 stars], sub-giant branch (Gratton et al., 2012c) [77 stars], red giant branch (Yong

& Grundahl, 2008; Yong et al., 2009; Villanova et al., 2010; Carretta et al., 2011a; Gratton
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et al., 2012b) [8, 4, 15, 124 and 12 stars, respectively] and horizontal branch (Gratton et

al., 2012b) [91 stars]; our recommended abundance pattern incorporates all of these results.

We omitted the results of Rodgers & Harding (1987) and Carrettaet al. (2012b) from our

compilation on the grounds that neither work provided abundances for the individual stars

comprising their respective samples. Our recommended abundance pattern exhibits large

rms envelopes about the mean abundance ratios for C (0.51 dex), N (0.46 dex), O (0.26

dex) and Na (0.31 dex), while those for other species are typically ≤0.10 dex. The large

abundance scatters in this cluster merely reflect its known C−N and Na−O anti-correlations

(Yong & Grundahl, 2008; Yong et al., 2009; Villanova et al., 2010; Catinella et al., 2010;

Carretta et al., 2011a) and thus that it harbours multiple stellar populations. Additional

evidence of the multiple population phenomenon in NGC 1851 includes its radial colour

gradient (Bailyn et al., 1988) and split sub-giant and red giant branches (Cassisi et al.,

2008; Milone et al., 2008; D’Antona et al., 2009; Han et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Ventura

et al., 2009; Carretta et al., 2011b; Piotto et al., 2012). Theage of NGC 1851 has also

been the subject of several studies, where half of them find a value in excess of the age of

the Universe (≥14 Gyr; Sagar et al., 1988; Alcaino et al., 1990a; Walker, 1992), while the

other half (11.8± 1.2, 7.9± 0.8 and 8.9± 0.8 Gyr, respectively; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995;

Salaris & Weiss, 1998; De Angeli et al., 2005) exhibit varying degrees of agreement with

our adopted value (10.0± 0.5 Gyr; MF09).

NGC 1904

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from François (1991), Geisler et al.

(1997) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 1904. For

its recommended abundance pattern, we combine results of the handful of studies on the
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chemical abundances of its red giant (François, 1991; Carretta et al., 2009a,b) [72 stars]

population. Other studies of this cluster’s chemical composition include Gratton & Ortolani

(1989), Fabbian et al. (2005) and Şahin & Lambert (2009) butthose are omitted from

our compilation on the grounds that their results are at strong odds with those from our

adopted references (Gratton & Ortolani), or correspond to an advanced (post-asymptotic

giant branch; Şahin & Lambert) or some exotic (extreme horizontal branch; Fabbian et al. )

stage of stellar evolution. From our compiled abundance pattern, we find that NGC 1904

has significant rms envelopes about its mean [Mg/Fe], [O/Fe]and [Na/Fe] ratios (0.2-0.3

dex) compared to those of other species (≤0.13 dex), which reflects the known Mg-Al and

Na-O anti-correlations exhibited by its red giant branch members Carretta et al. (2009a,b).

These anti-correlations, along with this cluster’s extreme horizontal branch morphology

(Gratton et al., 2010) and radial colour gradient (Cordoni & Auriere, 1983; Hill et al.,

1996), provide strong evidence for the existence of multiple stellar population(s) within it.

Lastly, since NGC 1904 was not part of the MF09 sample, we adopt the age estimated by

De Angeli et al. (2005, 9.6± 1.0 Gyr), but only in atentativesense on the grounds that

the De Angeli et al. ages are systematically younger than those of MF09 (Fig. 3.2). Other

studies of this cluster’s age (Gratton & Ortolani, 1986; Heasley et al., 1986; Alcaino et al.,

1994; Kravtsov et al., 1997) have uniformly found values forthis parameter (≥16 Gyr) that

well exceed the age of the Universe, except Chaboyer & Kim (1995) and Salaris & Weiss

(1998), whose respective measurements (12.2± 1.5 and 10.1± 1.1 Gyr) formally agree

with our adopted value.
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NGC 2298

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from McWilliam et al. (1992) and Car-

retta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC2298. Our only knowledge

of the chemical abundances in this cluster comes from McWilliam et al. , who analysed

three of its red giant branch members. We therefore adopt these authors’ results for our

compilation. Several reports for the age of NGC 2298 exist (Alcaino & Liller, 1986; Grat-

ton & Ortolani, 1986; Janes & Heasley, 1988; Alcaino et al., 1990c; Chaboyer et al., 1992;

McWilliam et al., 1992; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; Salaris & Weiss,1998), but only the val-

ues from Chaboyer & Kim (12.9± 0.8 Gyr) and Salaris & Weiss (11.7± 1.1 Gyr) agree

with our adopted value (12.7± 0.7 Gyr; MF09); all others (>14 Gyr) exceed the estimated

age of the Universe, for reasons unknown to us.

NGC 2808

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Geisler et al. (1997) and Car-

retta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC2808. For our recommended

abundance pattern, we combine results from the many studieswhich have addressed the

chemical composition of this cluster’s main sequence (Bragaglia et al., 2010b) [2 stars],

red giant branch (Gratton, 1982; Carretta et al., 2003, 2004b; Carretta, 2006; Carretta et al.,

2006, 2009b) [1, 81, 20, 20, 120 and 12 stars, respectively] and horizontal branch (Gratton

et al., 2011) [26 stars]. We exclude the work of Pace et al. (2006) from our compilation

on the grounds that the majority of stars in their sample are drawn from an exotic (extreme

horizontal branch) stage of stellar evolution. NGC 2808 is aspecial case given that its

multiple stellar populations are reflected by many signatures, such as a wide range of CN
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band strengths amongst its red giants, three distinct main sequences, an extreme horizontal

branch and peculiar colour distribution amongst its blue stragglers (Norris & Smith, 1983;

D’Antona & Caloi, 2004; D’Antona et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005; Piotto et al., 2007; Bra-

gaglia et al., 2010a; D’Ercole et al., 2010; Glebbeek et al.,2010; Dalessandro et al., 2011;

D’Ercole et al., 2012). Our compiled abundance pattern alsosupports the idea of multi-

ple populations in this cluster via the large rms envelopes on our mean [Mg/Fe], [C/Fe],

[N/Fe], [O/Fe] and [Na/Fe] ratios (&0.2 dex), which we interpret as reflecting the under-

lying Mg−Al, C−N and Na−O anti-correlations that have been found amongst its member

stars ofall stellar evolutionary phases (Carretta et al., 2006, 2009b; Bragaglia et al., 2010b;

Gratton et al., 2011). Finally, numerous studies of the age of NGC 2808 have yielded a

wide range in this parameter, from values older than the age of the Universe (≥16 Gyr;

Buonanno et al., 1984; Gratton & Ortolani, 1986; Alcaino et al., 1990b) to ones quite a bit

younger (8.1± 0.5 Gyr; De Angeli et al., 2005) than our adopted value (10.9± 0.4 Gyr;

MF09). Only Chaboyer & Kim (1995) and Sandquist et al. (1996) measure ages which

agree with that of MF09 (12.4± 1.8 and 11.0± 1.8 Gyr, respectively).

NGC 3201

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Beerset al. (1990), Geisler et al.

(1997) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 3201. For our

recommended abundance pattern, we combine the results fromthe many studies that have

analyzed the chemical composition of its red giant branch members: Gratton (1982) [2

stars], Pilachowski et al. (1983) [4 stars], Gratton & Ortolani (1989) [3 stars], Gonzalez &

Wallerstein (1998) [18 stars] and Carretta et al. (2009a,b) [149 and 10 stars, respectively].

Rodgers & Harding (1989) have analysed the Ca abundances of horizontal branch stars
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belonging to this cluster but we omit their result from our compilation given that these

authors only provide the mean [Ca/Fe] ratio for their sample.Based on several lines of

evidence, including a split red giant branch (Kravtsov et al., 2010), radial gradients in

spectroscopic index strengths (Chun, 1988), a bimodal CN distribution amongst its red

giants (Smith & Norris, 1982) and chemical abundance anti-correlations (Carretta et al.,

2009a,b), it has been suggested that NGC 3201 hosts multiplestellar populations. Finding

signatures of this phenomenon in our compiled abundance pattern is complicated by the

fact that the rms envelopes for the anti-correlated elements (C, N, O, Na; 0.23-0.27 dex)

are similar to that of Cr (0.24 dex); the latter’s size could bean artifact of systematic bias

between the metallicities determined by the sources of our [Cr/Fe] ratios (Gratton, 1982;

Pilachowski et al., 1983; Gratton & Ortolani, 1989). The ageof NGC 3201 has also been

well studied, but only Alcaino & Liller (1981), Cacciari (1984), Chaboyer & Kim (1995)

and Salaris & Weiss (1998) have found values for this parameter (10.6± 2.0, 12.0± 3.0,

11.3± 2.0 and 9.9± 0.8 Gyr, respectively) consistent with the one we have adopted (10.2

± 0.4 Gyr; MF09); other measurements have either exceeded theage of the Universe (≥14

Gyr; Alcaino et al., 1989; Samus et al., 1996a; von Braun & Mateo, 2001), slightly exceed

our recommended age (13.4± 0.5 and 11.2± 0.5 Gyr; Layden & Sarajedini, 2003; Bono

et al., 2010) or fall below it (8.4± 0.5 Gyr; De Angeli et al., 2005).

NGC 5286

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 5286,save its age and metallicity.

Following Ha10, we simply adopt the measured value of this parameter from Carretta et al.

(2009c). Samus et al. (1995) and Zorotovic et al. (2009) determined ages of 16.0± 0.3 and

∼15.0 Gyr, respectively, both of which well exceed the age of the Universe and as well as
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our adopted value (12.5± 0.5 Gyr; MF09).

NGC 5904

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Sneden et al. (1992), Shetrone

(1996), Ivans et al. (2001), Ramírez & Cohen (2003), Yong et al.(2008c) and Carretta et

al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 5904. The chemical composition of

this cluster has been extremely well-studied across nearlyall relevant stellar evolutionary

stages, including the main sequence (Ramírez & Cohen, 2003) [6stars] and sub-giant (Bri-

ley et al., 1992; Cohen et al., 2002) [51 stars], red giant (Armosky et al., 1994; Briley et al.,

1992; Carretta et al., 2009a,b; Gratton et al., 1986; Ivans etal., 2001; Koch & McWilliam,

2010; Lai et al., 2011; Langer et al., 1985; Martell et al., 2008; Pilachowski et al., 1980,

1983; Ramírez & Cohen, 2003; Shetrone, 1996; Smith et al., 1997; Sneden et al., 1992;

Yong et al., 2008a,c) [276 stars], horizontal (Lai et al., 2011) [2 stars] and asymptotic giant

(Ivans et al., 2001; Koch & McWilliam, 2010; Lai et al., 2011;Sneden et al., 1992) [21

stars] branches; we fold all of the results from these studies into our compilation. How-

ever, we omit the [O/Fe] ratios from Gratton (1987a) since the authors determined them

for two different assumptions of their stars’ carbon abundances. From our recommended

abundance pattern, we find that this cluster’s carbon, oxygen and sodium abundances are

each spread over a range of∼0.3 dex, and∼0.6 dex for its nitrogen abundance. These

comparitively large spreads (most other elements have rms envelopes of 0.1 dex) reflect the

abundance variations/anti-correlations that have been found amongst this cluster’s main se-

quence and red giant populations (Osborn, 1971; Ramírez & Cohen, 2003; Carretta et al.,

2009a,b; Lai et al., 2011), a hallmark of the multiple population phenomenon in globular
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clusters. Additional evidence suggesting that NGC 5904 hosts more than one stellar popu-

lation is the radial colour gradient found by Buonanno et al. (1981). The age of NGC 5904

appears to have been measured by a handful of other studies inthe literature, half of which

(12.3± 1.4, 10.6± 0.8 and 9.9± 0.7 Gyr, respectively; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; Jimenez

& Padoan, 1998; Salaris & Weiss, 1998) agree with our adoptedvalue for this parameter

(10.6± 0.4 Gyr; MF09), while the other half lie in the directions of either younger (8.8±

0.4 Gyr; De Angeli et al., 2005) or older (17 and 13.5± 1.0 Gyr; Richer & Fahlman, 1987;

Sandquist et al., 1996) ages.

NGC 5927

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), François

(1991) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 5927. The gen-

erous error on our adopted metallicity (-0.49± 0.44 dex) stems from the wide spread (∼0.8

dex) amongst the input measurements. Our only knowledge of the chemical abundances in

this cluster comes from François (1991), who analysed one ofits red giant branch members.

As such, we adopt their results in our compilation, but with somereservationssince their

measured metallicity (-1.08 dex) falls well outside our adopted value for this parameter,

while their [Mg/Fe], [Na/Fe] and [Si/Fe] ratios (-0.12, +1.23 and +0.74 dex, respectively)

seem suspiciously low. To our knowledge, the only other age determination in the literature

for this cluster comes from Samus et al. (1996b,∼15 Gyr), which notably exceeds both our

adopted value for this parameter (12.7± 0.9 Gyr; MF09) as well as the age of the Universe.
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NGC 5946

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 5946,save its metallicity. Following

Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Armandroff & Zinn (1988) and

Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for this cluster. Since these input

values are identical though, we adopt the uncertainty quoted by Carretta et al. to provide

some idea of that associated with our metallicity.

NGC 5986

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Geisler et al. (1997) and Carretta

et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 5986.Our only knowledge of the

chemical abundances in this cluster comes from Jasniewicz et al. (2004), who analysed

two highly-evolved members, one which they hypothesize as being well into its post-AGB

phase and experienced a third dredge-up, and the other as just beginning to leave the AGB

sequence. As such, we only adopt the latter’s abundances into our compilation. Despite the

good agreement between the measured metallicity of this star (-1.65 dex) and our adopted

value for this cluster (-1.59± 0.12 dex), we notice that its [O/Fe], [Na/Fe] and [Cr/Fe]

ratios all seem rather large in comparison to those for the rest of our sample. We therefore

advise caution when interpreting results based on this single star’s abundance pattern. To

our knowledge, the only other age determination in the literature for this cluster comes

from De Angeli et al. (2005, 9.6± 0.6 Gyr), which is notably younger than our adopted

value for this parameter (12.2± 0.6 Gyr; MF09).
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NGC 6121

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Beerset al. (1990), Brown &

Wallerstein (1992), Drake et al. (1994), Minniti (1995b), Ivans et al. (1999), Marino et

al. (2008), Yong et al. (2008c), Takeda et al. (2009) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calcu-

late the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6121. For our recommended abundance pattern, we

combine the results from the many studies of the chemical composition of this cluster’s

main sequence/sub-giant (Monaco et al., 2012) [91 stars], red giant (Brown et al., 1990;

Brown & Wallerstein, 1992; Carretta et al., 2009a,b; D’Orazi &Marino, 2010; Drake et

al., 1992; Gratton et al., 1986; Ivans et al., 1999; Marino etal., 2008; Smith et al., 2005;

Suntzeff & Smith, 1991; Villanova & Geisler, 2011; Wallerstein et al., 2007; Yong et al.,

2008a,c) [425 stars], horizontal branch (Marino et al., 2011; Villanova et al., 2012) [28

stars] and asymptotic giant (Ivans et al., 1999) [10 stars] populations. Many of the above

studies suggest that NGC 6121 plays host to multiple stellarpopulations on the basis of

variations/anti-correlations observed amongst the light-element abundances of its main se-

quence, red giant and horizontal branch members (Smith et al., 2005; Marino et al., 2008,

2011; Carretta et al., 2009a,b; D’Orazi & Marino, 2010; Villanova & Geisler, 2011; Vil-

lanova et al., 2012; Monaco et al., 2012). In addition to this, Marino et al. (2008) found

that this cluster’s red giant branch is split in colour-magnitude diagrams based, in part, on

U−band information. Our compilation also supports the existence of multiple populations

in this cluster through the comparatively large rms envelopes on our mean [C/Fe], [N/Fe],

[O/Fe] and [Na/Fe] ratios (0.14-0.41 dex), whereas the abundances of other light elements

remain below 0.1 dex. Although not as well studied as its abundance pattern, alternative

measurements of the age of NGC 6121 (12.2, 13.1± 2.2 and 12.0 Gyr, respectively; Ca-

puto et al., 1985; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; D’Antona et al., 2009)largely agree/overlap with
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our adopted value (12.5± 0.7; MF09). That of De Angeli et al. (2005, 9.9± 0.4 Gyr) is,

however, considerably younger.

NGC 6171

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Searle & Zinn (1978) and Car-

retta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC6171. Ha10’s value for this

parameter can be exactly reproduced if Searle & Zinn’s measurement is transformed onto

Carretta et al. ’s scale (-1.00 dex; Harris,priv. comm.); we have therefore adopted this

transformation here. Nearly all of our recommended abundance patterns for this cluster

are based on the results of the few studies that have focussedon the elemental abundances

amongst its red giant branch population: Carretta et al. (2009a,b) and O”Connell et al.

(2011) [33, 5 and 13 stars, respectively]. For its Ca abundance, we draw on the mean

[Ca/Fe] ratio from Smith & Manduca (1983) with the caveat thatit is based on an exotic

(RR Lyrae) phase of stellar evolution and that these authors’[Fe/H] ratio (-0.84± 0.25

dex) is systematically lower than (but nevertheless consistent with) that of Carretta et al.

Smith & Perkins (1982) also measured the mean Ca abundance of NGC 6171, but given

that this result exhibits excellent agreement with that of Smith & Manduca, we opted to

omit it from our compilation. Owing to the CN/CH band strength variations (Smith, 1988)

and a Na-O anti-correlation observed amongst its red giant branch members (Carretta et

al., 2009a,b), NGC 6171 is suspected of hosting multiple stellar populations, a suggestion

which is supported by the comparitively large rms envelopeswe find on its mean Na and

O abundances (∼0.2 dex, compared to.0.1 dex for other species). Finally, a large number

of studies have investigated the age of this cluster, with the majority reporting a value in

excess of the age of the Universe (≥16 Gyr; Da Costa et al., 1984; Sandage & Roques,
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1984; Buonanno et al., 1989; Ferraro et al., 1991; Ferraro & Piotto, 1992; Ferraro et al.,

1995), while the remainder either fall well below (10.4± 1.0 and 10.4± 0.8 Gyr; Salaris

& Weiss, 1998; De Angeli et al., 2005) or agree nicely (13.5± 2.5 and 14.4± 1.4 Gyr;

Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; Jimenez et al., 1996) with our adopted value (14.0± 0.8 Gyr;

MF09).

NGC 6218

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Da Costa & Armandroff (1995),

Johnson & Pilachowski (2006) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H]

for NGC 6218. Our recommended abundance pattern for this cluster combines results from

several studies that have targetted members of its red and asymptotic giant branches: John-

son & Pilachowski (2006) and Carretta et al. (2007b, 2009b) (21, 79 and 11 red giants,

respectively), and Klochkova & Samus (2001), Mishenina et al. (2003) and Jasniewicz et

al. (2004) (one asymptotic giant each). We omit the results of Klochkova et al. (2003) from

our compilation on the grounds that they are statistically ill-defined (Klochkova’s measure-

ments are based on a single star) and correspond to an advanced (post-asymptotic giant

branch) stage of stellar evolution; indeed, their abundances for several species, although

formally consistent, exhibit (sometimes large) systematic differences from our adopted

values. The mean [O/Fe] and [Na/Fe] ratios in our abundance pattern are distinguished by

larger rms envelopes (0.34 and 0.27 dex, respectively) compared to those of other species

(0.14 dex, in the median) on account of the fact that NGC 6218 is known to exhibit a Na-O

anti-correlation (Carretta et al., 2007b), an established hallmark of the multiple popula-

tions phenomenon in GGCs. Several studies have also investigated the age of NGC 6218,

wherein Chaboyer & Kim (1995) and Hargis et al. (2004) obtained values [11.8± 1.7 and
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12.0± 0.7 Gyr, respectively] most consistent with the one we adopted (12.7± 0.4 Gyr;

MF09), while those from Sato et al. (1989) [17.0± 1.0 Gyr], von Braun et al. (2002) [16

Gyr] and De Angeli et al. (2005) [10.4± 1.0 Gyr] fall slightly below it or greatly above the

age of the Universe.

NGC 6235

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6235,save its metallicity. Following

Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Howland et al. (2003) and Car-

retta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC6235. The generous error on

our adopted metallicity (-1.28± 0.31 dex) stems from the wide spread (∼0.4 dex) amongst

the input measurements.

NGC 6254

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Kraft et al. (1995), Haynes et

al. (2008) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6254. A

large number of studies addressing the abundance pattern ofthis cluster (predominantly

through its red giant population) are found within the literature, the majority of which we

incorporate in our compilation. These studies, along with the sizes of their respective sam-

ples, include: Pilachowski et al. (1983) [3], Gratton & Ortolani (1989) [2], Kraft et al.

(1995) [14], Mishenina et al. (2003) [2], Smith et al. (2005)[15], Haynes et al. (2008) [5],

Martell et al. (2008) [8] and Carretta et al. (2009a,b) [14,147]. Omitted studies include

Gratton (1980), Gonzalez & Lambert (1997), Mooney et al. (2001, 2004) and Mishenina

et al. (2009) either because they focussed on an advanced/exotic stages of stellar evolution
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or expressed their abundances relative to another cluster not included in the present work

(NGC 6819). NGC 6254 is suspected of hosting multiple stellar population(s) on the ba-

sis of CN/CH band strength variations (Smith & Fulbright, 1997), large scatters in both

[C/Fe] and [N/Fe] ratios at fixed luminosity (Osborn, 1971; Smith et al., 2005) and a Na-O

anti-correlation observed amongst its red giant branch members (Carretta et al., 2009a,b).

Our adopted abundance pattern for this cluster supports such a notion via the large rms

envelopes attached to our mean [C/Fe], [N/Fe], [O/Fe] and [Na/Fe] ratios (0.37, 0.45, 0.24

and 0.27 dex, respectively), whereas other ratios have envelopes≤0.15 dex in size. The

age of NGC 6254 has been the subject of numerous studies as well, with the majority find-

ing a value for this parameter in excess of that for the Universe (≥16 Gyr; Hurley et al.,

1989; Straniero & Chieffi, 1991; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; von Braun et al., 2002), while

De Angeli et al. (2005) concluded that this cluster is notably younger (9.4± 0.8 Gyr) than

the age we have adopted (11.4± 0.5 Gyr; MF09). The sole exception is the age found by

Salaris & Weiss (1998) [10.1± 1.1 Gyr].

NGC 6266

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6266,save its metallicity. Following

Ha10, we simply adopt the measured value of this parameter from Carretta et al. (2009c).

NGC 6284

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6284,save its metallicity. Since

Carretta et al. (2009c) derive their value for this parameter(-1.31± 0.09 dex) from Harris

(1996, 2003 edition), we simply adopt the [Fe/H] ratio listed for this cluster in Ha10 (-1.26
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dex), at the expense of not having an error estimate. Smith & Perkins (1982) measured

the abundance of calcium in two RR Lyrae stars from this cluster ([Ca/Fe] = +0.48± 0.32

dex), but we omit this from our compilation since the metallicities these authors determine

for those same stars (-0.91± 0.25 dex) seems anomalously high compared to our adopted

value.

NGC 6304

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6304,save its age and metallicity.

Following Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameterfrom Valenti et al. (2005)

and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for this cluster. The generous

error on our adopted metallicity (-0.45± 0.26 dex) stems from the wide spread (∼0.3 dex)

amongst the input measurements.

NGC 6316

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6316,save its metallicity. Following

Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Armandroff & Zinn (1988),

Valenti et al. (2007) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculatethe weighted [Fe/H] for this

cluster.

NGC 6333

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6333,save its metallicity. Since

Carretta et al. (2009c) derive their value for this parameter(-1.79± 0.09 dex) from Harris
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(1996, 2003 edition), we simply adopt the [Fe/H] ratio listed for this cluster in Ha10 (-1.77

dex), at the expense of not having an error estimate.

NGC 6342

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), Origlia

et al. (2005) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6342. Our

only knowledge of the chemical abundances in this cluster comes from Origlia et al. , who

analysed four of its red giant branch members. We therefore adopt these authors’ results

for our compilation. Since NGC 6342 was not part of the MF09 sample, we adopt the age

estimated for this cluster by Heitsch & Richtler (1999), but only in a tentativesense since

it exceeds the estimated age of the Universe.

NGC 6352

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from François (1991), Carretta et al.

(2009c) and Feltzing et al. (2009) to calculate the weighted[Fe/H] for NGC 6352. Our

recommended abundance pattern for this cluster combines results from Gratton (1987b),

Francois and Feltzing et al. , whom have collectively targetted four red giant and nine

horizontal branch stars. We omit the O abundance data obtained by Gratton (1987a) on the

grounds that the authors computed them for two different [C/Fe] ratios, which has yet to

be constrained for this cluster. Based on variations observed in the CN/CH band strengths

of its red giant members, Pancino et al. (2010) have claimed that NGC 6352 plays host

to multiple stellar populations. Signatures of this phenomenon are difficult to come by

in our adopted abundance pattern however: our [O/Fe] ratio comes from François (1991),
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whose results correspond to a single star (and are thus ill-defined statistically), while the

rms envelopes for our [Mg/Fe] and [Na/Fe] ratios (0.17 and 0.16 dex, respectively) are

not remarkably different than those for other species (e.g.0.21 and 0.13 dex for Si and

Ti, respectively). The comparitively large rms envelope onour mean [Ti/Fe] ratio may

be explained though by Gratton et al. ’s use of overestimatedequivalent widths, small

numbers of lines and a different treatment for collisional broadening (Feltzing et al., 2009).

The age of NGC 6352 has now been measured by several groups, resulting in values for

this parameter that either exceed the age of the Universe (15.2± 3.0 and 14 Gyr; Fullton et

al., 1995; Heasley et al., 2000) or are significantly younger(9.4± 0.6 and 10 Gyr; Salaris

& Weiss, 1998; Pulone et al., 2003) than our adopted value (12.7± 0.9 Gyr; MF09).

NGC 6356

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6356,save its metallicity. Following

Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Armandroff & Zinn (1988),

Minniti (1995b) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for this cluster.

NGC 6362

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Geisler et al. (1997) and Carretta

et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6362.In terms of its abundance

pattern, we only adopt the results of Gratton (1987b), whom analysed the chemical abun-

dances of two red giant branch stars belonging to this cluster. The Ca abundance of NGC

6362 was also measured by Smith & Perkins (1982), but we omit these results from our

compilation on the grounds that they correspond to an exotic(RR Lyrae) phase of stellar
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evolution; however, their [Fe/H] and [Ca/Fe] ratios comparewell with our adopted values.

Several age measurements for NGC 6362 are found in the literature, two of which (12.0±

1.0 and 14.5± 1.0 Gyr; Brocato et al., 1999; Piotto et al., 1999) overlap with our adopted

value (13.6± 0.6 Gyr; MF09), one which does not (9.7± 1.0 Gyr; De Angeli et al., 2005)

and another that significantly exceeds the age of the Universe (16.0± 1.5 Gyr; Alcaino &

Liller, 1986).

NGC 6388

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), Waller-

stein et al. (2007), Worley & Cottrell (2010) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the

weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6388. Our recommended abundance pattern for this cluster com-

bines the results from the few studies which have focussed onthe elemental abundances

amongst its red giant branch population: Carretta et al. (2007c, 2009a) and Wallerstein et

al. (2007) (7, 36 and 8 stars, respectively). The mean [O/Fe]and [Na/Fe] ratios in our abun-

dance pattern are distinguished by larger rms envelopes (0.25 and 0.23 dex, respectively)

compared to those of other species (0.14 dex, in the median) on account of the fact that

NGC 6338 is known to exhibit a Na-O anti-correlation. The small spread in [Mg/Fe] ra-

tios (0.12 dex) however seems at odds with this cluster’s purported Mg-Al anti-correlation

(Carretta et al., 2007c, 2009a). The light abundance variations observed within NGC 6388,

along with its split sub-giant (Moretti et al., 2009; Piottoet al., 2012) and bimodal hori-

zontal (Sweigart & Catelan, 1998; Busso et al., 2007; Yoon et al., 2008) branches, provide

strong evidence that it is home to multiple stellar populations. Regarding the age of NGC

6388, Hughes et al. (2007) and Moretti et al. (2009) obtaineda relatively tight range (11.5-

12.0 Gyr) for this parameter, which compares nicely againstour adopted value (12.0± 1.0;
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MF09).

NGC 6441

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), Clemen-

tini et al. (2005), Origlia et al. (2008) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted

[Fe/H] for NGC 6441. Our recommended abundance pattern for this cluster combines the

results from the few studies that have focussed on the elemental abundances amongst its red

giant branch population: Gratton et al. (2006), Gratton et al. (2007) and Origlia et al. (2008)

[5, 25 and 8 stars, respectively]. Based on the Na-O and Mg-Al anti-correlations exhibited

within their respective datasets, these authors argue thatNGC 6441 harbours multiple stel-

lar populations, a suggestion which coincides with the popular interpretation of a helium

enhancement as the source of its highly extended (bimodal) horizontal branch (Sweigart &

Catelan, 1998; Layden et al., 1999; Busso et al., 2007; Caloi & D’Antona, 2007; Yoon et

al., 2008). The notion of multiple populations within this cluster is supported by the rather

large rms spread in our compiled Na abundance (+0.41± 0.28 dex), while systematics

likely obscure any other abundance signature of this effect(the remaining rms values range

from 0.15-0.20 dex). Finally, the only age determination ofNGC 6441 known to us is the

one which we have adopted (11.3± 0.9 Gyr; MF09).

NGC 6522

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Barbuy et al. (2009) and Carretta

et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6522.Our only knowledge of the

chemical abundances in this cluster comes from Barbuy et al. ,who analysed eight of its red
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giant branch members. We therefore adopt these authors’ results for our compilation. Since

NGC 6522 was not part of the MF09 sample, we adopt the age estimated for this cluster by

Barbuy et al. , but only in atentativesense since it exceeds the age of the Universe.

NGC 6528

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), Zoc-

cali et al. (2004), Origlia et al. (2005), Sobeck et al. (2006) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to

calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6528. The generous error on our adopted metal-

licity (-0.12 ± 0.24 dex) stems from the wide spread (∼0.6 dex) amongst the individual

measurements. The few studies that have analysed the chemical composition of this cluster

so far have focussed on either its red giant (Coelho et al., 2001; Origlia et al., 2005; Zoccali

et al., 2004) [14, 4 and 2 stars, respectively] or horizontalbranch (Carretta et al., 2001; Zoc-

cali et al., 2004) [6 and 1 stars, respectively] populations. For our recommended abundance

pattern, we combine the results from these studies, except for the C, N and Ca abundances

from Zoccali et al. , which for each species are identical amongst all three of their stars

(and thus suspect). Moreover, Zoccali et al. find sub-solar abundances of Ti for two stars in

their sample, which helps inflate the rather large rms envelope on our mean [Ti/Fe] ratio.

Since NGC 6528 was not part of the MF09 sample, we adopt the ageestimated by Feltzing

& Johnson (2002, 11± 2 Gyr), but only in atentativesense on the grounds that it could

suffer from unknown systematic errors relative to MF09. Other studies of this cluster’s

age (Ortolani et al., 1992; Richtler et al., 1998; Ortolani etal., 2001; Momany et al., 2003)

have yielded values for this parameter that are largely consistent with that of Feltzing &

Johnson, except Ortolani et al. ’s 14 Gyr estimate, which slightly exceeds the age of the

Universe.
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NGC 6544

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6544,save its metallicity. Following

Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Carretta et al. (2009c) and Valenti

et al. (2010) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for this cluster. The generous error on our

adopted metallicity (-1.40± 0.22 dex) stems from the wide spread (∼0.3 dex) amongst the

input measurements.

NGC 6553

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Barbuy et al. (1992), Meléndez

et al. (2003), Alves-Brito et al. (2006) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted

[Fe/H] for NGC 6553. For our recommended abundance pattern,we also draw on the

above works (excluding Carretta et al. ) as well as Barbuy et al.(1999), Cohen et al. (1999)

and Coelho et al. (2001), whom have each determined the chemistry of this cluster, largely

based on its red giant population (except Coelho et al. , who focussed on horizontal branch

stars). These studies used samples of 1, 5, 4, 2, 5 and 8 stars,respectively. We do not

include in our compilation the C or O abundances from Origliaet al. (2002) on the grounds

that those results lack a rigorous definition for each of the two stars in their sample. To our

knowledge, no evidence exists in the literature to suggest that NGC 6553 harbours multiple

stellar populations. The large rms envelopes that we find on this cluster’s mean [N/Fe] and

[Na/Fe] ratios (≥0.3 dex), however, might be first evidence to this effect. Lastly, since

NGC 6553 was not part of the MF09 sample, we adopt the age estimated by Beaulieu et

al. (2001) [13.2 Gyr], but only in atentativesense on the grounds that it could suffer from

unknown systematic errors relative to MF09. Other studies of this cluster’s age (Demarque
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& Lee, 1992; Ortolani et al., 1995; Guarnieri et al., 1998; Zoccali et al., 2001) have yielded

values for this parameter that are largely consistent with that of Beaulieu et al. (in 10.5-

13.0 Gyr) except for Guarnieri et al. ’s 16 Gyr estimate whichwell exceeds the age of the

Universe.

NGC 6569

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Valenti et al. (2005) and Carretta

et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6569.Our only knowledge of the

chemical abundances in this cluster comes from Valenti et al. (2011) who analysed six of its

red giant branch members. We therefore adopt these authors’values for our compilation.

We are not aware of any age determinations for NGC 6569 in the literature.

NGC 6624

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988) and

Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6624. Our only knowledge

of the chemical abundances in this cluster comes from Valenti et al. (2011), who analysed

five of its red giant branch members. We therefore adopt theseauthors’ results for our

compilation. The age of NGC 6624 has also been investigated by Richtler et al. (1994)

and Heasley et al. (2000), whom reported values of 18 and 14 Gyr for this parameter,

respectively. For reasons unknown, these estimates significantly exceed both our adopted

value (12.5± 0.9 Gyr; MF09) and the age of the Universe.
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NGC 6626

Our only solid knowledge about the stellar population(s) ofNGC 6626 concerns its metal-

licity. Following Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Da Costa &

Armandroff (1995) and Minniti (1995a) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for this cluster.

Gonzalez & Lambert (1997) measured the calcium, silicon andtitanium abundance for a

highly-evolved (post-AGB) variable (RV Tau) star belongingto this cluster, which weten-

tativelyadopt in our compilation, given the good agreement between their measured [Fe/H]

for this star (-1.31± 0.10 dex) and our adopted value (-1.32± 0.05 dex). Since NGC 6626

was not part of the MF09 sample, we adopt the age estimated forthis cluster by Testa et

al. (2001), but onlytentativelysince it slightly exceeds the age of the Universe. Davidge et

al. (1996) have also estimated the age of this cluster, finding an even more egregious value

(16 Gyr) than Testa et al.

NGC 6637

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Minniti (1995a) and Carretta et al.

(2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6637. In terms of its abundance pattern,

we only adopt the results of Lee (2007), whom analysed the chemical abundances of two

red giant branch and three (red) horizontal branch stars belonging to this cluster. The

Fe, Mg and Si abundances of NGC 6637 were also measured by Geisler (1984), but we

omit these results from our compilation on the grounds that they are statistically ill-defined

(Geisler’s measurements are based on a single star), lack error estimates and favour a much

more metal-poor designation for the cluster (-1.21 dex, as opposed to our adopted value

of -0.64 dex). Moreover, the Si abundance from Geisler is greater than our adopted value
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by 0.56 dex (4.7σ). Unfortunately, Lee et al. failed to notice this discrepancy, making

the precise reason(s) responsible for it unclear; increasing Geisler’s [Fe/H] value would

certainly reduce the discrepancy, but at the expense of introducing a new one between

their [Mg/Fe] measurements, which stand at +0.21 dex (Geisler, 1984) and +0.28 dex (Lee,

2007). Lee et al. found evidence for the existence of a Na-O anti-correlation amongst

their sample, which is reflected through the rather large uncertainties quoted for their mean

abundances of these two species (∼0.3 dex each) and agrees with the variations/bimodality

in the observed CN band strengths of this cluster’s red giant branch population (Geisler,

1986; Smith, 1989). The age of NGC 6637 has also been investigated by Richtler et al.

(1994), Heasley et al. (2000) and De Angeli et al. (2005), whom reported values of 18, 14

and 9.9± 1.0 Gyr for this parameter, respectively. Of these, only theage from Heasley

et al. is consistent with that which we have adopted (13.1± 0.9 Gyr; MF09). The others

either exceed the estimated age of the Universe (Richtler et al. ) or support a much younger

age for this cluster than we do (De Angeli et al. ).

NGC 6638

Little is known about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6638,save its metallicity. Following

Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Smith& Stryker (1986) and

Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for this cluster.
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NGC 6652

Our only knowledge about the stellar population(s) of NGC 6652 concerns its age and

metallicity. Following Ha10, we use the measured values of this parameter from Arman-

droff & Zinn (1988) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for this

cluster. Chaboyer & Kim (1995), Salaris & Weiss (1998), Chaboyer et al. (2000) and De

Angeli et al. (2005) determined ages of 9.5± 2.1, 8.0± 1.1, 11.7± 1.6 and 10.0± 0.8

Gyr for NGC 6652, respectively, wherein three of the four values are significantly younger

than the one we have adopted (12.9± 0.8; MF09).

NGC 6723

Following Ha10, we simply adopt the measured value of this cluster’s metallicity from

Carretta et al. (2009c). For its abundance pattern, we combine results from the work of

Geisler (1984) [Mg, Si] and Fullton (1996) [Ca, Si, Ti] whom, respectively, measured the

chemical abundances of one and three of its red giant branch members (although Fullton

does not provide values for individual stars). The wedding of these results is justified by

the agreement of their respective [Fe/H] estimates with that of Carretta et al. and of their

measured [Si/Fe] ratios (although we opt for Fullton’s ratio in our compilation). Alcaíno et

al. (1999) and De Angeli et al. (2005) measured ages of 15.5± 0.5 and 11.0± 1.1 Gyr for

NGC 6723; the former well exceeds the age of the Universe, andboth differ significantly

from our adopted value (13.1± 0.7 Gyr; MF09) for reasons unknown.
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NGC 6752

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Beerset al. (1990), Minniti et al.

(1993), Geisler et al. (1997), Cavallo et al. (2004), Yong et al. (2008b) and Carretta et al.

(2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 6752. Our recommended abundance

pattern for this cluster folds in results from several sources, the majority of which have

focussed on the chemical composition of its red giant members (Bell & Dickens, 1980;

Carretta et al., 2007a, 2009b, 2012a; Cavallo et al., 2004; Da Costa & Cottrell, 1980; Grat-

ton et al., 1986, 2005; Minniti et al., 1996; Norris & Da Costa,1995; Pilachowski et al.,

1983; Suntzeff & Smith, 1991; Yong et al., 2003, 2005, 2006, 2008b) [421 stars], while

some others have done likewise for its main sequence (Gratton et al., 2001; Carretta et al.,

2005; Pasquini et al., 2008) [11 stars], sub-giant branch (Gratton et al., 2001; Carretta et

al., 2005) [9 stars] and horizontal branch (Villanova et al., 2009) [6 stars] populations. The

significant effort invested in analysing the chemistry of NGC 6752 has yielded many de-

tections of variations/anti-correlations in the stellar abundances of several light elements

within members from multiple stellar evolutionary stages (main sequence, red giant branch

and horizontal branch; Cottrell & Da Costa, 1981; Cavallo et al., 2004; Carretta et al.,

2007a; Gratton et al., 2001; Pasquini et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2010; Villanova et al., 2009;

Yong et al., 2005, 2006, 2008a,b,c). This, along with corresponding detections of a pho-

tometric split in its main sequence and red giant branch (Carretta et al., 2009a, 2011b;

Milone et al., 2010), strongly suggest that NGC 6752 harbours more than one stellar pop-

ulation. Our recommended abundance pattern supports the idea of multiple populations

within this cluster, based on the large spreads in our compiled [C/Fe] (0.37 dex), [N/Fe]

(0.63 dex), [O/Fe] (0.25 dex) and [Na/Fe] (0.26 dex) ratios,compared to those for our other

tabulated elements (0.12 dex, in the median). Abundance analyses of NGC 6752 which we
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excluded from our compilation include Gratton (1987a), Glaspey et al. (1989), Pasquini

et al. (2005) and Hubrig et al. (2009) either because they didnot provide unique results

(Gratton, Pasquini et al. ), theirα-abundances strongly disagree with those from the above

works (Glaspey et al. ) or their sample corresponds to an exotic stage of stellar evolution

(Hubrig et al. ). Finally, the age of NGC 6752 has only been investigated by several other

groups (Burstein et al., 1986; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; Salaris & Weiss, 1998; Gratton et

al., 2003), only one of which measures a value (14.7± 2.4 Gyr; Chaboyer & Kim) that

barely agrees with the one we adopt for this parameter (11.8± 0.6 Gyr; MF09). The other

measurements, however, significantly differ from our adopted value either in the direction

of young (9.6± 1.1 Gyr; Salaris & Weiss) or old (>13 Gyr; Buonanno et al. ; Gratton

et al. ) ages.

NGC 7078

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988), Sne-

den et al. (1991), Minniti et al. (1993), Armosky et al. (1994), Sneden et al. (1997), Preston

et al. (2006), Kirby et al. (2008), Takeda et al. (2009) and Carretta et al. (2009c) to cal-

culate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 7078. The chemical composition of this cluster has

been the subject of numerous studies in the literature, albeit largely focussed on its red

giant members (Armosky et al., 1994; Carretta et al., 2009a,b; Cohen, 1979; Martell et al.,

2008; Minniti et al., 1996; Sneden et al., 1991, 1997, 2000a,b; Sobeck et al., 2011) [163

stars], while similar studies of this cluster’s other evolutionary include Cohen et al. (2005)

[68 sub-giant stars], and Behr (2003), Preston et al. (2006) and Sobeck et al. (2011) [23

horizontal branch stars combined]; these results form the basis of our recommended abun-

dance pattern. A number of studies were excluded from our compilation on the grounds
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their analysis was of an advanced stage (post-asymptotic giant branch) of stellar evolution

(Bianchi et al., 2001; Mooney et al., 2004), their results could not be transformed into ratios

of the form [X/Fe] (Trefzger et al., 1983) or they find highly sub-solar [Mg/Fe] and [Si/Fe]

ratios (Jasniewicz et al., 2004). Our compiled abundances for NGC 7078 shows relatively

enhanced rms envelopes about the mean abundances for carbon(0.36 dex), nitrogen (0.63

dex) and sodium (0.34 dex) (other species have envelopes of 0.08-0.23 dex in size), which

we interpret as a signature of multiple populations within it. A wide variety of other evi-

dence exists to this effect, such as CN/CH band strength variations (Pancino et al., 2010),

anti-correlations of light-element abundances (Carretta et al., 2009a,b) and a colour spread

amongst this cluster’s red giant population (Lardo et al., 2011), as well as a radial colour

gradient (Stetson, 1994; Lardo et al., 2011). Regarding the age of NGC 7078, only three

other measurements of this parameter (to our knowledge) exist within the literature, two of

which (14.1± 2.3 and 11.4± 1.1 Gyr; Chaboyer & Kim, 1995; Salaris & Weiss, 1998)

agree with our adopted value of 12.9± 0.5 Gyr (MF09), while the third (10.7± 0.7 Gyr;

De Angeli et al., 2005) is notably younger.

NGC 7089

Following Ha10, we use the measured metallicities from Armandroff & Zinn (1988) and

Carretta et al. (2009c) to calculate the weighted [Fe/H] for NGC 7089. In terms of its

abundance pattern, we only adopt the results of Martell et al. (2008), whom analysed the

carbon abundances of six red giant branch stars belonging tothis cluster. The Fe, Mg, Ca

and Ti abundances of NGC 7089 were also measured by Gonzalez &Lambert (1997), but

we omit these results from our compilation on the grounds that they are statistically ill-

defined (Gonzalez & Lambert’s measurements are based on a single star) and correspond
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to a highly-evolved (post-asymptotic giant branch) phase of stellar evolution. Despite mul-

tiple lines of evidence pointing towards the existence of multiple populations within this

cluster, such as split sub-giant and red giant branches, bimodal CN/CH band strengths and

a positive radial colour gradient (McClure & Hesser, 1981; Smith & Mateo, 1990; Sohn et

al., 1996; Dalessandro et al., 2009; Lardo et al., 2011; Smolinski et al., 2011; Piotto et al.,

2012), the rms spread about its mean [C/Fe] ratio does not appear especially large (0.14

dex). Finally, the only other published constraint on the age of this cluster known to us

comes from Davidge (2000) and De Angeli et al. (2005), who advocated values of 16 and

9.9± 1.2 Gyr, respectively. The former greatly exceeds not only our adopted age for NGC

7089 (11.8± 0.6 Gyr; MF09) but also that estimated for the Universe; conversely, the latter

is consistent with our adopted value.



Appendix C

Dust

The presence of dust in galaxies affects broadband studies of their stellar populations since

a change in reddening can mimic variations in both age and metallicity (Byun et al., 1994;

de Jong, 1996). The weak SF characteristics of gas-poor galaxies (Serra & Trager, 2007)

imply that reddening of their colours by dust should be minimal since their dust reservoirs

should not have been recently replenished by stellar feedback (Eminian et al., 2008). The

same cannot be said for gas-rich galaxies, as evidenced by the extremely red optical-NIR

colours that we find in some Virgo spirals (Paper I); however,MacArthur et al. (2010)

show that such red colours could also result from the presence of a significant TP-AGB

population. Rather than correct our photometry using idealized dust models (e.g. Gavazzi

et al., 2002), we instead address the impact that dust would have on galaxy colours.

To gauge the effect of reddening, we examine three popular dust models: (1) foreground

screen, (2) face-on triplex (Disney et al., 1989), and (3) clumpy medium (Charlot & Fall,

2000). The screen model follows a simple prescription,Aλ = 1.08τλ, whereAλ andτλ are

the extinction and optical depth in bandλ, respectively. The triplex model assumes expo-

nentially declining distributions of stars and dust in boththe radial and vertical directions.
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We calculate triplex extinctions according to Eqn. 14 of M04, which invokes a simple

treatment of scattering (de Jong, 1996). M04 argued that a large reddening gradient is only

achieved with the triplex model when the stellar and dust scale lengths are equal, contrary

to observations (Xilouris et al., 1999). For both the screenand triplex models, we use the

Milky Way extinction curve and albedos from Gordon et al. (1997). The clumpy medium

model mimics the preferential but short-lived extinction of young star clusters (Witt et al.,

1992; Gordon et al., 1997) due to the higher dust concentrations in molecular clouds than

in the diffuse ISM. The power-law dependence of the extinction curve in this model has

been verified in a multi-band study of SDSS galaxies (Johnsonet al., 2007). However, as

Charlot & Fall contend, the neglected scattering in their model make its applicability to

galaxian light profiles questionable. Indeed, the absence of a detailed scattering treatment

in most analytic dust models is another valid reason to forego reddening corrections to our

data.

We compare in Fig. C.1 the predictions for each of the above dust models against our

preferred exponential SFH model. The predicted reddening mostly affects optical-NIR

colours and thus mostly skews metallicity estimates (Bell & de Jong, 2000). Considering

our typical measurement errors however (Paper I), the models are degenerate with respect

to colours and even themselves. Although the dust extinction vectors lie nearly parallel

to the median colour gradients of our Virgo spirals (Paper I), unfeasibly large attenuations

would be required to fully explain the magnitude of these galaxies’ gradients (M04). With

exception to a few edge-on Virgo spirals that lie completelyredward of the exponential

model grid (e.g. VCC0873), we can thus rule out dust as a dominant contributor to the

colours of Virgo gas-rich galaxies. This point is supportedby our finding in Paper I that
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Figure C.1: As in Fig. 4.3 but comparing an exponential SFH model with (red) and without
(blue) reddening, whereby a clumpy medium dust model was used for the former. The
reddening vectors for the foreground screen and face-on triplex models (orange-red and
dark-red, respectively) are also shown. Parameter values for the clumpy model are in-
dicated at lower-right in each panel (τV = V-band optical depth of molecular cloud;µ =
relative optical depth of diffuse ISM), while those for the other models are adjacent to the
vectors themselves. The position of the galaxy’s center andhalf-light radius in the triplex
vector are indicated by the solid and open circles, respectively.
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these galaxies’ central colours are independent of inclination. Constraints on the dust prop-

erties of Virgo cluster galaxies should be significantly improved with the highly anticipated

completion of several ongoing dedicated X-ray, UV, optical, IR-FIR, and sub-mm surveys

of this cluster.



Appendix D

Erwin et al. (2012)

In this Appendix, we confirm the claim by Erwin et al. (2012) that Type II breaks are absent

in Virgo cluster S0s and discuss the detection of Type III breaks in such galaxies.

We noted in §5.3 that the 55 S0 galaxies from the McDonald et al. (2011) sample

were left out of our analysis. This is due to the complicated interpretation of their surface

brightness profiles where the bulge component is typically dominant. According to the

NIR bulge-disk decompositions of McDonald et al. (2009), nearly two-thirds of the 55 S0s

in our parent sample exhibit exponential-like profiles (within their sky error envelopes).

Thus, without additional chemical or dynamical information, these structures could either

be viewed as bulge- or disk-like. Given the inherent challenges with analyzing S0’s faint

outer disks and their acute sensitivity to sky levels, accurate modelling of their bulges via

multi-band bulge-disk decompositions would be required inthe pursuit of such a goal, a

level of detail which lies beyond the scope of the present work (see also Prochaska Cham-

berlain et al. 2011).

Given the non-trivial interpretation of the outer disks in S0 galaxies, it seems prudent

to examine the recent claims by Er12 about Virgo cluster S0 disks. Using optical imaging
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largely from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, as well as some of their own observations, Er12

compared the incidence of Type II breaks in field and cluster S0s to find that such features

are entirely absent in the cluster S0s (at least down to a limiting surface brightness ofr ∼

27 mag arcsec−2). Rather, these authors find that the luminosity profiles of cluster S0s

are evenly distributed between the Type I and III classes. Fig. D.1 shows thegriH surface

brightness profiles for the 18 S0 galaxies from our parent sample which overlap with Er12’s

Virgo sample. Our classification of pure exponential (Type I) luminosity profiles for VCC

654, 778, 784, 1253, 1720, 1813 and 2092 agrees with Er12. Other luminosity profile

shapes, such as Er12’s Type IIIs, are however less clearly agreed upon. For instance, VCC

523, 1154, 1196 and 1537 have no discernible profile break or outer disk component and

are modeled as a single Sérsic structure in McDonald et al. (2011); Er12 instead view them

as Type III systems (with breaks located at 27", 119", 63" and 29"). Er12 also identify Type

III profiles (breaks) in VCC 355 (83"), 759 (190"), 1827 (54") and 1902 (58"), yet our sky

error envelopes, as shown in Fig. D.1, make them consistent with both a single exponential

or a Type III disk. An issue with our profile shape assessmentsis the relatively low signal-

to-noise of the SDSS images at levels where Type III breaks are normally detected.

Whether galaxies with outer profile upturns are viewed as a smooth Sérsic bulge plus

a Type III disk or a Sérsic bulge plus a Type I disk and a stellarhalo depends highly on

the nature of the isophotal fitting in the inner parts (e.g. whether isophotes have concentric

[Erwin] or variable [us] position angles), the accuracy of sky subtraction, and the ability to

distinguish a stellar disk from a stellar halo.

This is not to say that disk profile upturns, or “anti-truncated” disks, are unexpected.

These may result from a component which is actually independent from the disk itself, such
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as a stellar halo (e.g. as seen in M31; Courteau et al. 2011) or other accreted external mate-

rial. Such profile upturns, or disk/halo transitions, are typically seen at surface brightnesses

belowµi ≃ 26− 27 mag arcsec−2 (Courteau et al., 2011). With a typical limit ofµi ≃ 26.5

mag arcsec−2 (Hall et al., 2012), our own SDSS profiles are barely deep enough to assess

the presence of disk/halo structures. The latter is clearlyof tremendous interest, though

once again, beyond the scope of the present study.

Type III upturns may also be purely confined to the disk, as confirmed by spiral-arm

structure which appears to extend beyond the Type III break radius (e.g. NGC 3982 in Er-

win et al. 2008; see their Fig. 11). Models which explain TypeIII disks via mechanisms

other than pure accretion include harassment or minor mergers. The harassment simula-

tions of Moore et al. (1999a) show clearly the evolution of a Type I disk into a Type III

system. The minor merger models of Younger et al. (2007) alsoshow that the “outer light

excess” comes from disk stars in the original primary galaxythat gained angular momen-

tum from the minor merger process. All things considered, though, the generation of a

Type III profile always requires an external agent.

In summary, while we do not find Type III systems in our Virgo cluster sample of

S0 galaxies (McDonald et al., 2011), we concur with Er12’s important claim that Type II

breaks are seemingly absent in S0 cluster galaxies. The latter is confirmed by examination

of our Virgo cluster sample (McDonald et al., 2011).
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Figure D.1: As in Fig. 5.2 but now for Virgo S0s common to both our entire sample and
that of Erwin et al. (2012).



Appendix E

Stellar surface mass density profiles of

Virgo galaxies

In this Appendix, we present theΣ∗ profiles of Virgo cluster galaxies when binned by

structural parameters other thanµe,i (Figs. 7.4-E.2). These plots complete the dicussion of

§7.3 by allowing us to infer the effects ofB/Ti (Figures E.1-E.2),C28,i (Figures E.3-E.4),

Mi (Figures E.5-E.6) andRe,i (Figures E.7-E.8) on these profiles. For each one of these

parameters, we show the profiles versus radii expressed firston logarithmic scale and then

linear. Recall that these two scales allow us to see the effects of the parameters on the

shapes of the profiles in their inner and outer regions, respectively.
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B/T > 0.39 0.31 < B/T < 0.39 0.23 < B/T < 0.31

0.18 < B/T < 0.23 0.14 < B/T < 0.18 0.09 < B/T < 0.14

0.05 < B/T < 0.09 0.01 < B/T < 0.05 B/T < 0.01

Figure E.1: As in Fig. 7.4 but now with galaxies binned by their i−band bulge-to-total ratio
(B/Ti).
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B/T > 0.39 0.31 < B/T < 0.39 0.23 < B/T < 0.31

0.18 < B/T < 0.23 0.14 < B/T < 0.18 0.09 < B/T < 0.14

0.05 < B/T < 0.09 0.01 < B/T < 0.05 B/T < 0.01

Figure E.2: As in Fig. E.1 but now with radii plotted on linearscale.
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Figure E.3: As in Fig. 7.4 but now with galaxies binned by their i−band concentration
(C28,i).
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Figure E.4: As in Fig. E.3 but now with radii plotted on linearscale.
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M > -16.43-16.81 < M < -16.43-17.28 < M < -16.81

-17.80 < M < -17.28-18.51 < M < -17.80-19.19 < M < -18.51

-20.00 < M < -19.19-20.82 < M < -20.00M < -20.82

Figure E.5: As in Fig. 7.4 but now with galaxies binned by their i−band magnitude (Mi).
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M > -16.43-16.81 < M < -16.43-17.28 < M < -16.81

-17.80 < M < -17.28-18.51 < M < -17.80-19.19 < M < -18.51

-20.00 < M < -19.19-20.82 < M < -20.00M < -20.82

Figure E.6: As in Fig. E.5 but now with radii plotted on linearscale.
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Figure E.7: As in Fig. 7.4 but now with galaxies binned by their i−band effective radii
(Re,i).
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Figure E.8: As in Fig. E.7 but now with radii plotted on linearscale.


